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TEST PLAN: _KPP BIN-SCALE CH TRU WASTE TESTS
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Situ CH TRU Waste 'Pests,Sandia WIPP Task V, Case 0395.540.

3.5 FOREWORD

p

This WIPP Bin-Scale CH TRU Waste Test progr_n described herein will pro-

vide relevant composition and kinetic rate data on gas generation mx] const_p-

tion resulting from TRU waste _degradation, as impacted by synergistic interac-

tions due to multiple degradation mode_, waste form pre_x_ration, long-term

repository envirolxnental effects, engineered barrier materials, and, possib-

ly, engineered modifications to be developed. Similar data on waste-brine

leachate c_m_itions and potentially hazardous volatile ox%ganic compounds

rele_ed by the wastes will also be provided. The quantitative data output
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from these tests and associated technical expertise are required by the WIPP

Performanc_ Assessment (PA) program studies, and for the scientific benefit

of the overall WIPP project.

This Test Plan describes the necessary scientific and technical aspects,

justifications, and rationale for successfully initiating and conducting the

WIPP Bin-Scale CH TRU Waste Test program. This Test Plan is the controlling

scientific design definition and overall requir_nent._ doct_nent for this WIPP

in situ test _,as defined by Sandia National laboratories (SNL), scientific

achrisorto the U.S. Depaztment of Energy, WIPP Project office (DOE/WPO).

Many site er_ineering, operational, and safety requirements are also de-

fined, as needed te support the conduct of this overall test program. There

will be other parallel and supporting engineering design requirements and

specifications, engineering work packages, standard operating procedures,

safety procedures, waste handling and retrieval plans, and other necessary

documentation, etc. Such services and documentation (not in this Test Plan)

will be provided by the Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division (WID), thewipp

_lagement and operating contractor. All of these documents and plans pro-

vide necessary support to the successful conduct of the scientific program as

defined in this Test Plan. All such supporting commitments are summarized in

Section 13.3. renepr_ will be conducted as a joint cooperative and inter-

active effort betwee_ SNL and WID. The overall test program will be directed

by s_ia National I_boratori_g. The Test Plan clearly lays out the respect-

ive areas of test responsibility for both SNL 2uw/WID. The entire test pro-

gram is being performed under,_theauspi_g of, and for the DOE/WPO.

Considerable engJl_m_ring detail and scientific background information is

included herein to provide an adequate, overall description of the complete

test program. An interested reader will not, therefore, have to search in

multiple documents for necessary, supplemental information. This Test Plan

is not, however, intended to be a treatise on the topics of _rastedegradation

and the overall impacts of resultant gas generation on the lor_j-termperform-

ance and safety of the WIPP facility. Interpretations of test data not yet

obtained will not be atte2pted in this document. The data from this bin-scale

test program, a]xlthe subsequent interpretations thereof, are input informa-

tion to the WIPP PA studies. Evaluations of te_stresults and their potentiai

- 7 -



impacts on the WIPP facility are specific objectives of the WIPP PA program.

This topic will addressed in more detail in Section 5.

This test program is specifically included and described briefly in the

US DOE Draft Final Plan for t/_e Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Test Phase: Per-

formance Assessment, DOE/WIPP 89-011 [US DOE, 1989a]. This in situ test pro-

gram _m/st be regarded as a separate entity from the operational demonstra-

tio]%s progra_n previously defined and planned at the WIPP [US DOE, 1989d].

Much of the preliminary, introductory narrative (Section 5), objectives

(Section 4), and conceptual test design and summary (Section 6) of this Test

Plan were originally contained elsewhere, in Appendix A, in the Plan for the

Disposal-System Characterization and Long-Term Performance D'aluation of the

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, SAND89-0178 [Bertram-Howery _uld Htnlter, 1989].

This "Appendix A" was also included in DOE/WIPP 89-011 [US DOE, 1989a]. The

Test Plan includes many technical and schedule updates to the annotated des-

criptions in the DOE Plan.

The procedures, designs, and materials used in this test are necessary to

provide the rec_lired data. They are not. intended to set precedents for fu-

ture WIPP site operations without further detailed technical evaluations.

Specific details provided in this Test Plan are believed to be accurate

as of the date of publication. Authorized changes in experimental details

and supporting er_ineerjng designs, as described herein, will occur as the

test program progresses and is installed and performed in situ. Changes in

technical detail are expec_ced, and are based or,: forthcoming scientific and

engineering test development_ at the WIPP site and at waste generating facili-

ty sites; early test data and their int_rpretations; new knowledge and devel-

opments, plus associated or perceived progz_umnatic i_pacts and needs; and,

any other problems that may arise and need resolution. Minor test detail

changes will be do_n/mented and incorpoz-ated into the updatable Appendices of

this T_st Plan, Section 18.0. Future major test changes, modifica£ions, and

additions, such as Phase 3 of this program, to be briefly described in Sec-

tion 8.2, will be docn/mented in a seParate Test Plan Addendum. ;_Ii future

changes to this Test Plan will attest to incorporate new knowledge, in-

sights, _ux_ inputs of all personnel and organizations involved.

-- 8 --



_he success and schedule of these WIPP Bin-Scale CH qRU Waste Tests are

closely tied to the effective and cooperative interaction between the scien-

tific (Sandia National Laboratories) m_d engineering (Westinghouse WID) par-

ticlpants in this program. Test and schedule success are also dependent on

other DOE/WI_ efforts: TRUPACT-II licensing and scheduling; the WIPP Supple-

mental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS); the WIPP Safety Analysis Re-

port (SAR); WIPP land withdrawal legislation; interpretations of Environ-

me_]tal Protection Ac]er_ (EPA)hazardous waste regulatior_ -- ar_ associated

impacts on WIPP operations, from 40 CFR 191, SL_part B, the Resource Conserva-

tion and Recovery Act, RCRA, 40 CFR 268, and the Potential granting of a no-

migration vari_ by the EPA to the WIPP. These concerns are addressed sep-

arately in both DOE/WPO [US DOE, 1989a] and ShFL [Bertram-Howery and Hunter,

1989] doctn,entation; they are not addressed specifically in this Te._t Plan.

Tentative schedules in this Test Plan, Section 13, are k_sed on current

but evolving DOE/W_ _hedules and related information, as _)acted by first

waste receipt schedules and the DOE/WPO efforts described above_ as well as

by other parallel concerns, documentation, or complicating factors. The sched-

ules are based on the assumption that CH TRU waste_ will be available for

shipment to the WIPP for test emplacement in FY90. Schedules are also depend-

ent on the completion of c__rtain commitments by test participants, as listed

in Section ].3.3. Schedules may, by necessity, be modified at a later date.

3.6 X_T PLAN REVIEW

3.6.1 Formal Peer Review

As required by WIPP quality-assuranoe procedures, a formal peer _ [ew of

the Test Plan: WIPP Bin-Scale C_ TRU Waste Tests (Rough Draft, dated May

1989) was conducted. Written cxmm__nts were received and a review meeting

he3d on Augt_st 23'24, 1989, at the WIPP site. The comments, suggestions, cri-

ticisms, etc., were documented and con_nented on separately, and can be fotn_d

in the SNL-WIPP quality assurance files for this test program. Most of t_e

peer _'._iew _ts, as well as those comments _'eceived from all other re-

viewers, have been incorporated into t21is latest and final edition of the

Test Plan.
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The formal peer review panel members are listed below.

James Butler, Harvard University

J_ K. Channell, EnvirO_tal Evaluation Group

Thomas L. Clements (& K. Guay), Idaho National Engineering I_aboratory

Eric D'Amico, Rocky Flats Plant

Mart/%aA. Ebra (& N. Bibler), Savannah River Site

A. J. F_zis, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Anthony F. Gallegos, Environmental Evaluation Group

Stanley Kosiewicz, Los Alamos National la_x_ratory

(Plus ot/_er personnel at the above named sit_s who may have assisted t2_e

panel members. )

Half of these foz_._alreviewers were selected based on their knowledge of

nuclear waste preparations, handling, and testir_ activities at U.S. DOE

waste generating facilities. The other half were specifically selected be-

cause they were not associated with waste generating facilities. These later

individuals all have specific expertise in the areas of microbiology, environ-

mental sciences, radiological safety, etc., that are applicable to the topic

of safe nuclear waste management.

Note: [_tring the course of the peer review meeting, and at the sugges-

tion and _gement of Sandia manage_nent, the members of the external peer

review panel, or t21eirdesignated representatives, agreed tentatively to meet

on a periodic basis, about every 6 months, to help review newdevelopments

relative to (all of) the WIPP CA q_U waste tests. They will also help con-

tribute their expertise to assist in the evaluation and interpretation of

test data ar_ remllts from the WIPP tests, as available.

L

Details, WIPP programmatic impacts, and schedules of the bin-scale test

program have also been presented to other review groups over t21e period of

June to _r 1989. These review and other associated organizations in--

cluded the WIPP Panel of the National Academy of Sciences, the Enviro_ta]

Evaluation Group based in New Mexicor the U.S. Er_vironmental Pl_otectionAgen-

cy, and various U.S. DOE offices and review panels. 'lhe purposes of t2_ese

multiple presentations have been to disseminate up to date test concepts and

objectives, to receive technical and other inputs, to _aximize the planned
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informational output to organizations that will use t/le test data, and to

minimize any potential negative impacts on the overall WIPP program. Feed-

back c_ts, suggestions, and criticisms from these review n_etings have

also been incorporated into this Test Plan as appropriate.

3.6.2 Informal and In'House Peer Review and Contributors

Recognition is given to the following WIPP projec_ persot_lel for review-

ing a_/ providing constructive cc,_ment._and additions to the ROUGH DRA/T Test

Plan: WIPP Bin-Scale CH TRU Waste Tests, dated _y 8, 1989.

Sandia National iaboratx]ries: L. H, Brush, P. A. Cahill, p. L. jones, J. L.

Krumhansl, J. T. McIlmoyle, S. Y. Pickering, G. E. Tucker, M. M. Warrant, and

W. D. Weart.

Westinghouse WID: M. Bali, R. F. Cook, W. D. Greenlee, M. J. Leroch, and D.

J. Moak.

J

IT Corporation: D. Deal and P. Drez.

Tech Reps, Inc. : R. L. Jones

Acknowledgments must also be given to all other, ur_am6J p_rticipants

(Sandia National laboratories, Westinghouse WID, DOE, and others) who helped

in the prelimir_iry formulation, scientific ar_ engineering design, _u%d otJ_er

aspects of this test pr_n.



4.O _ OVERVIEW

4.l EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This WIPP Bin-Scale C_ TRU Waste Test is a multi-phase experimental plan

intended to prowide relevant _ition and kinetic rate data on gas g_z:nera-

tion and eonmmption resulting from TRU waste degradation under WIPP reposi-

tory relevant conditions. Actual CH TRU wastes being tested include both rad-

ioactive and hazardous-mixed wastes representative of the current (and plan-

ned near-future) output of various U.S. DOE waste generating facilities.

Waste degradation and consequent gas production will be impacted by, and test-

ed as a function of many variabl_s: synergistic interactiorusdue to mttltiple

degradation modes; waste form types and processir_ procedures; long-term

repository environmental effect:s; _ntz%u_ion of different types and quanti-

ties of brines; d_fferent repository periods from the operational phase to

the longer-term, post-closure period; engLne_red barrier materials in contac_c

with the wastes such as salt, backfill and getter materials, perhaps .grouts;

and, possibly, engineered modifications or fixes (to be developed) 'that can
k

reduce the qtmntities of gases to be generated or released. Gas sampl_s will
r

be obtained periodically from each test bin and quantitatively analyzed for

gas_.s generated by multiple waste degradation mechanisms and released as a

function of time. Ga_s to be q_mntified also include potentially hazardous

volatile organic _ released by t/qe wastes, of environmental safety

and EPA RCRA (hazardous waste) concer_%s.
E

Test samples of waste-brine leachate solutions will also be periodically

obtained from the bins and analyzed for radionuclide source-term conce/ntra-

tions, hazardous organic _nents and toxic metal concentrations, and for

any impacts on migration due to organic or inorganic: complexing agents mixed

with t/%e wastes. Solution data, as well _s the gas data and results will be

_tted dire_ly to the WIPP PA modeling studies and also evaluated for EPA

RCRA (hazardous waste) cha_-acterization impacts and concerns.

The WIPP bi]_-scalet.estprogram as currently defined involves the testing

of about 600 drum-volumes of actual C_ _IY4Uwastes contained within about ]24

separate test ,bins. A test bin is a specifically desi.gT_edmetal,container 'to

hold the wastes safely and allow for the periodic sampling of released gase-_
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and waste leachant liquids. It is not ,intended to be a transportation or

waste disposal conta_. _,e test program also specifically includes an ex-

pansion capability (Phase 3) so that more bJms can be added as required and

tested in the next several years. This expansion capability is needed to ac-

__te (i) additional waste types (more than those currently shippable to

the WIPP), _) future processed waste types, engineered barriers or modifica-

tions than can significantly reduce the amount of gas to be generated, (3)

tests that car, incorporate and help resolve further desired characterizations

for EPA _ or other regulatory and/or programmatic concerns, and (4) addi-

tional tests to reduce any unacceptably large, experimental uncertai]Ities po-

tentialiy i]_icated by .initial results°

B,iin-scaletest data will De linked by geochemical modeling and predictive

cal_rlations with related data from the parallel laboratory and WIPP in situ

alcove C_ TRU waste test programs. The combined data from all three related

test programs, laboratory, bin-scale, and in situ alc_ve tests, are required

by the WIPP PA study. Full test details 9n waste types and engineered and

other components to be used in this bin-so,le test prcgram are described in

this d_t.

The quantitative data, results, and interpretatiolas from these tests are

requil_d by the WIPP PA program. The perfornkmnc_ of this bin-scale test pro-

gram has been planned solely to obtain necessary data on radioactive and haz-

ardous gas and leachate ccmponents potentially relearned, and their impacts on

both the short-term and long.-term safe operation and contact capability

of the WIPP facility.

- 13 -
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4.2 _TO_CTIVES

The overall objectives of this WIPP bin-scale CH TRU waste test program

are to:

i. Quantify with a high degree of control gas gene_ration- and depletion-

rates, and compositions frcm actual TRU wastes, as a function of waste

type, time, and interactions with brines and other repository natural and

encjineered barrier materials. Experimental conditions will represent,

primarily, the longer-term, post-operational phase of the repository as

well as the operational-_hase. With the exception of VOCs, these tests

will not quantify total gas g_tion pch_itials (quantities).

2. Provide a larger-scale evaluation and extension of the laboratory-scale

test results, using actual TRU wastes under repository _elevant, expected

conditions. The l_se of accelerative, overtest conditions could bias inter-

pretations and will not be permitted.

3. Evaluate the synexgistic impacts of microbial action, varying degrees of

brine saturation, waste (xmpaction, degradation-product contamination,

etc., on the gas-generation av_pacity and geochemical environment of ._RU

waste.

4. Incorporate representative long-term impacts of room closure and waste

compaction on gas generation by including supercompac_ed wastes.

5. Evaluate effe_tiv_s for minimizing overall gas generation by incorpo-

rating getter materials, waste form nDdifications, and/or engineered fix-

es into the C_ TRU waste test system.

6. Measure solution-leachate, source-term radiochemistry and hazardous-con-

stituent (i.e., organics, toxic metals) chemistry of brine-saturated TRU

wastes, as a function of many credible enviro_tal variables.

7. Determine the amount of volatile organic compounds and other hazardous

gases released from the T_J wastes under realistic repository conditions,

to _mntify how EPA hazardous waste r_atio1_ will impact the WIPP.

,i%
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8. Conduct detailed pretest and postteSt waste characterizations of all

wastes used in this program to quantify radioactive species, hazardous

waste constituents, and overall waste matrb_ component_q.. These characteri-

zations are necessary to demonstrate both to what extent test wasters are

representative of the behavior of all C_ TRU wastes and to provide infor-

mation needed in test data interpretations. Posttest waste characteriza-

tions will specifically quantify the total VOC source-term available in

the tested w_ste materials.

9. Specifically determine to what extent the test wastes are "repre_sent_-

tive" of, and/or bracket, the RCRA constituent conc_.ntrations of the CH

TRU wastes in storage at DOE waste generator sites that are to be isolat-

ed at WIPP. Wastes to be considered for WIPP eaplac__nt and tested in

this program must meet specifications of both the WIPP waste acfceptance

criteria and applicable transportation requir_ts.

10. Provide necessary gas-generation and -depletion data and source-term in-

formation in direct support of WIPP PA analyso_s, predictive modeling, and

related evaluations, _us well as for related EPA RCRA characterizations.

ii. Help establish an acceptable level of confidence in the WIPP PA calcula-

tions. Help evaluate the validity of pertinent assumptions used in n_del-

ing. Help eliminate most '%¢hat if" questions and concerns.

- 15 -



5.0 INTRODUCTION

This Test Plan has been prepared at this time because of t/he speci_l int-

erest of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), National Acade_/ of Sciences

(NAS), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the F_ivirorm_ntal

Evaluation Group (ESG) based in New Mexico j_ those _nent_ of the planned

WIPP _st Phase: Perfo_ Assessment/5-Year Plan [US DOE, 1989a; Bertram-

Hc_ery and Hunter, 1989] experiments that will use actual, radioactive C_ TRU

wastes at the WIPP or at a DOE waste-generating or storage facility before

they are shipped to the WIPP site. The interpreted test results will reduce

uncertaJ]Ities in the performance assessment by evaluating predictions of gas

generation and of possible interactions of hazardous components of WIPP _raste

with other el_ts of the WIPP repository.

The 'Pest Plan details why arch how the experimental program measuremenus

will be conducted and provides the technical justifications. It describes

necJessary procedures, tec/m_iques, and operations for the acquisition of data

on TRU waste gas quantiti__s, compositions, generation and consumption rates,

and waste material-brine-leachate radiochemical measurem_its. Extensive vari-

ations are expected resulting from various modes of waste degradation, includ-

ing brine and other er;g_red barrier interactions or modifications with the

wastes.

Repository relevant data will be acquired frc_n individual test bins, spec-

ific to respective waste types, as affected by combinations of various envi-

ro_tal variables and/or materials. The overall test design and test bin

replication will allow the effecT_ of almost all variables on gas production

to be unfolded from that of other specific variables. These data are neces-

sary for supporting the needs of perfor_nance assessnment modeling- and predict-

ive-calculations, specifically the WIPP PA repositol_f room model dealing with

gas generation [Bertram-Howery and Hunter, 1989].

Test data are also necessary and will be acquired for quantifying hazard-

ous constitu_Its potentially releas_J from the actual TRU wastes during condi-

tions of repository storage. These hazardous constituents include primarily

volatile organic C(mponent gases, VOCs, such as carbon tetrachloride, other

halogenated hydrocarbons, and similar organic solvents; t/hey also include
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toxic (heavy) metals, e.g., lead, cadmium, mercury, etc., that could be leach-

ed from the waste materials in the long-term, qhe hazardous c_ponent VOC

gases and toxic metals will be quantified in this test program ar,d interpret-

ed in relation to U.S. Enviro_tal Protection Agency (EPA) hazardous waste

regulations, i.e., 40 CFR 268, as applicable to the WIPP and tile wastes per,

mitted within. The test characterization process includes hx3t_hpretest and

posttest c91antificati0n of VOC concentrations in the test bin wastes.

5.1 BACKGR(X3ND

Containez_ of transuranic wastes to be disposed of at the WIPP are a Inix-

ture of standard 210-1iter (55-gailon) drunks and a lesser number of TRU Stalx_-

ard Waste Boxes (_NB). These containers are filled with wastes from chemical

and engineering research, development, and production facilities for the U.S.

defense programs. The wastes are composed of: (i) laboratory hardware such

as glassware, ring stands, piping, and other metal stl_ctures; (2) cellulos-

ic materials such as towels, tissues, and wiping cloths; (3) protective

gloves and clothing; (4) chemicals and inorganic process sludges, many of

which are stabilized wit/_ cement; (5) various plastics, rubbers, and resins;

(6) residual organic solvents, resulting in possible releases of VOCs; and,

(7) worn out or contaminated engineering equipment and tools.

Generally, as soon as waste materials are plac_ed in drums and boxes, they

will begin to release gases. In the short-term, the_se gases are generated

predominantly from z_diolytic degradation of the wastes, and include hydro-

gen, oxygen (rapidly depleted in nDst cases), carbon oxides, and low-molecu-

lar-weight organic compounds [Zerwekh, '.[979;Kosiewicz, 1979,. ]981; Molecke,

1979]. Radiolysis of water and potentially intruding brines could also geAer-

ate appreciable quantities of hydrogen (and oxygen) in the post-operational

and long-term time periods, particularly from high-moisture content process

sludges [Cl_ts ar_ Kudera, 1985]. Microbial degradation me_hanisms are

expected to be of potential major concern in botJl the short- ar_J long-term

time periods [Caldwell et al., 1987; Molecke, 1979]. Microbial]y generated

gases include carbon dioxide or methane, [Caldwe]l et al., 1987; Molecke,

19"79] potentially nitrogen from denitrification of nitrates (i.e., from the

nitrates contained in inon_anic process sludges), and hydrcxjen sulfide from

sulfate-reducing bacteria [Brush and Anderson, 1988a]. Anaerobic (anoxic)
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metal cozrosion in the post-operational and long-term periods could also gen-

erate significant quantities of hydrogen [Brush and Anderson, 1988a; Molecke,

1979]. No radioactive gases are generated, with the possible exception of

radon from the decay of tra__ic isotope_ in the wastes. Note: Since

hydrogen gas can be generated by several mechanisms, its source. (mechanism)

will not be readily apparent from the bin gas analyses. Bin data comparisons

with laboratory test [Brush, 1989] results will be necessary to decouple ef-

fects and obtain a more thorough mechanistic interpretation.

Current, available data on gas generation rates from TRU-contm<h_ated

waste materials and simulants are s_mmrized in Table 5.1, and are based on

previous, WIPP-specific laboratory testing [Molecke, 1979; Caldwell, et al.,

1987]. These measured values are presented for background, comparative infor-

mation only. They were obtained in many cases from highly accelerated over-

tests, conducted over relatively short time periods, i.e., 6 r_nths or less,

and have relatively large estimated uncertainties. As such, these laboratory

data are not considered entirely appropriate for WIPP PA analyses; the data-

base must be increased in size and the uncertainties greatly reduced, l_%u_h-

er details and information con<_rning these laboratory results are found else-

where [Molecke, 1979]. The gas generation data to be obtained in this WIPP

bin-scale test program will be for realistic, repository-relevant environme_t-

al conditions, and will be obtained over periods of 5 years or more.

These intermediate- or bin-scale tests will use actual CH q_U wastes, from

various waste generator facilities that have been specially prepared, modifi-

ed, and repackaged into special metal boxes or "bins" that have been special-

ly desigr_d for testing and gas and brine leachate sampling purposes, rlhe

specially prepared wastes contain additives to study t/he synergistic interac-

tions between individual waste types, backfill and getter materials, metal

corrodants, injected brines, and, as developed, nmdified waste for_s ar_

engineered fixes to minimize gas generation. These tests, to be COlX_ucted

urger closely controlled experimemtal conditions, will provide both reposi-

tory relevant gas and brine-leachate radiochemical data. q]]e bin-scale res-

ults will be: both compared with and tu_ed to extend similar past [Zerwekh,
, t i

1979; Koslewlcz, 1979, 1980, 1981; Caldwell et al., 1987; Molecke, 19'79] and

current laboratory-scale [Brush, 1989] measurements (made on simulated waste

materials), thereby reducing tmc_l_cah_ties in tk_e data base, simplifying both

analyses and interpretations of the data.
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Table 5.1 Simulated TRI] Waste Comparative Gas C_eration Rates

[data from Molecke, 1979 and #-Caldwell, et al., 1987]

Mechanism _ Waste Material/Matrix Gas Production Limits •

(moles gas/year/drt_n)

MIC/_OBIAL: Organic Composite, aerobic 0-(0.9-5.5)-12,*

Organic C_.Ite, anaerobic 0-(1.2-4.2)-32

Plywood Box, * aerobic 0- (0.44-2.2) -3.0

Plywood Box, * anaerobic 0- (I.1-3.7 )-4. i

(Plywood Box, aerobic, 3.2 m3)_ 0-(2.8-14)-19
(plywood BoX, anaerobic, 3.2 m_) 0-(6.8-23)-26
Asphalt, aerobic 0-(0.1-2.6) -8.4

Asphalt, amaerob [_ 0-(0-1._9)-4.8

#c_mposite, aerobic, 1% water, 25°C 1 3

#Cc_ite, aerobic,_91% water, 25°C 1.6

#Composite, aerobic, 91% brine, 25°C ---

#Composite, aerobic, 91% brine, 40°C 5.2

#Composite, anaerobiC, 1% water, 25°C 2.4

#Composite, anaerobic, 91% water, 25°c 4.2

#Cc_ite, anaerobic, 91% brine, 25°c 3.2

RADIOLYSIS: Cellulosics (0.039 Ci***) 0.002-(0.005-0.011)-0.012

Polyethylene (0.039 ci) 0.003-(0.007)-0.008

Pvc (0.o39oi) 0.01-(0.03-0.042)-0.08
Process Sludges (7.7 Ci) 0.76

01_anic Composite (0.039 Ci) 0.002-(0.005)-0.006

Asphalt (7.7 Ci) 0.1-(0.15-0.76)-1.0

Concrete-TRU Ash (poured, 15 Ci) 0.03-(0.045-0.93)-1.0

Concrete-TRU Ash (heated, 15 Ci) 0.0002- (0.0005-0. 035)-0.05

Alpha Decay, He generation (15 ci) 0.000015

CORROSION: Mild Steel D_m*, anaerobic 0-2.0

Mild Steel Drum*, aerobic 0

THERMAL Organic Composite (25°C) 0

Organic Composite (40°C) 0-(0.02-0.2)-0.4

Paper(70°c) 0.5-.(1.3)-2

OVERALL

AVERAGE: Existing INEL TRU Wastes, Ae obic 0.0005-(0.3-1.4)-2.8

* dl_Im volume = 0.21 m3

** lower limit- (most probable range) - upper limit,
with estimated uncertainties

*** 0.039 Ci = 0.5 g wgIAl, ].5.4 Ci = 200 g WgPu (max./drum)
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If the WIPP is approved for permanent waste dispo_l] after the planned

DOE 5-year test phase program [US DOE, 1989a], the standard WIPP operation

will h_c].ude several steps. Waste containers shipped to the WIPP will be

placed in one of seven rooms in one of eight panels, and the rooms will be

backfilled with appropriate materials. After all seve_ roo_s in a panel are

filled with drums or boxes of waste and backfilled, the panel will be sealed

off from the rest of the repository with a fluid- and gas-tight seal. Any

' gas g_ated by the waste after a panel is sealed must be considered in the

assessment of repository performance over the period of time recg_iredby the

standards governing the disposal of radioactive waste. If test results war-

rant, consideration could be given to the ve_Iting of generated gases until

final sealing of the repository, or to the tu_eof other engineered fixes or

modifications. The overall performanc_ of the repository includes not only

the room responses, but also t/%e ir_ividual and coupled respon_.s of panel

s_._Is,mine drifts, shaft seals, disturbed rock (fractured) zones aroUnd the

_adlonuclide 'transport through the upper aquifersshaft se_is, and potential - '

to the ac__ssible envirolm_t.

r 5.2 JUS_CA_ON
i

A major concern raised by gas released from the TRU wasters stored in the

WIPP is the possible pressurization of the dispo_l room during room closure

and terminal isolation of the waste. The total quantity of gases to be gener-

ated, and their rates of generation ]_st be quantified, not assumed from pos-

sibly inappropriate data. WIPP PA must be able to adequately predict or eval-

Iratethe follc_;ingconcerns, including:

(i) Will the gas pressure be high enough to retard repositoz_ room closure?
,,,

(2) Will the gas pressure be sufficiently high to fracture the Salado

forn_Ition?

(3) Will int_zlnalgas pressurization affect repository seal performance?

(4) Is t/_erea realistic P0tential'for interactions betweer released VOCs and

either backfill material or the seal system?

(5) Will sufficient gas be. generated to provide a pressurized envirorm_t

that could release radioactivity during potential repository post-clo_a/re

]intrusion?
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The gases released by stored radioactive wastes and their rates of genera-

tion as a fun_cion of repository time may significantly affect the assessment

of radioactivity releases from t/le repository by htm_n _:intrusion. For the

confident evaluation of the effect of the gases on potential release scenar-

ios, a relevant database t]_at defines the appropriate 'chemical and r_Icrobial

reactions and the amount._, co_positions, and rated of gases generated is re-

quired. Similarly, data are also needed on hazardous components (gaseous

VOCs, dissolved toxic metals) released from the wastes under repository condi-

tions, in order to quantify _/_pact_ of EPA's hazardous waste (RCRA)regula-

tions, 40 CFR 268, on the WIPP.
J

The present form of the EPA Standard for radioactive waste disposal, 40

CFR 191, z_quires that repository performance be predicted for 1,000 years

for individual protectionand for i0,000 years for contai_t. For these

very long times, experimental testing in real time c%nrmot be used to demons-

trate performance. The S_ suggests that a probabilistic, predictive,

mathematical approach be used, in which models or m_lel segments are used to

si_mllate, over time, the .h_oortant processes identified by field exploratory

research [Zerwekh, 1979; Clements and Kudera, 1985b]. E_nta also must be ac-

quired for input to the probabilistic predictive models. When scer_rios for

the release of waste from the repository to the accessible enviro_t have

been identified and the appropriate probabilistic analysis completed for each

_io, a complem_.ntary ctm_/lative distribution f_mction (CC©F) will be con-

structed to show whether the repository, as designed, can be demonstrated to

meet the EPA Standard.

Several kinds of data on tk_e potential in situ k_Jnavior of C_{ TRU wastes

are needed for WIPP PA modeling and analyses:

(I) Gas quantities, speciation, plus generation and depleti<_n rates as a func-

tion of time., including the impactm of several other waste-condition par-

ameters;

(2) Source term definition of leached or mobiliz_] chemlical, radioche_mic_l,

or dissolved toxic _)ecies, as affected] by k_th t]le bin-internal gaseous

atmosphere m_d potential chelatir_j or complexing agents in leachate

brines, either J/nitlally present in tile actual wastes or forn_.d by vari-

ous degradation mechanisms; ar_],
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(3) Systams Jmteractions and s__isms ocourrb_ between ali materials and

mec/%anis_s with_ the _J waste container, eta.

The .impacts of radiolytic, microbial, and chemicml-corrosion degradation

mec2mnisns on gas generation can be adequately analyzed and evaluated under

known, controllable conditions in these planned bin-scale, radioact.lve .TRU

waste tests. Their extl_polation to full repository pressure and fluid-flow

behavior will, hc_ever, continue to require numerical extrapolation of experi-

mental results.

The analyzed brine leachate s_nple_s fl-c_nindividual bins may not provide

"definitive" source term (thetn_odynamic) solubilities, but will proVide real-

istic (not assumed) TRU species' (kinetic) concentrations as a function of

time. These solubilities can be impacted by actual waste materials/TRIJ int_r-

actions with leac21ed organic ligands or chelates and other gas a_nosphere and

chemical components, %_ich could appreciably change solution pH and Eh. Few-

er assumptions will, therefore, have to be madeconcerning species solubili-

ties or solubility limits 2% subsequent PA calculations.

5.3 RATIONALE

The gas and water conte/nt_ of TRU-waste dlspo_l roo_ could affc_t lor_j-

term performance, especially in the event of human intrusion. CY1rrent esti-

mates of the rates of gas production by .TRU ,._asteare based on labol-atory

studies of p__es such as radiolysis, mJ.crobial activity, corrosion, and

thermal degradation [Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1979, 1980, 1981; Caldweil et

al., 1987; Molecke, 1979], and field studies of head-space gases in drunks Con-

ducted by Clements and Kl_dera [1985]. The extreme heterogeneity of C_ _U

wastes resulting from the variety of waste strea_ns exacerbates 'the difficulty

of getting gas prrxklc_ion data representative of the total waste mix. _b do

so requires large numbers of experiments, on multiple types of act_l TRU

wastes, conducted Lmder closely controlled conditions.

In the past, gas generation did not seem criticx%l to considerations of

long-term performance of the WIPP. Calculations ct the diffusive transport

of gas out of the repository and into the surr'ounding Salado Formation [US

DOE, 1980; Sh[L, 1979, pp. 3-43 - 3-64] implied that even if the high gas-
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produotion rates estimated by Moleoke [Molecke, 1979] as upper limits were

applicable, the gas permeability of the surrounding rock would be high enough

to allc_ gas to escape without a significant increase in repository pressure.

Recent, more definitive, far-field gas permeability measurements [q_ler et

al., 1988, pp. 142-160], however, imply that high gas-production rates may

significantly pressurize the repository. Thus, it has become necessary to

resolve the diff_ between _timates of gas-production rates, to estab-

lish a realistic range of gas-production rates in the WIPP envirorm_ant.

Recently, BrL_sh and Anderson [1988a] c_iculated that processe_ such as

ch_m corrosion, microbial decomposition of cellulosic materials, _ reac-

tions between drum,-corrosion products and miarobially generated gases could,

in addition to affecting the gas budget of the repositozy, consun_ or produce

quantities of water similar to recent predictions of brine influx from the
q

Salado Foz_nation.

THUS, it has beom_e evident during the last year that a more complete,

repository relevant database on gas evolution rates is critical to understand-

ing and addressing the behavior and ultimate state of the repositozqz; this

is critical to many of the other _menarios. qhe TRU Waste e_xperiments des-

cribed her_.in will provide a large segment of the 6atal._nserequired to devel-

op and en__ the understm_ding ar_ confidence in comparisons to the EPA

Standard.

5.4 APPROACH

The assessment of gas issues must consider three el_ents: (i) gas prod-

uction, (2) gas col%sumption,and (3) gas transport. Gas is produced by radio-

lytio, che_mical, and biological reactions between tJ_e waste, waste contain-

ere, er_ineered backfill, brine, and salt. Gas consLm_otion,normally contrDl-

led by radiolysis, microbial degradation, and chemical/corrosion processes,

can presumably be increased by including gas getter _nterials in the backfill

c_l_nt. Gas transport depends on the ability of 'the formation to accept

the gas and allc_ it to dlsToerse. At the WIPP, waste will be _placed in a

layered seque_ of Salado evaporites consisting of pure to impure halite,

including numerous marker beds of anhydrite, clay, and polyha]itic halite.

_he primary parameter _ntrolling gas transport, _th in ihe dlstttrbed rock
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zorm and in the region _tside _that affected by the repository, is gas permea-

bility of the geologic formation. Gas perme_%bility differs for various gases

.indifferent stratigraphic units and as a function of relative satltrationof

gas and brine. _e issue of gas transport and the response of the WIPP to

elevated internal gas pressures c/mnbe and is being addressed without waste,

but gas procklction and consumption are strong f_-Jzions of the waste itself.

Labora_.ory experiments [Bz%tsh,1989] wim].!provide detailed kinetic data

on individual mechanisms of concern and will provide a major foc_s for numeri-

cal extrapolation of experimental results. However, to accurately measure net

gas production and construction under realistic condition, actual radioactive

vrastes_/st be used. Thus, data needed for the perfornmnce assessn_nt models

can only be obtained from the combination of laboratory tests (small-scale,

simulated waste), [Brush, 1989; Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1979, 1980, 198].;

Caldwell et al., ].987;Molecke, 1979] intermediate, bin-scale teists (de.scrib-

ed herein), and large, alcove (field) tests [Molecke,1989b; Bertram-Howery

and Hunter, 1989]. Res%tltant data from all of these experimental programs,

when coupled wit2_model development, will be used to assess the 9npo_ of

gas in the repository. The strong interrelationships between the three types

of e_q:eximemtal prog_-ams, and the perceived benefits aryl disadvantages of

each program are summarized below.

The on-going laboratory-scale tests, [Brush, 1989] in combination with

earlier lab test re._Llts, [Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1979, 1980, ].981;Cald-

well et al., 1987; Molecke, 1979] will provide a large proportion of the

early data. _[hese tests will provide detailed information on eac/_ degrada-

tion mode of gas gen_erationand on tileefficacy, for minimizing gas production

for various getter materials, waste form modifications, and/or other enxlineer-

ing fixes to be developed.

I_nboratorytests have the followir_/distinct a___D_tg_qte_s:

I. They are easier than field tests to set-up and c_ntrol ex_erimentally.

2. qhey c_n incorporz_t/_the effects of more test variables, and analyze the

impacts of each variable separately on gas production.

3. They can be. safely conducted at high-pressures, similar to repository

lithostatic pressures, about 15 MPa or higher. Because of test safety

concen%s and corLstraint_ on the bin-scale and alcove test programs, only
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the laborato'ry testing program can provide the gas high-press[Ire results

needed.

4, They can evaluate speciation and solubilities of Pu, Am, U, and _h as a

function of Eh and pH, including the effects of individual getter _ter-

ials on Eh and pH,

5. They can specifically address the biodegradation of VOCs, of concern in

EPA 40 CFR 268.
f

Laboratory tests also _ve the following,significant disadvantages, however:

i. They use simulated, not actual TMJ wastes.

2. They do not contain unknown materials that will be present in the WIPP

waste inventory, e.g., organic __ and solvents, chelating agents,

etc,

3. They are performed on a very small-scale relative to a repository, making

scalir_j-factor effects a significant _kn_n.

4. They don't contain the same microbial inoculants as found in actual TRU

5. The inpacts of radiolytic production on the araerobic (anoxic) corrosion

of steels cannot be addressed.

6. tR_tal synergistic reactions and interactions of all real-waste components

are not pre_sent.

7. The laboratory test system is too simplistic and may not adequately repre-

sent the repository for a thorougl_lycredible PA analyses.

The bin-scale tests described herein are similar in scope to the labora-

tory tests, ex__ most of the parameters of the laboratory tests, provide

data on gas generation and getter effectiveness, and help evaluate ;_ndexte_nd

the results of the lab tests to more complex geometrie_ and environments.

The bin-scale tests may be viewed as larger-scale laboratory exper_ts, ex-

cept that they have the following distinct advantaqes:

i. _hey incoxporate ac_cual radioactive and haZardous-mixed _I_6Jwastes, in-

cluding minor chemical compone2_t_, o_anic compounds and solvent_, ar_

ntlc_bial contaminants that could have a very significant impact on over-

all gas generation and soux_ze-termradiochemistry.

2. There are few test simulations or required asstm_._tions.
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3. All test components, waste forms, contaminants, a_x_possibly engineered

fix materials (applied to the waste and/or backfill materials, to reduce

gas production) are ali.interacting in a synergistic, repository relevant

enviro_t, in which various modes of gas generation ocx_ursimult_-

ly, as opposed to the more simplistic laboratory studies.

4. The larger scale of the test bins, _/icorporatingabout 6 drum-volumes of i_i
wastes each, help smooth out the known nonhomogeneities among supposedly _

sintilarwaste "types. _

5. The total test matrix can be expanded as necessary, to incorporate new

waste forms, backfill and getter materials, and engineered modifications,

as they are developed and are ready for testing, or simply to improve ex-

perimental statistics, shottldearly results prove more heterogeneous than

expected. All wastes to be tested must, by definition, meet the require-

l_m_tsof both transportation and WIPP waste acceptance criteria.

6. These tests can provide data rapidly compared to the alcove tests, consis-

tent with present WIPP PA _schedules.

The bin-scale test prtr/ramhas the following significant disa_v_anta_: _-

I. Tests cannot be oonducted at high gas pressures.

2. Not all repos±tory envirorn__ntal effects can be fully incorporated, as

they can be in the alcove tests.

3. The performance of bin-scale tests at the WIPP is linked to first receipt

of waste.

4. Tests can only examine limited interactions betweenwaste types.

The WIPP in situ alcove CH TRU waste tests, [Molecke, 1989] will be

conducted under credible, expected-case repository conditions, relevant to

both the operational phase and 10nger-term , post-ope.rational phase. The

major _dvantage@ of the alcove tests follow:

I. Tests will provide "real-world" data, with t2_efewest simulations or res-

traints of any of the test programs that could potentially bias the end

results.

2. Only alcove tests incmrporate the environmental, possibly synergistic

effects of the repository itself, e.g., gases and fluids released from

the host ro(_c salt, salt mine geod_emistry and biochemistry, etc., on

waste degradation rates and modes.
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3. Assessments will determine the gas generation rates for the times of in-

t_x_st, and incorporate how the gases will either be consumed or trans-

ported from the disposal room through the geology or fractures therein.

4. There are no significant scaling effects due to the size of _e test

alcoves, (approximately 1/4 full scale).

5. Many waste forms are mixed together in the same test alcove, as would be

the case in an operating repository.

The major disadvantages of the alcove tests follow:

i. The inability to test at high gas pressures because of undez_/round facili-

ty safety co_.

2. The number of test alcoves available is small, significantly limiting the

number of te_st variables and te_t replicates that can be incorporated.

3. The combination of many waste types within ead] test alcove makes inter-

pret_tions of the effects from each type or degradation mechanism almost

i_._ssible -- without comparison to other test program data.

4. The large volume of each test alcove, plus the initial trapped gas (air

or nitrogen), decreas_es the analytical sensitivity for gases of interest

being produced -- small char_es _n the quantity of produced gases may be

masked.

5. _e expected rates of production for individual gases, and changes in

thase rates, may not be clearly evident for an appreciable period of

time, particularly when compared to gases generated and analyzed in the

smaller test bins.

6. There is no human access to the alcoves after test initiation. Potential,

future engineering modifications c_inot be added after t21e test begJ]_s.

The added degrees of experi__ntal control, assumed increased sensitivity

and selectivity for gas analyses, and the increased number of test conditions

or variables to be used in the bin-scale tests, relative to t/_e alcove te.sts,

allows the interpretation of obtained ch_ta to be. simpler and more straightfor-

ward than tbw_t frc_ the alcove tests. As such, the bin-scale tests provide a

technically more satisfying ar_ rapid meats of obtaining data.

Collecting test data from any of these tests must not be_ simply a monitor-

ing or confirmatory activity. Data must be used for both analytical and pre-

dictive performance asse__t modeling calculations and for comparison with
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smaller-scale laboratory data on simulated wastes. It must be eaphasized

that it is the combined b_ite of CH TRU waste test programs, laboratory, bin-

scale, and alcove, that is required to provide the full spectrum of informa-

tion and expertise needed for the WIPP PA progz-am. The t/_ree experime_ital

programs must be linked with both geochemical modeling and studies of the re-

sponse of the WIPP to elevated gas pressures, should these be generated. Ead_

test progr_a has its own significant advantages and disadvantages. None of

the three test programs alone can credibly produce t2_e required information.

The laboratory tests [Brush, 1989; Bertram-Howery and Hunter, 1989] were

initiated in FY 89 and will be conducted in parallel with the WIPP bin-scale

and in situ alcove [Molecke, 1989b] tests, both of which will begin in FY 90.

These parallel test programs will proceed concurrently and will be sequenced

to permit the early laboratory results to have some. impact on the configura-

tion of the bin-scale tests, and vice versa. For example, backfill getter

additives to be evaluated in laboratory tests for gas and brine sorption capa-

bility would be selected and evaluated by t21e end of FY 90 [lappin, 1989a],

then subsequently evaluated for in situ efficacy in Phases 2 and 3 of the bin

-scale tests (to be described later). Also, preliminary brine-leachate re-

sults from t_he bin-scale tests could be used to help "focus" laboratory evalu-

ations of radionuclide chemistry into specific ranges of test conditions as

quickly as possible [iappin, 1989a]. Initial results from both the labora-

tory and bin-scale tests could be used to help redefine the starting test par-

ameters of the alcove tests on an alcove by alcove basis, assuming that the

wastes and other test materials had not already been loaded, the alcove seal-

ed (from access), and testing in that specific alcove initiated. Results

from the alcove tests are not currently anticipated to have much feedback to

the laboratory and bin-scale tests because of their later schedule sequencing

and emplacement -- with the possible exception of later contingency additions

to Phase 3 of the bin-scale tests.

5.5 OPTIONS ON BIN-SCALE TES_f LCCATION

It is not mandatory on a scientific basis that these bin-scale tests be

conducted at the WIPP. The waste-filled test bins do not directly experience

the impacts of the repository enviro_t on waste degradation, as do the par-

allel in situ alcove C_ TRU waste tests [Molecke, 1989]. It is m_ndatory,
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however, that these tests provide most of the required data to the WIPP Per-

fo_ Assessment modeling effort in the neces_ time frame, before the

end of FY92 [Be_-Howery and Hunter, 1989]. Due to tulcertainties in cur-

rent WIPP opening m._d waste availability sehedules, options for conducting

these bin-scale tests at o_er U.S. DOE sites, e.g., the Roclq Flats Plant,

the Idaho National EngL_eering. Facility, and possibly others have been inves-

tigated. The merits, technical relevance, sc_edule feasibility, and expenses

for the other site options are still being evaluated. The f011owing possibil-

ities are also being evaluated: (a) cbnduc_ing portions of the bin-scale

test program at alternate sites, then moving t21em to the WIPP as appropriate,

or (b) coI_lucting bin tests at alternate sites for waste forms that are not

currently transportable to the WIPP, e.g. _ high-activity wastes from the Sav-

annah River Site.

Conc_icting the bin-scale testsunderground at WIPP is by far the best

choice or option based on the deciding factors listed in Table 5.2 The WIPP

site and other sites are compared in f/his Table; deciding factors are listed
Q

in approximate, deso_ding 01Jer of importance.

Table 5.2 Deciding Factors and Options For Bin-Scale Test I_cation

Favored Site Decidinq Factors:

W (= WIPP) i. Time Availability to Meet WIPP PA Needs

W 2. Test Set-up and Instrt__ntation Time

W 3. Isolation from the Accessible Environment

W 4. In situ Temperature Control (2°C range)

W 5. Availabilities of Test Facilities, Buildings

W 6. Minhnization of Overall Test _es

W 7. Programmatic Concerr_, Site Relevance

W provided 8. SNL-WIPP PI and Instrumentation Control

W provided 9. Data Acquisition and Control System

W I0. M_hlimization of Travel, Key Personnel

W, O (= or/let) ii. Test Radiological Safety and Control

W, O 12. Technical Personnel, Training & Availability

W, O 13. Ar_lytical Instrumentation and Availability

O, W 14. Legislation and l_rmitting Uncertainties

0 15. Waste Transportation Concerns
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6.0 BIN-SCALE TEST TECHNICAL SUMMARY
q

The primary purpose of this WIPP Bin-Scale C_ TRU Waste Test program is

to provide relevant data ar_ technical support to the WIPP Performance Assess-

ment program for both predictive modeling studies and for the assessment of

hazardous component release, and consequent impacts on the WIPP0 in relation

to EPA co_ and regulations, i.e. 40 CFR 191 and 40 CFR 268_ Specific

data to be obtained include the quantities, compositions, and kinetic rate

data on gas production and consumption resulting from various CH TRU waste

degradation mechanisms. Similar data on potentially hazardous volatile organ-

ic co_x_s released by the wastes will also be provided° Concentrations of

radioactive species (source-term radiochemistry), toxic metals, and dissolved

organic compounds Ln the waste-brine leachate (in a limited population of

bins) will also be quantified as a function of time. Actual radioactive and

hazardous-mixed C_{ TRU wastes will be used in these tests. Further informa-

tion on test objectives, rationale, and justifications can be found in Sec-

tions 4 and 5.

Net gas c91antities and generation rates are expected to be significantly

impacted by, and will be measured as a function of:

,,

i. Several repre_entative classifications and types of CH TRU wasters. All

wastes to be used in this test program _st meet the specifications of

both transportation requirements and the WIPP waste acceptance criteria.

2. Time (periodically, over several years).

3. Impa¢._.sof several types and quantitio_s of intruding brines.

4. Impacts of waste interactions with salt, container metals, backfill mater-

ials, and, possibly, grouts.

5. Aerobic and anaerobic environmemt conditions _rep_'esentative of the opera-

tional-phase and longer-term, post-operational-phase of the repository,

respectively.

6. Impacts of potential gas getter materials or other engineered alterations

and modifications, particn/larly on gas production or consumption.

The waste gas production results will also include synergisms between the

various degradation modes, radiolysis, microbial, and ch_nical, including cor-

rosion. Different test conditions are tailored so that t/he effects of ir_i-
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vidual environment_l variables on gas production can be separated from 'the

effects of other variables.

Periodic2,1iy co].lected gas samples from each test bin will be analyzed

using an on-site, gas _tograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) instruct to

determine major and minor gas concentrations (including VOCs), and changes in

those con%x_itions as a function of time. _e GC-MS ana].yses of all gases re-

leased at a concentration level above 1 ppm allows the calc_/lation of their

rates of generation and/or depletion to be made. Evaluating the changes in

gas cxmlcx_itions helps to determine the relative i_portance and kinetics of

individual degradation mechanisms over time, and o.y the subsequent impacts of

degradation by-products On fuzTher gas production. The gas analysis system

will be described 'in s_Tme detail in Section 11.2 The LTportant major gases

i i G ,to be analyzed, based on earlier, WiPP-specific laboratory testing, [Zerwek_,
i

1979; Kosiewlcz, 1979, 1980, 1981; Caldwell et al., 1987; Molecke, ].979] in-

clude: hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, oxygen, water vap-
(

or, nitrogen, and specific'injected tracer gases. Minor gases to _ quantifi-

ed potentially include: volatile organic compounds (VOCs, e.g., carbon tetra-

chloride, methylene _hloride, xylemes, freons, and other organic solvents

used at DOE waste g_ting facilities), radon, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide,

ni_en oxides, hydrogen chloride, and possibly others, as detectable. The

major gases are primarily those generated or corLqtm_d by variot_s waste degra-

dation mechanisms _ing within the test bin, or simply those remaining

from the initial air atmosphere. Other, minor' gases may be sorbed in or on

the wastes and eventually can be volatilized, or can be generated by _11tiple

ntinor chemical and Imicrobial waste degradation n_chanisms.

Gas data collection will be initiated as soon as each test bin is emplac-

ed, prepared, and _aled. Data and analyses fr_n ongoing tests will be incorp-

orated into the WIPP PA calculations as available, on a near-continuous bas-

is. These tests are expected to start providing significant data within wee_

to months after test emplacement. Bin-scale testing will continue for a mini-

m_n of abaft 5 years, or until the data acquired are sufficient to provide

confid_ in the _liability of the info_Iration being obtained. It is pres-

ently assumed that these tests must continue tmtil the experimental resUlts

lead to interpretations reliable to about the 95 % level of confidence. It is

recognized, however, that: (a) this objective may not be reasonable in all

instances, and (b) thi._ high level of confidence l_y not be required by WIPP
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PA under al]. test conditions. At specific periods within t2_e testing pro-

gram, data will be analyzed and evaluated for input to ongoing PA studies.

At appropriate test intervals, approximately annually, data will be fully

evaluated and docum_%ted in topical reports.

Brine-waste leachate samples from some of t2_e test bins will also be per-

iodically collected and will be analyzed for solubilized species of interest

as a function of time including: concentrations of trm%suranic radionuclides,

both dissolved and in colloidal form; total activity; dissolved toxic met-

als of concern to EPA hazardous waste regulatioms, e.g., Pb, Hg, Cd, CT, As,

Se, Ba; chelated radioactive species; brJ/le pH; etc. Brine leachate analy-

ses will be conducted off'site. Further details on the brine leac/_ate, analy-

ses, and associated topics, are found in Section ii. 3.

This bin-scale TRU waste program involves testing in multiple, large, ins-

tr_nnented metal "bins" with specially prepared TRU wastes and appropriate ma-

terial additives. Each %TIPP test bin will be specially prepared and filied

with TRU wastes at various U.S. DOE waste generator sites, the_l will be ship-

ped to the WIPP for in situ testing. Eac/% bin will ftmction as a nominally

independent, isolated, and controlled test system. All te_st bins are planned

to be isolated at WIPP within one underground te-_t room, Room 1 of Panel i.

The possibi].ity exists that Room 2 of Panel 1 may be required for later, em-

ticiP_Ited portions of the test program, Phase 3, to be described. Therefore,

Room 2 must be reserved for this purpose now.

qhe following bin-scAle test conditions must also be incozporateJ:

I. _]e scope and scale of the test _/st be adequately large to obtain the

quantities and types of data needed. Test wastes must be statistically

representative of the entire DOE waste .inventory that will be shipped to,

and isolated at the WIPP. Therefore: (a) waste characterizations must

eventually be extended to all significant TRU waste types (in storage or

generated at DOE facilities), and (b) any significant waste types not in-

itially included (e,g., high-activity wastes from Savannah River) must be

incorporated in t21e test program (phase 3) as they become available, if

they meet tJ_e appropriate regulations.

2. All TRU wastes emplaced in the WIPP during this test program n_lst be in a

retrievable mode. At t31e conclusion of the testing, all bln-scale wastes
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will be, or will be modified as necessary, to be- retrievc_1, opt]oxa_ for

posttest waste disposal are disc_issed in Section 1.4,2.

3. Pretest (Section 8.3.1) and posttest ,(Section 14.1)waste quantification

of VOCs and ott[er hazardous or toxic compone_ts wi].l be conduc_ced to help

provide baselir_s levels, for _ring with and evaluating concentrat'l.ons

measured chlring the course of testing,

4. Facility operations and prcx_dttres n_/st be realistically utilized.

5. Conduct of the test must be controlled so that [_rsonnel and radiological

safety are maintained.

;

' thls test include'fine"specially prepared" wastes to be incorporatecl in '_

up to about six drL_n (55-gallon) volume-ecg_ivalents of specific types of act-

ual C_{ TRU wastes. Four representative waste tyIms have been selected for

testir_3 in the initial phases of this proqram:

i. HONG, high-organic/newly generated wastes, both noncom[_ct_.] and super-
L ,,

compacted (from t/le Rocky Flats Plant).

2. I/)NG, low-organlc/r_wly generated wastes, both noncompac_:ed and supercom-

pacted (frc_n tkle Rocky Flats Plant).

3. HOOW, high-organic/old wastes.

4. PS, inorganic process sludges.

Further waste details, specificatiors, and assumptions will be presented

in Sec_cion 8.3.. Details on the requital pretest waste characterization proced-

ures for all _rastes used in 'this test program are descriLx_9 in Sect:ion 8.3. I.

qhe advantage of test]r_] the in situ d¢_/radation behavior of supercompact-

ed wastes is that .such wastes are _D<pected tc) be very similar to regular, non-

compacted wastes that have been cn_shed/compact_:l in situ by loci-term _it-

cre_.p closure of repository rooms. Although these tests wi]]. simulate the geo-

metric effe_cs of long-te.tnaco_action, they nmy not adequately simulate tile

ti_-dependent relation betweeal corrosion and compaction or between microbial

degradation and compaction. Impacts on gas generation _used by co_mction

can tklus be realistically evaluateJ dm'ing tAe course of these tests, then

t i

f_ctored into tJ%e performance, assessment calculations. Most hlgh-organic

("soft".) and low-organic ("hard," pri.marily n_tals and glasses) new].y generat-

ed _rastes at t/he Rocky Flats Plant will be supercom_:_cteJ st_rt'.i_j in 1990,

- C!. C'
ar_ continuing thereafter. As such, these wa._,te,.,will c:onstltute a major
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fraction of 'I_Uwastes to be shipped to the WIPP in U_e future. Other repre-

sentative wastes, e.g., hlgh-activity, o._anie sludge,s, specially processed

-- as developed by t/%ewaste generators, waste types _'iotcurrently shippable,

waste types requiring i%/rtherhaza1_oLus-waste (RC2A) characterizations, etc.,

may be defined and tested in a planned Phase 3 of thJ.s test program. These

waste types will incorporated on m_ "as available" basis, if their inventory

and Gharacterization indicate a chance for them to have a statisti¢_lly sig-

nificant ]/_pacton WIPP repository behavior.

Bin-scale test moistness conditions are defined as:

i. "Dry." This is the expected case iri the short-ter_, i.e., before the

wastes come to equilibrium with the surrounding Salado fomention.

2. "Moistened" wit/1 Salado brine, about 1% by volume of waste. This is the

expected case within several years, and for a long period of time.

3. "Saturated" with Salado brine. This is a probable case in the long-

term. Experimental restraints ]./mit "saturation" to be. aleut 10% addc_

brine by volume. This amount should suffice to provide free brine (lead]-

ate) available for periodi[csc_mplingand analyses (Section II.3) .

4. "Satul_at_d'' with Castile brine. 5'his is a possible cxucurrence in t/ue

long-term, asstm/_ human intrtlsioninto a sealed repositozy.

The potential implications of the_se noistnp_ss conditio_ on both t2_e

short- -and long-term periods of repository isolation on (a) waste degrada-

tion, (b) gas prcxluction, and (c) brine inhrt_ion are described fu[Ther in

Section i0.3

All brines will be injected into the test bins at the WIPP facility. Fur-

ther details on the brines are found in Section 10.3. All excess brines will

be r_ed fzx_mthe bins as part of the posttest waste characterization, as

pal_ of the test telnldrkutionprocedures (Section 14.2).

Various backfill and gas getter materials have been selected for testing,

to evaluate their impacts on gas production ar_ consumption and for impacTos

on _aste-brine-le_chate solution radiochemistry and possibly hazardous-compon-

ent ch_nistry. Backfill combinatior_sand emplac_ant geometry are to be rep-

resentative of the post-operational pha_, when CH _I_{Uwaste containers are

no longer expected to be intact, whea the wastes and container I_terials will
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be layered wi_', the salt and backfill _terials. Selected h-._akfil:l, and get-

ter materials are_ (:i)none,' (2) WIPP rock salt, (3) :rocksalt and bentonite

olay (70%/30%), (4) salt/bentollite and gas and/or radionuclide getter addi-

tiv_q, to be specified later, and (5)salt/ethers, e,g., grouts, to be defJn-.

ed later. The defJ_J.t.ionof getter materials and otl]erbackfill _ter.'ials J.s

dependent on ongoing laboratory. [BnlSh, 1989] testlrkg and developn_nt. When

available, these materials will _ added to tJ1ebin-scal_ test matrix, Refer

to Section i0.i for further details.

'lhe internal atmosphere of each test bin is initially control:Led and is

to be representative of T_J wastes .inbot]_ the short-ter.Tn,post...emplacement

period (aerobic), and later, time periods, assume_ anaerobic (ano×ic), Init-

ial bin atmospheres can be modified with 'a combination of an_]ongas flushing

and the _e of an oxygen-gettering reac_mnt system. Atmosphere control t£._/1-

niques are desc_'Jb_ in Seotion ii.I. ALL test waste bins will also be inject-

ed with inert.,nonradioactive tracer gases. ._ese tracer gases help facili-

tate analysis and interpret_._tionof the data by allowing a gas mass/volume

balance to be conducted. Potential gas leakage outflow or' inf:l.owcan thus be

con_0ensated for'.

'[he study of potential anaerobic corrosion of metals within the wastes,

as impacted by other ongoing degradation mechanisms, is one of the signifi-

cant objectives of this test. As sud:, the initial internal atmosphere within

most of the test bi_s Will be made anaerobic; thereafter, production of gas-

es from various degradation mechanlsn_swill control whether _ch bin stays an-

aerobic. _e results of tests in _:ic21 tJ:e oxyg_'_ concentration/oxidation

potea:tial are allowed to find their own "equilibri[_" level are e×tre_mely im-

portant. The pre,am.htestimates of total gas production asstunetJlatanaerobic

corrosion of metals in the waste (and their containers) will produce more

than 50 % (~ 900 mole_ gas/drlnn) of the expected gas-g_eration potent:ial

within the WIPP (~ 1500 moles/drum). 'Ihecorrosion of steels and other metals

traderaerobic or inadequate anaerobic conditiorus, in contrast, does ,notgener-

ate any gas.

CH TRU HONG wastes will generate their own anaerobic H2 al_ CD2 atmo-

sphere by me_ns of radiolysis, primarily. However, there is soll_ Lhncer._cmJnty

that the bin .b]ternal atmosphere will become anaerobic duri:xj the available

time interval of t/:isprogram, qherefore, most HONG waste bins w.i]lbe putU-
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ed and made ar_srobia at the start of the 'test, C_i_[_UHOOW al_.iI.DNGwastes

will.also be pu/xdedinitially witl] azgon gas until anaerobia, l.Xlrillgrepack.-

aging of }.DOWwastes into testblns, the (assumed) previously established an-

aerobla environment is replaced by air. Purging these test bins establishes

an anaerobia atmosphere similar to the original environmc_%t, as presumably

generated by both ml.arobl.aland radlolytia d_._radatlon mechanis_, No init-

ial gas flushing for the inorganic PS wastes will be conducted, q_]eradiolyt-

lc depletion or pr_duation of oxygen from the i_3 wastes will be quantified

a].oI_with other released gases,

Most plastio t_._gser_apsulatlng C_I 'IT4Jwastes within test bins will be

"pre-breached," that is, multlply-punotured and/or sliced during t/_epackag-

ir_ p_ures (refer to Section 8.3,2), Pre-breaching procedures will be

conducted at the generator/pre_%rer faci.lities. The waste "pre-breaching"

permits both the release of gases and contact between and intera_ciom_ of the

wastes with injected brines, resident colonies of halophilia, haloto.lerant,

and/or nonhalophilia k_cterl.a, intel:._alhumidity, and tile other added n_ter-

ial components within tlne bin. The "pre-breaching'Ioperation is be_leficial

for both testing and transportation purposes,

'Fnere will also be a limited number of t_st bins wl]ere no waste pre-

breaching will be ccnduc_.ed. _h_e test bins, witJ_ "as received" wastes,

will have no added brine nor other added cc_ponents. They will be conducted

with an :'dlitiai,inten_l air (aerobic) environn_nt. These b]_s are iITtended

to provide gas release data applic_%ble solely to t2_e short-term, operational

phase of the WIPP repositozy, in cxzmparisonto _kost of the other test biI's,

initially made anaerobic, that provide gas production data specific to the

post-operational phase. 'Fne "as received" bins are directly Ix_ra].lelto simi-

lar WIPP alcove tests, [Molecke, 1989b] alsO with "as-rcazeived" wastes, in

test alcove TA2. Other pertinent details on all C}-Iq_U waste _x_ckag_/ngin

bins, sp_._ial preparations, amy added materials, etc. are discussed in Sect-

ion 8.3.

The leak-tight bits wi].l have a closely controlled and sea].(_._test envi-

ronmealt, similar to an i_91ated, waste-filled repository, room. F,ach bin is

equi.pped wit2_ rexlundant gas sampling and injection _x_rts, redundant br.'ine

injection and sampling Fx_rts. Fme/_ b.bl is also equippe_ with integral, nor,-

gas-sorbing particulate filters, so as to not impact the quantification of
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VOCs. AS such, any gases san_it._ or relea_x] will not contain [m[-tJ_uulate

rad.lc_._ativecontamination, _%tr.tJ%erdetails on 'thegas sazlp].i_jat<!brine sa11_o-

lira]details az_ found in Sections ii,2 6_rkd!1,3, resistively, Assoeiated

test bin instrumgnt_tion includes r_,ote-readi|_g: thel]mx_ouples, pressure

gages, pz_ssure-relief valves, gas flow/volume monitors, ar_ oxygen-speaifio

deteators; these instrtmlents are discuss_1 in Section 12,1, Each test bin

and assoaiated insets are periodically m'_ olosely controll_._ a,_ moni-

tored by a cc_terized data acquisition system; this is disaussed in detail

;h_seetion 12.2,

The "test bin_" are speoifically designed to fit within a 'ITdJStandard

Waste Box, SWB, for both transportation to the WIPP ar_ eventual posttest dis-

posal, The SWBs, 'with test bins inside them, are trans[rotted wit/_ina 'I_U.-

PAC_-II shipping cask. The test bin is NOT to be regarded as a transporta.-

tion or t_nltinal disposal container, it is to be [_sed for testing, pu_looses

only. Further details on the test bins are four_lin Se_ztion9,

This bin-scale test program is planned "to take plac_-_in three phases.

Phase 1 can be initiated at WIPP in I_Y90and will :[Incorporatetest bins where

all cx_nents can be presently defined, ft%lebaakfill _nter.ials will be:

none, salt, or salt/bentonite. Approx.h_tely 48 waste-filled bins of differ-

ent wast_ c_itions and backfills, inmludir_:/replicates, will be included

in Phase I. There will also be 8 other, empty, l_ase 1 test bins tu_ed for

both pres_sure and gas baseline-refer_ purposes dtLring,the course of the

test program, _lhe.se8 non-w_ste containing bins will be e_plac_] and hooked

up JJnthe WIPP J_ an early time frame, prior to first waste re_:!eipt. [lhey

will also be used to initiate, checkout, and debug the t.e._.tprog,:'am,i e.,

inst.l.%m_tation, gas sampling, routine operatlor_, ere., before test bins

with actual _ w_._stesare e_.Placed. 'lhe eight h_:_sellne-referencebins will

be kept in te._t operation, with periodic gas sampling., during the entire

course of this t_st prod.am,

Phase 2 tests will incorporate anotJ]er 68 waste-corltalnlng bins, witJ_

moz_ moisture conditions, with gas getter ]_.nterJ.als,and witl_ the su[]_rcrml-

pacted high-organic and l(_-organic wastes. In'].tiatlonof mud_ of l-.hase2 is

dependent on suppoz_cing,laboratory data, '[Brush, 1989], partic%.llar]yas to

tj_e c_ition of gas getters or other backfil] material c_]mponents; it is
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also dependent on the availability of supercom_.%ctedwast_, [_%ase 2 tests

are not anticipated to start sooner than about early _ 91,

Phase i and 2 of the WIPP bin-scale C_.lTRU test program incol.qooratean

anticipated total of 124 test bins, inaluding about 608 drum-vol_._ equiva-

lents of actual C_.!TRU wastes. Of these 124 test bins, 28 are basiemlly dedi-

catt_ to acquiring gas produatioi_ data applicable to the short-term, opera-

tiol_l phase of the WIPP repository m_d 88 are applicable to t2',elonger-temn,

post-_rational phase. A cDmplete summary of all Phase i and 2 test bins,

added camponents, and ot/%erspecifics,_ are listed in Table 8.3.

A Phase 3 of the test progrmn is also defined but @%nnot be described or

quantified in detail at this tire. Phase 3 test bins are required to accbmmo-

date all potential test contir_encies, qhey will include any other processed

waste forms, backfill materials, m_d/or getter materials that may be defined

and developed in the future, If any enginc_red modifications or li×es (to the

_rastes and/or the backfill materials) to reduce gas pr_luction are s:hnilarly

defined in the future, they will also be te,._tedfor efficac_ywith actual 'l_J

wastes in this progl-am. Future needs for additional test bir_ and dr_an-vol-

umes of actual CH 'IT_Jwastes will.be based on: upc.omingdevelopments, prel_n-

inary test results, perc_ived data needs, and/or possible WIPP project deci-

slots. Details of i_%ase 3 tests will be incorporated into future, separate

addenda to this Test Pla_.

It must be clearly recognized, however, t21at there maybe son_ .potential

overlap between initiation of the various _]ases of tklistest program. Indi-

vidual waste types of interest, e.g. incinerated wastes, grouted wastes, high

-activity wastes, etc., (originally planned for I_ase 3 tempting)may be added

to the test prcgram as s(x_nas they are c_rtified for.'trar_sr_rtationar_ also

meet the WIPP waste acceptance criteria. A fundamental objective of U_is test

program is to generate statistically reliable data a_i results from inherent-

ly nor_Iomogeneous wastes. Therefore, t/%e numbers of test bins specified in

this _._st Plan are pr_bly minimum values. Again, all future char_es to the

details contained in this Test Plan will be documented in separate addenda.

Detailed te_t planning for' the bin-scale tests c_ntlnued through late

1989, followed h_yprocureme_%tactlorus. Site pre_._ration, including any neces-

sary test preparation and installation also began duri_ 1989 a;_dwill contin-
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ue for about one year. First data acquisition for these tesks is anticipated

to startduringI_90.

F_rt/_erdescriptions and technical details of these WIPP bin-scale C_ TRU

waste tests will be provided in the following Sections of this Test Plan.

Other information, including engir_ering desigrs, work paakmges, _ details

'thatmay be t_x/ated frequently, even after the test program has started, will

be described or ,inclinedin t/_eAppendices to this Test Plan, Section 18. Up-

da%mble segments of the Appendices will, be included with the SNL QA records

docums tation for t21is WIPP test p_vx/ram, not bound together with the main

body of the Test Plan.
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7.0 PHYSICAL PLAN OF _ ROOM

All in situ test activities for these bin-scale CH TRU waste test_, Phase

1 and Phase 2, will take place in RoOm 1 of Panel 1 of the WIPP waste storage

area. This room has as-mined dimensions of 4.0 m-high by I0 m-wide by 91.4

m-long (13 ft x H 33 ft x 300 ft). The location of Room 1 of Panel 1 is ill%_s-

trated in Figure 7-1. This test room will contain all Phase 1 and _ase 2

test bins, at_xiliary hardware, and the supporting data acquisition _ con-

trol instrumentation shed (DAS). Approximately 120 test bins can be stacked

and tested in Room i.

Phase 3 of this test program, when initiated, will require additional

space for additional test bins. _is required additional s_ce necessitates

that all of Room 2 Panel 1 also be allocated for the Phase 3 tests. This

Room 2 location, also illustrated in Figure 7-1, will permit necessary instru-

mentation cabling from the Phase 3 bins to the DAS shed in Room 1 to be kept

to an absolute minimum ler_h. Instmanentation requir_ts for individual

Phase 3 bins are expected to be the same as t/_ose for Phase 1 and 2 bins.

Should individual P_mse 3 bins become available early in the test p_,

t]_ey will simply be added to, or intermingled with the ongoing tests in Room

1 of Panel i.

The test bins, to be described in Section 9.I, will be located about 3 to

4 ft from the salt ribs, on approximate 8-foot centers and stacked two levels

high, in specially designed support fixtllres or stands (refer to section

9.2). A major feature of this b_ stacking, arrangement is that it will allc_

easy forklift access to indivichml bins, down the wide center a_s path,

should it _ r_cessary to retrieve individual bins during t_e cour_ of

t2_e test. This general layout of the bins and the instzuanent shed is illus-

trated _ Figur e 7-2.

Other bin stacking arrangements have been suggested, such as stacking t_o

rows of bins dc_n the center of the test room(s). This arrangement was pro-

posed iri order to avoid all degree of floor fracturing known to occur near

the room ribs as a function of time. The center arrangement, however, limits

access to the bins to two relatively narrow paths adjacent to the room ribs.

A radiological and safety assessment evaltmtion is CLUc.rently being conducted
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Figure 7-1 _tion of B_/_-Scale_st Room, Plan View
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Figure 7-2 WIPP Bin-Scale Test Room, Plan View
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to determine the relative safety merits of both proposed bin layouts. The

final (optimized) stackJl_g layout will be determined on the basis of the

safety evaluations. Until such safety assessments are completed, the bin

layout, and illustrations thereof in this Te_t Plan will not be altered.

The DAS instrumentation shed, 13.5 ft-wide by 31.7 ft-long, will be locat-

ed in the southwestern corner of Room i. The shed will be aligned along the

long-axis of the room, standing about 3 to 4 ft away from the west rib, and

about i0 ft north of the bottom end of the room. In this location, the shed

will be out of the main travel path for forklift (or other)vehicles carrying

waste bins into the test room. Installation of the shed requires a level,

con_acted salt foundation pad; and an adequate source of electric power.

Purposes and contemts of the DAS shed will be described in Section 12.2.1.

Rooms 1 and 2 of Panel 1 have already been mined. Room preparation and

outfitting requirements, to be provided by WID, follow:

i. Adeq<late test room ventilation. This consists of standard mine ventila-

tion flow-through air and exhaust air ducts to collect and channel gases

released from the test bins to the mine exhaust system. The exhaust air

ducts must have appropriate oo_ior_s to the test bins; a WID EWP will

be required for this ductwork system.

2. Radiological safety and control. There will be continuot_ air, particu-

late radioactivity, monitors (CAM), for personnel safety; refer to Sec-

tion 16.2. The room is located within the WIPP Radioactive Materials

Area, RMA. There will be administrative controls as far as personnel

access and monitoring pzmcedures, based on current WIPP standard operat-

ing pries. Again, refer to Section 16 2.

3. Adequate test room lighting and electrical support. Installed lighting

must provide adequate illumination to the test rooms; all fixtures must

be spark and explosion proof for safety. Electrical support includes pro-

viding power outlets throughout tile test areal. A WIPP system grounding

bus must also be. provided for safety purposes. All test bins will be

electrically grounded by attachmemt to this grounding bus, with the use

of grounding clamps or other devices.
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4. Rock-bolting. The roof, or back, of this test room area has already been

rock bolted for stability and safety during the WIPP pilot-phase period.

5. Floor and rib preparation. _]e floor of the test roo_s shall be adequate-

ly firm and level, to allow transport of machinery (e.g., forklift

trucks) and the stable emplacement of bin stands, bins, and the DAS ins-

trumentation shed_ No other special floor preparations are required.

since all emplaced bins and the DAS shed are located about 3 to 4 ft.

frc_ the salt ribs, no special rib requirements are needed. The current

condition of the ribs in Room 1 and Room 2, Panel I, is satisfactory.

b
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8.0 CH TRU WASTES,
,.

8,1 TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF q_%_f C3H TRU WASTES

The CH TRU wastes tested in this bin-scale program must be representative

of the major fraction of CH TRU wastes to be isolated eventually at the WIPP

facility during, normal operating pr_ures, i.e., those expected after the

initial 5-year test phase period [US DOE, 1989a], regardless of the sot_rces

of these wastes. Actual C_ TRU test wastes to be emplaced must, on an over-

all basis, include:

i. A representative quantity and mixture (distribution)of waste types/clas-

sifications, as produced at U.S. DOE waste generating facilities. Refer

to Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Statistical evaluations of both waste c___racteris-

tic_ and gas-g_tion and brine-leachate behavior midst be adequate to

suppozJ: the estimation of the (assumed similar) 'behavior of all signifi-

cant waste strex_ from the DOE waste generating facilities.

2. A representative blend of __ranic and hazardous waste types, includ-

ing both hazardous-mixed and non-mixed TRU wastes as defined by EPA R_AA

regulations. SpecifiCally selected, r_nhazardot_s "innocuous" mixtures of

wastes are not allmwable; the scientific credibility of t/his test pro --,

gram must be maintained.

3. Representative waste Curie loadings.

Descriptions or specifications on C_ TRU waste types, their pretest and

posttest characterizations in regard to radionuclide content and hazardous

waste regulations, applicable c_veats, relationship to transportation require-

ments, etc., are more fully addressed below and in Section 8.2.

The C_ TRI_ waste types to be emplaced and tested at WIPP, in Phases 1 and

2 of this program, will include:

I. HONG:, high-organic/newly generated wastes, both standard and supercompact-

ed.

2. HOOW, high-organic/old wastes, standard noncompacted.
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3. _, low-organic/newly gerverated wastes, both standard and su_rco_c_-

d'. i

4. PS, inorge_lic process sludge wastes, _m/ally dewater_ and ce/nented.

The Wastes include both standard, noncompacted wastes (from several waste

generators) and superc_cted wastes, as will be produced at the Roc]cy Flats

Plant, RFP. Supercc_cted TRU wastes include both "soft" high-organic

wastes and "hard" low-organic wastes, primarily glasses and metals. For pur-

poses of this test program, "newly generated" is defined to include wastes

generated and packaged within 2 years of their shipment t.o the WIPP. 'lhe mj-

ority of such newly generated waste_ are expected to origJJ_ate at RFP. "Old

wastes" are defined to be those generated 5 years or more before shipment to

WIPP, and are retrievably stored. _he majority of suc_h old wastes are ex_:_.ct-

ed to originate, or be stored, at the Idaho National Engineering I_Do_atory,

INEL. "New" and "old" wastes are .specifically defined and separatl_ in this

test program for the expz__ss purpose.,of evaluating radiolytic degradation and

gas production differ_ among the organic-matrlx wastes. Other technical

caveats on thence age specifications are described in Section 8.2. i. Other ap-

propriate details, differences, aral availabilities of "newly-generated and

old wastes" are described in Section 8.2.
, L

Ali TRU wastes shipped to the WIPP _/st meet the criteria _d limitations

specified in the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria (document) [US DOE, 1989c].

At the conclusion of the test phase, test wastes must also be brought into

compliance with the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria, as required. Also, all.

test wastes (bins) must be _'_0ortable within, and be included in, the ex-

isting and planned TRUPACT-II certification limits, as licensed by the Nuc-

lear Regulatory Commission. The T_OPACT-II shipping cask J_nposes _certain

llmlta_lons on the types of _RU wastes; only TRU waste content codes (cate-

gories) described in the TRUPACT-II Content Codes (TRUCON) document, [US DOE,

1989b] are shippable at present. _e broad CH TRU waste types specified

above, HONG, HOOW, LONG, and PS wastes, require some cross-categorization

with the TRUCON codes. Table 8.1 give_s the desired t}.q0esof wastes to be

included in this test in terms of TK_CON waste types and coders [US DOE,

1989b]. Mixed PS/qK)NG wastes described in Section 8.2, will be included as

Type III, category 127 mixed %tastes [Drez, 1989]. All wastes to be loaded

into an individual test bin, and replicates of that test bin, must be of

essentially the same.waste type. -- have the same TRUCON category number.
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__IPP_ CH ,TRU T__.t Waste: TR_..CON,Codes 'Cross-!ist_i!OSI_ _,

WIPP Test I TRUOON Designation:

I --_, Waste Type Content _Code_s/d__escrip.tionJ' ...........

HONG .... III (solidified II6A (combustible wastes)

organics, II9A (filters; mostly organic)'

newly 121A (organic solid waste)

generated) 123A (leaded rubber; gloves) ,

125A (combustible & noncombus. )
i

126A (cen_nted org. process solids)

127A (organiQ/mixed. ,..%vastes),, .......

Hoow.. III (solidified 216A (combustible wasters)

organics, 219A (filters; moStly organic)

retrievably 221A (organic solid waste)

stored) 223A (leaded rubber; gloves)

225A (combustible & noncxm_Jaus.)

226A (cemented org. process solids)

227A (orgarli_emJ_____stes)

LONG II (solid _II5A [215A] (graphite waste; equipment)

inorganics, II7A [217A] (metal waste)

newly gen. II8A [218A] (glass waste)

122A [222A] (inorganic solid waste)& [old],

124A [224A]_ (pyroG-,hemical ,,saltwast.eL___

PS I (solidified IlIA [211A] (cenaented/dewatered sludge_)

aqueous or II4A [214A] (_t.inorg. particulates)

hcmaogeneot_s

inorganic, _ and [old])
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Most existing _T4JCON ¢_ntent codes will be included in this bln-scale

test prograan_ TRUCON waste content codes not listed in Table 8.1 are current-.

ly excluded becaLuse they (a) are of a low percent_age compared to other waste

types, (b) are expected (based on previous laboratory test [Molecke, 1979]

results) to have a minimal gas-generation potential, in both t/_e short- and

long-term, or' (o)are not presently ,shippable. _lhe snnall percentage waste

ty_es, therefore, n_ not be tested in all in situ test at this time; labora-

tory testing appeaz_ more appropriate.

Other representative waste types do exist or may be proposed, e.g., high-

activity wastes (primarily from t/_e Savannah River Site), organic sludges,

specially processed -,- as developed by the waste generators or proposed by

othersl waste types not currently shippable, waste types requ.iring further

hazardous-waste (RCRA) characterizations, etc. If, however, any of t/lese or

other waste forms _ significant, transportable, and viable for future

waste isolation at the WIPP, they will be added and tested in Phase 3 of this

test program on an "as available" basis, as mentioned earlier.

Pxased on a prelia_Ir_ ar_alysis [Batchelder, 1989] of wastes existing at

both ._P and INEL, and ex_polated to exist through the yez_r 2013, a percent-

age distribution of waste types was calculated ar_] is listed in Table 8.2.

Percentages are based on dr_n-volume (55 gallon) e_livalents.

Table 8.2___vailable CH qT4J Waste._T_ Distributions

High-Organic, Newly C_anerated 32.6 %

High-Organic, Old Waste 12.7 %

(High-OI_anic, Total = 45.3 %)

Low-Organic Wastes (New + Old) 39.2 % :

Process Sludqes (New + Old) 15.5 %

TOTAL = 100.0 %

All of the C_ TRU _rastes to be tested will be either "as-received" or

I"specially pre[._ared." _I_he 'as-r_"_._lved" wast_, consist of several types of
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either newly generated (unpackaged) or re_ekaged wastes that are _placed

into the test bins in unbreached plastic bags, wiU] no added brine nor otj]er

addedcomponents; no intentional punctures in the plastic L_gs will be allow-

ed. 'ihey will be conducted wlth an initial, internal air (aerob.ic)environ-

r_:n't,with the exception of "as-received" HOOW bins that have an a_jon atmo-

sphere (inside the bin, but outside the ir_dividual waste bags). I;'o.,_ tj]e most.

_._rt, these bins are intended to provide gas release data applicable solely

to the short-term, operatiorml phase of the WIPP repos:[tolL_, in c0m_:_rison to

most of the other 'test bins, initially made anaerobic, that will provide gas

production dat_ specific to the post-operational phase, qhese "as received"

test bins are directly parallel to similar WIPP alcove tests [Molecke, 1989a]

also with "as-received" wastes, in test alcove TA2. qhe "as-received" test

bins are listed and summarized in Table 8.3.

The "specially prepared" wastes are, for the most part., representative of

tjle longer-term, post-_'ational phase conditions of the WIPP repositol.ry,

when waste containers have become breached (corrode_ or crushed open), and

mixed/layered with surmma_dJ]_g salt, backfill and other materials, remains of

corrcx'ledcontainer materials, and also moistened with intmldir_ brines. All

of the "spe_ially prepared" wastes are repackaged into WIPP test. bins (Sec-

tion 9.0). In order to be representative of these exq__ected, longer-tem_ con-

ditiorus, waste "preparation" include.s: (a) pre-breaching (multiply punctur-

ing ar'J/or slicing) internal, individual waste packaging bags for nmst waste

types; (b) adding backfill and getter materials; (c) addirx] metal c_rrod-

ants approximately equal in surface area 'to the die,ms originally containing

the wastes, instead of the original drums; (d) inje_tirrj different types and

amount of brine; and, (e) app[_priately preparing the initial, bin internal.

gas atmosphere. All these "preparation" details are described in Se_._tion

8_3, materials to be added will be described in detail in Section i0, and in-

termal bin atmosphere modificatiorus are d_scribed in Section ii. 1. The "s[_-

ially prepared" test bins are also listed and s,.mmmrizefl in Table 8.3.

;us stated earlier, the scope and scale of this bin-scale test program

must _ adequately large to collect the tyl_s and quantities of data needed

for the WIPP PA program calculations and evaluations, l_ta needs must be

temlper6_] somewhat in tj]at all comblnatlons of waste tyr_s, _kn<_k_;l.].l_ter-

ials, getter materials, brine types and quantities, and gas atmr_spheres _%n-

not _ realistically tested in situ. qhere are limitations on test needs
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Table 8.3a Su_,ary of WIPP Test Bin Speaifications

Waste Brine Brine _okfill, Getter, Initial

i

i

Phasei: _

TB002 Empty None -- None Pressure Air

TB003 Empty None -- Nolle Basel ine- Argon

__Q0______y .....None .........--- .....o_h[QDg__R@_K_!gs__ _.A_/__iqQLIL___.

TB005 Empty No;_ -- None Air

TB006 _pty None -- None Gas Air

TB007 _Empty None -- None Baseline- Al<ion

'IIK]08 Em_Z None -- None Refer, "ice __on

TB010 _ HONG Dry -- None Phase Air

TB011 HONG Dry .... None Refererlce- Argon

TB013 HONG, As-Received -- None Short..- Air

TB014 HONG, As-Received -- None Ter_n Air

TB015 HONG, As-Received -- None Reference- Air

_Q_G, _-Rece_ved -- ' None _s@e ...... _ ......

TB017 I/3NG, As-Received --- None Short-Term Air

..T__Q]9....__-Receive_ -- _o__ne.....Refe_ce __/_._

TBOI9 'IDNG Dry -- None Operatnl. - Argon

TB020 LONG Dry -- None Phase Argon

TB021 LONG Dzy -- None Reference- Argon

_22 iO.NG _ -- None Case __oj3_1__

'I_023 PS, As-Received -- None Short-Term Air

TB024 ....PS, As-Rec_.ived None Re fe_ Ic_g_@__:Air ......

TB025 PS Dry -- None Operat_l. - Air

TB026 PS Dry -- None Phase Air

TB027 PS Dry -- None Reference- Air

TB028 PS Dry_ .... None _ Case Air

'19029 HONG _Dry -- Salt Ar_]on

TB030 }_ Dry -- Salt Argon

TB031 HC_{G Salado 12 L Salt Argon

TB032 HONG Salado 12 L Salt Argon

TB033 HONG Salado 120 L * Sa].t Argon

TB034 HONG Salado 120 L * Salt. Argon

TB035 HONG 'Castile 120 L * Salt Argon

_I_036 _ ........C_st____ile12Q L * Salt Aragon ....

_Z037 HONG Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon

qB038 HONG Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon

TB039 HONG Salado 12 L Salt/Bentonite Argon

TB040 HONG Salado 12 L Salt/Bea_tonite Argon
TB041 HONG Salado 120 L.* Salt/Bentonite Argon

TB042 HONG Salado 120 L * Salt/Bentonite Argon

TB043 HONG Castile 120 L * Salt/Be_tonite Argon

TB044 HONG Castile 120 L_.*_ Salt/Bentonite _ Ar'qon ....
q_045 LONG Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon
TB046 LONG Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon

TB047 [DNG Salado 12 L Salt/Bentonite Al_/on

qI_048 LONG Salado 12 L Salt/Bentonite Al%gon

TB049 iDNG Salado 120 L * Salt/Bentonite A_/on

TB_0r,0 I]DNG Salado 120 L * Sal't/Bentonite A_/9___

(continued) [* = leachant scmapling]
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Table 8,3b. Summary of WI[_ Test Bin SF_c:[,f1_utions(contlrluc_)

Waste Brine B_-ine }_ak:f.[,ll,Get'tsr, Initial .

TB051 PS Dry -- Salt/B_nton.'l.te Air
_._{052 PS Dry -,- Salt/E_m_tonite Air
TB053 PS Salado 40 L Salt/Bentonite Air
TB054 PS Salado 40 L Salt/t_'Itonit',e Air
TB055 PS Castile 40 L Salt/Bentonite Air

II'BO5_6PS. Castile 40 L Sa],t/}._entonite Air _

. Phase 2:

TB058 H_, As-Received -- None Term Argon
TB059 HOOW, ,As-Received -- None Reference- Argol!
'.1.1"/i_9..... I_., -..._Lv.tKef_v__d_-- N_odelg___,C_e Arg.gl! ........
TB06I HOOW Dry -- None .Operatnl,,- Argorl
TB062 HLX]W Dry. -- None Phase Arr:/on
TB063 HOOW 'Dry -- None Reference- ,A_on

.__D z ,-- __N.o_&e__..... ....
TB065 £K_ Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon
TB066 _KX_ Dzy -- Salt/Bentonite A_gon
'I_3067 HOOW Salado _ 12 L Salt/Bealtonite Argon
_%3068 _KX]W Salado 12 L ,Salt/Bea_tonite _Argon
TB069 HOOW salado 120 L * Salt/Bentonite Argon
_1350'70 H(X)W Salado 120 L * Salt/Bentonite Argon
TB071 _KX]W Castile. 120 L * Salt/Bentonite Argon
'I_____ZK___ Castile ...._,.2O_/__**._S___.'t_/___.tod_ite_____D__
TB073 HONG Dry. -- Salt/Bent/Getter Argon
TB074 HONG Dry -- Salt/Bent/Getter Argon
TB075 HONG Salado 12 L Salt/Bent/Getter Argon
_3076 }:IO_K_ Salado 12 L Salt/Bent/Getter Al_gon
TB077 HONG Salado ].20L _ Salt/Bent/Getter Argon
T_78 tK)NG Salado 120 L * Salt/Bea_t/Getter Argon
TB079 _K)NG Castile 120 L * Salt/Beaut/Getter Argon
TB__080___K)NG Cas.ti!e 120 L * ..Sa..ih_Z_B____nt_t___tter...._Arr/g33______
TB08 l, H_ Dry -- Salt/Bent/Getter Argon

5]5082 HOOW Dry -- Salt/Bent/Getter Ary.don
TB083 HO_ Salado 12 L SaltBentGetter Al_]on
TB084 HOOW Salado 12 L SaltBentGetter Argon
TB085 HOOW Salado 120 L * SaltBentGetter Argon
TB086 HOOW Salado 120 L * Salt/Be_t/Getter Argon
%]3087 HOOW Castile 1.20L * Salt/Bent/Getter _t._/on
____,_0.8,8....HO__.....___C_.,!9_.__L_ * S_pt__/_Getter Arqol_Q!!____
qT_089 PS Dry -- Salt/Bent/Getter Air
TB090 .PS Dry -- Salt/B_mt/Gei:.ter Air
TB091 PS Salado 8 L Salt/Bent/Getter Air
TB092 PS Salado 8 L Salt/Bent/C_t'her Air
TB093 PS Castile 8 L Salt/Bent/Cetter Air
TB09_4 _PS__ Cast_i!e....... _ L_ Salt"_iL__D_t___Gg_.t_.t_...rL_A_r.---__

(continued) [, = lemchant sampli.ng]
!



Table 8.3c Summary of WIPP 'I'_t Bin Speaiflcations (continued)

Waste Brine Brine Backfill, C_tter, initial

Phase 2 (fc__ntlnuex_: __

TB096 _K)NG-SCDry -- Salt/Bentonlte Argon (S___=
q_B097 HONG-SC Salado 8 L Salt/Bentonite Argon Super
TB098 HONG-SC Salado 8 L Salt/Bentonite Argon Compacted
TB099 }'K)NG-SCSalado 40 _. Salt/Bentonite Argon Wastes)
r.[_Bl00HONG-SC Salado 40 L Salt/_tonite Argon
TBI01 HON@-SC Castile 40 L Salt/Bentonite Argon
_BI02 ....../IQNGrSC__tile ....40L ......S_a.l_.t=QDite ____o_D _
TBI03 HONG-SC Dry -- SaltBentGetter Argon
TBI04 HONG-SC Dry -- Salt/Bent/Getter Argon (S__=
TBI05 HONG-SC Salado 8 L Salt/Bent/Getter Argon Super
TBI06 I'DNG-SCSalado 8 L Salt/Bent/c_tter Argon Compacted
TBI07 H_-SC Salado 40 L Salt/Bent/Center Argon Wasters)
TBI08 HONG-SC Salado 40 L Salt/Bent/Getter Argon
TBI09 _K)BKI-SCCastile 40 L Salt/Bent/Getter Argon

TB].I1 IONG-SC Dzy -- Salt/Bentonite Argon
TBII2 I/)NC_-SCDry -- Salt/Bentonlte Argon
TBII3 IDN_SC Salado 8 L Salt/Bentonite Argon

' _.1_i14 LONG-SC Salado 8 L Salt/Bentonite Argon
TBII5 LO_. SC Salado 40 L Salt/Bentonite Argon
r' " ,, " SC ar_[BI$6 !DN(_-SC___Iado.....4.0__ ___it__o_/3ite ____._rcHpn ....
TBI1'7 PS/HPNG D_7 -- Salt/Be._tonite Argon
TBI18 I'll/HONG Dry -- Salt/Bentonite Argon
TBII9 PS/q4ONG Salado i0 L Salt/Bentonite Argon
TBI20 PS/IK)NG Salado i0 L Salt/Be;_tonite Argon
TBI21 PS/HONG Salado 10+60 L* SaltBentonite Argon
TBI22 PS/_ Salado _I.CH.60L* Salt/Bentonite Argon

Salt/Bentonlte ArgonTBI23 _S/HONG Castile l_k60 L* " " '
_._B124 _' ._t___@__L_6_0 L*_a.._l_Bento/l!it_@e......_A_QD _.__

[* = le_achate__._plh_]-

TBIZ5 ..............
TBI26

Alternate Wastes Other c_fill M_._terials,q_D
Processed Wastes Other C_tter Materials, TBD
Other Wastes, rlrBD Engineered Mc_iflcations, r.[TBD
Additional Wastes for Statistic_ _al Purposes, Etc.

TB??? ..............



ver_us realities of limits on manpc_¢er, funding, operations, etc. 'lhere is
also tJ_e desire to li_dt the quantities of C_I:_U wastes to be _T1placed and
tested in this programto a reasor_ble minimum, consistent with the statistio-
al z'ellabilityof the test results. Only those wastes required to provide an
adequate data base on gas generation ar_lbrine-leaehate radiod]emistry will
be us6_l. Test wastes types selected do not ide_tic_',llymatch the (expected
re[x_sitoryloading.).percentages shc_alin Table 8.2; waste types mxl 'testcon-
ditions have been c/_osento evaluate the situations where the most gases are
expected to be generated, based on past test experience (Section 5.1). The
selsote_ overa].l'ilimited test matrix of waste types, l_nterials, brines, and
other conditions is presented in Figures 8-I, 8-2, 8-3, and 8-4, for HON,_,
IDNG, HOOW, and PS waste types, respectively, and summarized in Table 8.3.
q_e bin ntm_ber-desiqnations in Table 8.3 are for reference only; it is not
in%_lie_floattk,e bins mt_st be _mplaced in this specific order.

Blank co].tm_%sand _ are retained in the matrices in Figures 8-1, 8.-2,
8-3, and 8-4 'to illustrate some of 'the limltations/deletions as d_scribed
below, conducted to minimize the total number of required test biru_.

I. In almost all cases, it has been assumed that duplicate, rather than trip-
licate or quadruplicate, testify/ under each specifJ.c set of conditions will
be adequate. Therefore, the n[nnbersof test bins specified in this Test Plan
are probably minimm_ values. As stated previously, if any test additions or
changes are proposed in the lhlture,¢,ain,they will.be both justified and doc-
umentecl in separate Test Plan adder_.

2. A_[Ientries in the "moist castile" rows were eliminated because the "sat-

urated Castile" condition is considered muc/n more likely in the event of po-
te_tial human intrusion of the repository. Dj.ffere_ces in gas generation due
to brine moistness and brine "satttration"will be obtained with the Sa].ado
brine conditions_.

L

3. All brine moistness conditions were eliminated in tAe "none" backfill col-

umn. In the short-term, operational phase of the repository, before waste
containers "become breached, tkle waste materials will r_nain essentially dl_]
and not in contact wit/%any backfill or salt _terials.

4. qhere are both "salt" and "salt/bentonite" backfill colt_nns, so that dif-
ferences J.n gas generation caused by the bentonite compone_]t can be readily
distinguished. With the exception of the HONG waste test matrix, however,
all entries in t2_e",salt" backfill column have been deleted, to minimize the
ntmi_erof bins.

5. Most "moist br:h_e" condition columns were eliminated for the PS %a_ste

test matrix. PS wastes can contain 50% or more of sorbed (not free) water.
Addition of relatively ml_ll amounts of brine can increase the total moisture
content to esse_tially "saturated" conditions.

_l_j.sbin-scale test program is planned to take piace in three, phases.
Phase 1 tests can be Jmitiated in FY 90 and will incorporate t_t bins where
a l.lcomponents can be presently defined. Approxir_tely 48 waste-filled bins
of different waste r_sitions and backfills, includi_m] replicates, will be
include_d in [{_ase i. 'ltere will also be 8 other, e_pty Phase 1 test bins
used for both presst_reand gas baseline-reference purposes.
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WiPP CH TRU Waste Bin-Scale Test Matrix

High-Organic/Newly Generated (HONG) Ar_g0.n,P_urgad/Anaerob!o
SUperCompaoted *Non-Purged/Aerobic

First Phase Second Phase l I
- ................. l • _' f _

4*

l_ , ---- 2Am-receIved 2 2 2 2 ___ expeoted ©ase,

2_2 (pos|lble) vhort-term(tong-term)
• : • ,, _. -- , .......... . , -_

_ not e_pected

_ _ 0 o o o 0 o -- ¢t..,,nI,bonly)

0
0 o

-_.'_ 0 2 ' 2 2 2 2 .--- ,,p®ct,d@

' ; o 0 2 2 2 2 2 _ probable ,

"0
• .... po|lllbte,

,_e human Intruslo.0 2 2 2 2 2
.....

• --- " Bin Totals
None Salt Salt/Bent, Salt/Bent, Salt/Bent, Salt/Bent,

& Getter & Getter 1at Pha|e 24
Operational Longer-Term ' 21_dPhaee 24

Phase Phase Back fills ;8
MAM/SNL: 10/89

Figttre8.-iI WIPP Bin-Scale HONG ,TestWaste Matrix



WIPP CH TRU Waste Bin-Scale Test Matrix

Low-Organic/Newly Generated (LONG)
,Second Super-

First Phase Phase _-Compacted

2 e...... | Argon Purged/Anaerobic

:=_ As-Received 0 2 0 2 *Non-Purged/Aerobic
a

4
..........

_" o o o_ o o
_ ' ,
0 ,,

= _:_ o o , o ,
:3

.__ _
0 _o
=E _ o o 2 o 2

m m LONG
u)u) Bin Totals_,,

"0
Q 1st Phase 12

---_ 0 0 0 O 0 2nd Phale 6

•,-' lRm
(/)(.3

None Salt Salt/Bent. Salt/Bent. Salt/Bent.
& Getter

Backfills .A. 'SNL: 10/89

Fig_Lre8-2 WIPP Bin-Scale LONG Test Waste Matrix
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WIPP CH TRU Waste Bin--Scale Test Matrix

High-Organic/Old Waste (HOOW)

Second Phase Argon Purged/Anaerobic
,

4 (to minimize Impacto of repackaging

>' Ai-received 0 2 2 on Internal atmosphere)&,,

4 _ Reference Case
• ,

o o o o

"6_ 0 0 2 2P

o _o="
0 0 2 2

m m HOOW
cnu_ ..... Bin Totals
'D
® I mt Phase O
m •== 0 0 2 2
:= _ 2nal Phase 24,o,#

m
(/)O 24

None Salt Salt/Bent. Salt/Bent.
& Getter

Back fills MA.,'SNL:,o,.9

Figure 8-3 W_£PPBin-Scale HOOW Test Waste Matrix



WIPP CH TRU Waste Bin-Scale Test Matrix

Processed Sludge (PS) Waste is PS 40%/

t....... HONG 60%
First Phase...... Second Phase (slde-by-slde)

2
:_ Al-received
,- 0 2 2 2r_

4 __ "Dry As Received"
. Is MOIST

.... ' _ ' / .... 1 ' ' - ' '

• Non-Purged
--"_ 0 0 0 0 0o

, _ delete, In favor
: "' _ of saturated
O
= o cases

_ qlq

b_ 0 0 0 0 2
ou
0

_ 0 0 2 2 2I

¢nv) PS
........ Bin Totals

I=1
O

'_ I lit Phalle '12
= 0 0 2 2 2

:3 _ 2nd Phase 14

(/1(,.) 26

None Salt Salt/Bent. Salt/Bent. Salt/Bent.
& Getter

Backfills MAM/SNL 10/89

Figure 8-4 WIPP Bin-Scale PS Waste Test Matrix
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Phase 2 tests will incorporate another 68 waste-filled bins, with more

moisture conditions, with gas getter materials, and with supercompacted high'

organic and ic_-organic wastes. It was assumed that older, stored TRU (HOOW)

wastes may require more repackaging and transportation concern than newly gen-

erat_ wastes. As such, 1all HOOW wasters are scheduled to be packaged, emplac-

e_, and tested at WIPP j/_ Phase 2 of this test progr_n. Initiation of much

of Fna_e 2 will be dependent on supporting laboratory schedules and data

[Brtush, 1989], particularly as to the composition and quantities of gas get-

ters or other backfill material components and the availability of supercom-

pacted wastes. Phase 2 tests would not be anticipated to start sooner than

about early FY 91.

The Phase 1 and 2 designations for each test bin are also illustrated in

Figures 8-1 through 8-4. The bin totals included in each phase are summariz-

ed in Table 8.4 (revised), There are a total of 28 of the 124 test bins dedi-

cated to the operational-phase of the repositoI_{. These bins do not contain

any added brine or backfill materials. They are listed in in the first column

of Figures 8-I through 8-4 and are summarized in Table 8.3 (as "short-term

reference" or "operational-phase" tests). Conversely, there are a total of

88 of the 124 bins dedicated to the longer-term of the repository lifetime,

when brine, backfills, getter materials, and an anaerobic environment must be

assumed to be in c_nt_ct with the TRH wastes.

Eight of the 124 test bins contain no TRU wastes, they are used to obtain

baseline-reference data, for background comparison to the waste-filled bins.

Four of these bins are for pressure baseline-reference purposes; two are fill-

ed with air, two are filled with azgon gas, with all at an initial, positive

pressure of 0.25 psi differential (Sections II. I.3, 12. i.2). The other four

of these bins are for gas baseline-refere_ purposes, to monitor any poten-

tial air/oxygen permeation or leakage into the bil%s or depletion of of any

gases, primarily oxygen, due to reaction with test hardware or simply leakage

outflow. Two of the gas baseline-reference bins _are filled with air, two are

filled with argon gas, with all at 0.25 psi differential.

These 8 non-waste containing bins are to be emplaced m_d hooked up in the

WIPP in the Spring of 1990 (see Table 13.1) to start the .performance of t/%e

bin-scale test program, prior to first waste receipt at WIPP. They will also

be used to specifically initiate, c_heckout, and debug the test system, i.e.,

-
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Table 8.4 WIPP Bin-Scale CH TRU Waste Test Quantities

l_ase ! l_nase 2

HONG: High-Organic (Newly Generated) 24 24

LONG: Imw-Organic (Newly Generated) 12 6

PS: Inoz_anic Process Sludges 12 14

HOOW: High-Organic (Old Waste) 0 24

Empty/Pressure-Re f_ Bins 4 0

Empty/Gas-Refer_ BiDs 4 0

Phase 1 and 2 GRAND 'IDTALS: 56 + 68 = 124 BINS

Phase 3 Tests: (TBD) ?? BINS

Table 8.5 WIPP Bin-Scale Test Required Drum-Volumes of Wastes

Phase 1 & 2 Drum- Phase 3

' Bin Totals Volumes __/__

HONG: Nonc_cted 32 216

HONG: Sklper_cted 16 64

LONG: Noncompacted 12 72

LONG: Supercompacted 6 24

HOOW: 24 144

PS: 26 88 '

, Empty/Pressure-Ref. : 4 0

Empty/Gas-Refer_: 4 0

TOTAIS: 124 BINS 608 DRU24S

Phase 3 Test_: ?? BINS (TBD)
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instrumentation, gas sampling, routine operations, etc., before test bins

wit]_ actual _T4J wastes are emplaced.

Tab].e 8.5 lists the approximate total drum-volume equivalents of each cat-

egory of CH TRU wastes used in Phases 1 and 2 of this test. The__e numbers

are based on assuming about 6 drum-volumes of noncompac_:ed (HONG, HOOW, and

LONG) wastes per bin, and 4 drum-volumes of processsludge or supercompacted

wastes per bin. There are also about 3 HONG and 2 PS drum-vol_ per bin

for each of the PS/HONG mixed bins listed in Figure 8-4. There is, therefore,

a grand total of about 608 drum-volt, res of CH TRU _rastes used in t_he first

two phases of this pzxx/mam.

A Phase 3 of the 'test program is also defined but cannot be described or

quantified in detail at this time. Phase 3 test bins are defined and requir-,

ed to accommodate all potential tes{ contingencies. 'Ihey will include any

other alternate or processed waste forms, backfill materials, and/or getter

materials that may be defined and developed i]l the future. Some additional

bin testing may also be required if early exper_tal .results indicate more

heterogeneous behavior, i.e., significantly large variations in gas results

between replicate bins, than is presently ex_ed. As any engineered modifi-

cations or f:ixes to reduce gas production are similarly defined in the fu-

ttrre, they will also be. tested for efficacy with actual TRU wastes in this

program phase. Future r_ds for additional test birL_ and drum-volL_es of (3{

TRU wastes will be based on: (a) upcoming developments, (b) preliminary test

results, (c) perceived data needs, and/or (d) possible WIPP project deci-

sior_. It is expected that some flexibility will be maintained to add indi-

vidual Phase 3 bins to the existing test proqram as these birds bec_ne avail-

able. Details of Phase 3 tests will be incnrporated into a future, separate

Test Plan addendum.

8.2 WASTE SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The CH rI1_[Jwastes to be tesi_d in this bin-scale program will potentially

be obtained from sevez_l waste generator sources, predominantly the Rocky

Flats Plant and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, but possibly also orig-

inating from other sites. Most of these wastes are currently being generated

or are in tem_porary storage facilities at these and other DOE-operated genera-
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tor sites, qhese wastes can be shipped to the WIPP for test emplacement pend-

ing. the availability of TRHPACT-II shipping casks. As such, the test wastes

must be included within the existing (and planned) TRUPACT-II certification

limits, as licensed by the Nuclear Regulatoz3z Commission. Fortunately, this

appears to be the case [Drez,1989]. The initial TRUPACT-II ce[tification will

allow the transport of approximately 80 to 90% of the C%[ TRU wastes existing

(and being generated) at both the RFP and INEL facilities [Warrant, 1989;

Drez, 1989]. Refer again to Table 8. I.

8.2.1 Waste and Waste Degradation Caveats

Several clarifications will also be made on the differences of various

degradation _zhanimns on or between waste types (HONG and HOOW wastes; LONG

and PS waste.s). To the extent that they are described by c_trrent "process

knowledge," HONG and HOOW waste types or matrices are essentially identical,

except for the age specifications described earlier. However, the impacts of

radiolytic degradation and consequent gas generation are expected to be sig-

, _ •nlflcantly greater for HONG wastes than t/nose for HOOW It is we]l known

[Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1981; Molecke, 1979] tj]at radiolytic degradation

of organic TRU _raste matrix materials decreases as a function of time. Assess-

ments of the degradation of HONG _rast_s (as evaluated by periodic gas samp-

lira/ and composition analyses, Section 11.2) are largely directed at obtain-

ing further data relevant to the operational-phase of the WIPP repository,

when radiolysis is still of significance. Degradation evaluatior_s of HOOW

are more focused on the long-term, post-operatiorml phase of the repository,

when it is assumed that radiolysis is of lesser impact and importance compar-

ed to microbial degradation. The initial WIPP inventol_] will, however, con-

thin an appreciable cc_nent of HOOW; refer to Table 8.2. Evaluations of

gas generation from HOOW, conducted with tJne long-term, expected anaerobic

envirorament of a repository, c_nn concentrate more closely on microbial and

other modes of degradation during the course, of this in situ test program. It

ml_t be acknowledged that in the long-term, there is no anticipated differ-

ence between HONG and HOOW wastes, but both are used in this test program to

obtain necessary information for a complete database.

HOOW and HO}K_ wastes pr_)ably have the highest initial concentration of

VOCs, compared to the other waste types, because of their sorptive properties

and associated uses in chemical processes used at U.S. DOE waste generation
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facilities. A major objective of this test program is to quantify changes in

Voc concentrations in the bits as a ftmction of time. The initial VOC concen-

trations could either increase due to further volatilization, or. decrease due

to mzcrobial degradation or metabolism processes, A further test objective,

to be met by posttest waste characterizations (refer to Section 14.1), is to

determine a reliable RCRA source-term for VOCs (remaining in the waste_q).

This posttest, residual VOC source-term will be t_sed for comparison with VOC

estimates based solely on process knowledge.

i

similar to HONG and HOOW, there is no appreciable long-term difference be-

tween newly generated o_' "old" ic_-organic waste_ or between newly generated

or "old" PS. However, it is assumed that the older, stored TRU wastes will

be. subject to more repackaging, and transportation concerns than newly generat"

ed wastes. As sue21, there may be a longer de]ay regarding when these older

wastes could be received at the WIPP for testing. Therefore, only newly gen-

erated PS and low-<_rganic (LONG) wastes have been initially requested or spec-

ified. However, if older PS and low-organic wastes are made available on an

acceptable schedule, they may be interchanged for newiy-generated PS and LONG

wastes. The less than 2-year, and more than 5-year age specification for

these waste categorie_s is not critical. Therefore, the content codes for'both

newly generated and retrievably stored [old] PS and LONG wastes are listed in

Table 8.1.

The study of degradation and gas generation of (all) inorganic }_S wastes

is focused on the e_xpected major mode of degradation, radiolysis of the con-

rained sorbed or chemically botn_d water. Radiolysis of PS wastes yields both

hydrogen and a significant amount or buildup of oxygen gas [Clements and

Kudera, 1985 ], unlike most other Waste fozm%s. With the sludges, radiolysis

could continue for a long period of time before the bound water would bec_ne

depleted. Long-term brine intrusion into the repository environment could,

conceivably, replenish the water nece,ssary for radiolytic production of gas-

es. Inorganic PS wastes also contain an appreciable amount of sorb6_ nitrat-

es. _lhese nitrates coILld be t/'lenutrient source for microbial denitrifica-

tion reactions, yielding nitrogen gas -- if either the wastes themselves con-

rain significant (microbial) nutrients or the PS wastes are sufficiezltly

close to cellulosic matrix wastes, to allow interactions.
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Because of PS waste packaging constraints within the bins, described in

Section 8.2.2, no brine-leachate data will be obtained. Brines will still be

added to the PS wastes (Section 8.4), but they will not be sampled.

qhe major focus of interest for the degradation of low-organic/LONG waste

is the anaerobic corrosion of steel (and other metals), wit_ the potential

for releasing large quantities of hydrogen gas. The actual exten£ of corro-

sion will be measured in an (initially set) anaerobic enviro_t, while the

metals are simultaneously being impacted by radiolysis and, possibly, microbi-

al action. The radiolysis of any water present (or intruding, in the long-

term) in the IDNG wastes could potentially generate sufficient oxyge/_, ar_

possibly some hydrogen peroxide , to change corrosion(reactions)to semi-oxic

n_des, in which no hydrogen would be genez_ted. Conducting such tests on act-

ual CH 'I_U LONG wastes could provide the necessary data required for the WIPP

PA program predictive calculations.

8.2.2 RFP Nonccmpacted Wastes

Rocky Flats Plant could potentially supply a significant proportion of

both newly generated and existing (to be repackaged) specially prepared, non-

compacted wastes [D'Amico, 1989]. Based on preliminary waste acceptance sched-

ules at the WIPP, RFP [DDAmico, 1989] might be willing to specially prepare

an appreciable quantity (up to -2000 drum'volumes) of such nonccsr_acted

wastes, store such specially prepared wastes at RFP for a short time, and

then ship such wastes to 'the WIPP for test empla_t, qhe potential also

exists for RFP [D'Amico, 1989] to repackage and specially prepare HOOW wastes
,

that were originally generated at RFP and are currently stored at t/_e INEL

facility. Facilities exist at RFP [D'Amico, 1989; Barthel, 1988] where nec-

essary repackaging activities could be accomplished. [Discussions to accomp-

lish this special preparation of HOOW at RFP have been initiated between the

participants; details are being finalized between DOE Wr<] and RFP to forma-

lize this agreement.]

Inorganic PS produced at RFP c_nnot [D'Amico, 1989] be filled dire_t].y

into test bins because of already installed process-line sludge equipment and

associated hardware. PS wastes will be filled into polyethylene drzml-liners,

without the metal 55-gallon drum. A plastic bag within the liner will total-

ly surround the sludge ar_] be sealed _hut; there _y also be. another plastic
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bag on the outside of the drmn.-liner. Four of these sludge-fi].led drl_n-lin-

ers without li_s will then emplaced into each test bin. The use of slightly

shorter polyethylene drum-liners, and/or of s_nilar liners with re_/nfor'ced

top rims for remote handling strength and safety, may be necessal_ for pur-

poses of the bin-scale test program [D'Amico, ],989]. If such special drum

liners are required, they will be pl_Dvided by t/he WIPP project to RFP. Fur-

ther design details or purchase specifications for these special drum liners

will be provided by WID [Bali]. A special spacer-form may be needed within

the test bin, to keep the four PS w_aste-filled liners from possibly sliding

around during bin transport. These spacer-forms will be provided by the WIPP

projec_ to RFP; further design details or purchase specifications for these

will be provided by WID [Caviness].

Note: There is no readily apparent or ac_zeptable mea_%s to puncture the F_ly-

ethylene drum liners before or during, the sludge-filling operation at the gen-

erator facility, due to radiological-safety, partiLn/late cont_mination con-

cerns. There is, similarly, no easy engineering procedL[re available to punc-

tture the 90 rail-thick polyethyle_ne liners within the test bins after closure.

Any brines added to the top of the PS wastes in the bins will not, t/_erefore,

be able to be sampled for leachate analyse_.

Because of the potential for release of nitrogen gas re_sulting from the

microbial denitrification of PS wastes j_ proximity to cellulosic waste mater-

ials, there are 8 test bins listed in Table 8.3 which sp_nifically contain a

mixture of both PS and HONG wastes. These mixed-waste dr_ns are, e_sential-

ly, 2 drum-volumes of PS layered over 3 drum-vol_ of HONG wastes. This

mixture (waste conte_t code 127A or 227A, Table 8.1), requires special waste

packagi]_g procedure.s (Section 8.3.2). The pre-breached HONG wastes will be,

emplaced in the bottom of the the bin. The21, the contents of 2 drums of PS

wastes, without packaging materials, will be. manually emplaced over the top

of the HONG wastes. This layering of waste types permits test evaluation of

the potential microbial denitrification interactions of interest. Periodic

sampling of brine leachates can also be conducted. This special packaging of

mixed types of TRU wastes does not require modifications or other' impacts to

the bin design. Prelimi_ details of t/_is special, mixed-_aste packaging

have been di_zussed with P/_ [D'Amico, ].989].
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8.2.3 RFP Supsrc_cted WastesL

Most high-organia ("soft") and low-organic ("hard," primarily metals ar_l

glasses) newly generated wastes will be supercoi_pac_.ed at RFP starting in

1990 and continuing thereafter. 'Ihese wastes could constitute a major frac-

tion of the _U wastes to be shipped to the WIPP in the future. Because of

anticipated new waste production z_tes, RFP does net ourrently plan to super-

c_pact any "old _-_ste_s;" therefore, no requests for such wastes are made irl

this Test Plan.

The advantage of including supercompacted wastes in this test program is

that t/le in situ degradation of supercon_acted wastes may be quite similar to

that of regular (noncx_cted) wastes that have been c'r_Ished/compacted in

situ by the expected long-term (salt creep) closure of repository rooms. How-

ever, it m_st be recognized that the supercompacted waste to long-term compac-

tion comparison is not perfect. While supercompaction Way simulate the geo-

metric effects of long-term closure, it may not necessarily simulate the rela-

tion between compaction and brine saturation as a fl.ulctionof time, microbial

degradation by-product contamination as a function of tiale, long-term anaerob-

ic corrosion [iappin, 1989a], etc. In addition, pote_]tial galvanic coupling

of c_pacted metals within the wastes iiit/he presence of intnlding brines, po-

te21tially yielding some hydrochloric gas ge_leration, could also cause an in-

crease in the rate of generation of gas (hydrogen); this potential gas-gener-

ation impact will be evaluated in this test program.

Impacts on gas ge/neration c_used by compaction are expected to be great-

est for radiolytic degradation/gas genez_tion raters (over the short- to near-

term time period) and for microbial degradation over the short- to long-term

[Molecke, 1979]. Super_c_ion of organic matrix _I_U wastes should not sig-

nificantly impact the maximum rate of gas generation from radiolytic degrada-

tion, the G value (the number of molecule.s of gas formed for each i00 eV of

irradiation input energy) of the waste _aterials will not be [Molecke, 1989c]

altered. The rate of such radiolytic gas generation could, however, re/_in

almost constant for a long period of: time for the supercom[_ctc_/ wastes. It

was observed [Kosiewicz, 1981; Molecke, 1979] t/]at t2_e actual rate of radio-

lyric waste degradation gas production from non-superco1_cted wastes decreas-

ed appreciably as a function of time. Supercom_nc_c_ wastes could, however,
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generate a larger q_mntity of gas by radiolysis over a specified period of

years t/_ansi_tilarvolumes of non-su_oted waste_, q?_is radlolytically

get,cratedgas volume must be put J/_toproper pel_spective,however_ Mic1_bial

degradation of organic wastes, in competition with radiolysis, has the expsri-

met,tally measured potential CMoleoke, 1979] to generate abollt two order_ of

magnitude more gas than does radiolysis; refer to Table 5.1. Cor_equer_es

of gas generation from all mechanimm acting on super__cted (and other)

wastes, with possible _positive or negative synezgisms, can be realistically

estimated or evaluated during the course of these tests and factored into tJ_e

WIPp PA calcttlations.

It is planned to test both types of the supercompacted wastes, i.e.,

"soft" HONG and "hard" LONG, at WIPP with each type in separate bins. Some

details on these wastes follow: RFP will be [D'Amico, 1989; Bazihel, 1988]

generating, approximately 600 (standard 55 gallon) dr_s of superccQNgacted

wastes per year, at a rate of 50 per _nonth, including about 27 dr_m_s of

"soft,' wastes and 23 drums of "_mrd" wastes. 'Iheanticipated volume ratio

for initial, nonc_cted wastes processed is 3:1, soft:hard. .Thenet, over-

all compaction ratio is 4.66:1; for soft wastes it is about 6.8:i, for hard

wastes it is about 2.6:1. If it is assLm_d that there will be 4 (55 gallon)

drum-vol_ of supel_cted waste contained witklin a test bin, this would

equate to about 10.4 (hard) to 18.6 (soft) equivalent drum-volumes of noncom-

pacted, preprocessed TRU wastes per bin.

'Fne RFP accomplishes t/lesuperco_Qac4zion [Barthel, 1988] by initially re-

moving wastes from 55-gallon drums, repackaging, the wastes with some precom-

paction into 35-gallon drun%s,then supercompacting these dz%uns._lhe 35-gallon

drums are punc4:ured with 4 holes, 1/8 in.-dial_eter, before supercompac_ion,

to allow release of aim"cklrJ_x]the __ction step. The resultant cr_-

ed "puc]cs"are then repackaged into 55-gallon dmm_; t/_ereare planned to be

3 pucks of "soft" wastes per (final) 55-gallon d1_, or 4 pucks of "hard"

wastes. Other details are found elsewhere [Barthel, 1988].

The RFP cannot fill supercc_pacted wastes directly into bins [D'Amico,

1989] becatlse of already established handling ar_ l_ckagi_x/ procedures. _he

supercom_ncted waste "pucks" will be prepared and packaged into 55-gallon

drums; each 55-gallon drum has an internal fiberboard (similar to shoe-box

cazrlbc_rd) liner and a __aled plastic bag surrotu]ding the supercompacted
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wastes. Four of these waste-filled drums will be emplaced into each%test bin;

no drum lid will be used on the SB-gal].ondru_s. However, foLn_standazr_ 55-

gallon d_ms will not physically fit within a bin. Speoia].drtu_s, slightly

shorter and without side ridg_, will be provided to _ by the WIPP project

for L_se in the bin.-scale test program. I._/t_er details on these special

drf'ns, i.e., specifications and pur_lasing information, will be pravide_ by

WID [Bali].

In add.ltion,£o allow added brine in the bin-scale tests to partially pen-

etrate through the top of the supercc_cted _raste V'pucks," additional holes

will be required on the top.Of the 35-gallon drum lids. Four, 1/2 in.-diam-

eter hol_, al-rar_edin a scgmurepattern are needed. These speaial 35-gallon

dr_m_-lids will also be provided by the WIpP projec_ to RFP; further design

details or purchase specifications for these will be provided by WID. Because

of of the supercc_cted waste packaging constraints within t/_e bits, ITie

same as 'thosedescribed for PS wastes, there will be no brine mmnpliDg and no

brine-lemchate data will be obtair_.

To prevent the four 55-gallon drums of su_rcom_ncted wastes from

possibly slidJ_ig around during bin transport, a special spacer-form may be

needed within the test bin. _hese spacer-forms ,#illbe provided by the WIPP

project to RFP; further design deta:.Is or purchase specifications for t/]ese

will beprovided by WID [Caviness].

8.3 qT_T WASTE SPECIAL PRE_.ARATIONS

qhe CH T_] wastes to be used in these bin-scale tests require some prelim-

inary analyse.sand packaging and preparations at the waste generator/preparer

facilities before t/_ey can be shipped and emplaced in the WIPP. Several as--

sUmptiors described below have been made in regard to waste pre[x_ration tec21-

niques and details, based on discussions with RFP [D'Amico, 1989].

. 8.3.l Bjn-Scmle Pretest Waste C_ar'ao_erizations

Detailed pretest waste characterizations of all wastes used in this pro-

gram are required to c_ntlfy radioactive species, hazardous _ste constitu-

ents, ar_ioverall waste matrix components. _ese charac{erizations are nc__es-

i
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_ry to demonstrate both to what extent test wastes are repr:ese_tatlveof '['Ae

be_avlor of all CH TRU wastes _d to provide information need_ in test data
q

interpretmtions. Pretest characterizations will also specifically determine

to what ex_c_lt,the 'test wastes are "representative" of, ar_/or'braaket, t2_e

I_C_Aconstituent concentrations of the C_I_ wastes in storage at DOE waste

generator sites that are to be isolated at WIPP. Overall DOE pr_jrammatic

requirements for t_e cl%aracterizationof _Ipp experin_gntalwastes are describ-

e_ elsewhere [US DOE, 1989e]; the requirements describc_ in th_s section,

while the_selves not definitive, are inte_ed to be n_re specific.

_f_eoverall objectives of this test program (listed J:nSec.T.ion4.2) speci'

fically include cg_ntlfyir_j_

i. the c_npositions, concentrations, and rates of generation of gases pro-.

duced by _{U waste degradation,

2. the volatile organic oc_inds (VOCal)releas_ wit/u other gase._generat-

_._,

3. concentratiors Of radioactive species lemched from t2_e%_stes by intrud-

ing brines, and

4. the types aralamounts of haz&rdotu_toxic metals or organic components mim-

ilarly l_-_dled.

To accomplish these objectives, there are to be several required pretest

char_cterization pzx)codures conducted on all initial (urlope_ed)containers of

wastes to be t_d in this 'testprogram includlng. (a) head-space gas sm_pling

and analyses, (b) quantification of the radlonuclld, c_ntent, and (c) real-

ti]_ radiography analysis. Similarly, there are also pretest waste c_]aracter-

izations r_._quire_]for all indivickml bags of wastes held within the initial

containers. These proc_ures J._clude: (d) removal and weighing of ea@_ indi-

vidual _,g of waste wit/_inthe container, and (e) a visual[.,quantitative eval-

uation of the contents of each individual waste bag. _ese proc_dure_sare to

L_ corx]ucted by the waste generators/preparers prior 'to specially preparing

ar_ packaglng the (c/%aract_rized)wastes into the WIPP test bins. }_achpre-

chara(Tterizationprocedure is described below.

']_e VOCs present within the head-.space of earl stalrtiDcjcontainer of TRU

waste to be empla¢'ed into test bins mt_stbe quantifie_, qhis Is to both en-

sure that such hazardous components are pr_esenta_x_to pr'owidea k_aline con-
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centration value for subsequent bin gas analyses. The preterit VOC quantifica-

tion involves obtaining a head-space gas sample from each TRU (existing, pre-

packaged only) drum or SWB before the container is opened. Analyses of these

samples will be conducted at the g_tor site or, possibly, at the WIPP, in

the same manner, and for the same gases as described in Section 11.2. Such

pretest WIPP VOC analyses will be in addition to any other gas analyses that

Imy be conducted by the waste generator/shipper sites for possible transporta-

tion data requirements.

. The initial VOC content within irdividual WIPP test bins (after arrival

at WIPP) will also be analyzed as part of the test emplacement procedures, as

described in Section 8.4, step 3. These initial VOC gas samples will be an-

alyzed at the WIPP in the same manner, and for most of the same gases as all

other test gas samples to be obtained; refer to Section 11.2. Refer also to

Section 14.1 for posttest VOC analyses, required to determine the (residual)

VOC source-tezm actually present in the wastes within each bin.

For pre- to posttest _isons, there needs to be an initial quantifica-

tion step for the the r_dionuclide.s (Pu, Am, U, _ux_ Th; possibly others) in

each initial container of waste included within each test bin. This informa-

tion will be used to help interpret the the composition and quantity of meas-

ured (generated) g_ases within the b_ resulting from radiolytic degradation.

Such quantification procedures will normally be conducted by the waste genera-

tor/preparer facilities for _rtation require/nents, before t21e initial

containers of TRU wastes are packaged into the WIPP t_st bins. The radionuc-

lide content within the starting wastes can be obtained by either non-destruc-

tive assay or radiochemical techniques, to be chosen by the generating facil-

ity. The types of waste data required for transportation purposes include

total alpha activity curies; plutonium equivalent curies; radionuclide JJwen-

tory for specific nuclides including 239pu, 241Am, 235U, and others;

total fissile mass; and, thermal wattage. Some of the procedures commonly

used to obtain these data include passive-active neutron assay and se_gnented

gamma scanning. Each technique has its inherent limitations or uncertain-

ties. After technique selection by the generator facility, estimated uncer-

tainties will be .included in the statistical evaluation of waste properties

and behavior. There are no other bin-scale radionuclide characterization/

_:antification data requirements in addition to the transportation data re-

quirements.
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A small .sample of sludge (assumed homogenous throughout the drum) will be

obtained (by the g_tor/preparer) from each starting drum of PS waste to

be uSed in this test program. This pretest sludge sample will be quantified

radiochemically; it will also be quantified for toxic metals and VOCs. De-

tails on sample size and analyses procedures remain to be finalized with and

by the generators. EPA analysis procedures and protocols will be evaluated

for appropriateness for use wit/_ these sludges; EPA test protocols, or modi-

ficmtions thereof, may then be instituted. Details will be included in t/le

Appendices, Section 18.8.3. i, when available.

All test containers will also undergo real-time radiography, RTR, to help

evaluate for free liquids i metals, and other significant, discernible co_0on-

ents.

Both the RTR and radionuclide quantification procedures are normally con-

ducted by the waste generator/preparer facilities for transportation require-

ments before the (initial conta_ of) TRU wastes are packaged or repackag-

ed for shipment to the WIPP. It must also be noted that while remote assays

will quantify the content of radionuclides, understanding of the physical

form of these nuclides can only ccm_ from generator "process knowledge."

Data and interpretatiors of the _rtation radionuclide and RTR analy-

ses conducted by the waste generator/shippers are to be shared with the WIPP

project for purposes of bin-_.ale test data J_4tezl0retations. Further discus-

sions betwee_ t2_e WIPP project and the generator/ shipper sites are required

to formalize details of data sharing. Forthcoming detailswill be found in

the Appendices of this Test Plan, Section 18.8.3. i.

The following waste-intrusive, pretest characterization procedures are

specific to, and required for, bin,scale test wastes only. With the excep-

tion of PS wastes, these pz_edures will apply to all waste types, including

wastes to be _cted. After the preceding pretest waste procedures

have been conducted, the initial waste containers will be opened and each bag

of waste within individually weighed. Each bag of waste (normally a clear

plastic bag [Drez, 1989])will then be visually examined for a quantitative

evaluation of the contents of the bag. This examinaLion can be videotaped

for later, more thorough evaluations. The purpose of the weighing and visual
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examination procedures is to obtain a quantitative estimate on the weight and

volume of specific items within in the waste bag, e.g., amounts of cellulo-

sics, rubber gloves, plastics_ wood, steel, aluminum, lead, other metals,

glasse_s, ceramics, etc. This information is needed to interpret the probable

source or component item respor_sible for the generation and compositions of

gases measured; it greatly enhances the information obtained. _he gas data

does not have to be represented as coming from "waste classification ###,"

but from a more specific xx % of cellulosics, xx % plastic, etc. _e measur-

ed gas data base can thus be interpreted in a broader manner, possibly inter-

polated to other waste classifications that are similar, but have different

percentages of the same basic components.

These waste-intr_Lsive p_es are to be conducted by the waste genera-

tots/preparers prior t_ the other special pl-eparation procedures (Section

8.3.2) such as bag-slashing or puncturing. The weighed and visually examined

(characterized) wastes can t/%en be emplaced into the WIPP test bins, or into

containers tc be superc_cTed and then used in this test program.

8.3.2 Test B.inWaste Filling

Most newly g_ted wastes can be packaged directly into the prepared

WIPP test bins at the generator site(s); previously pac_mged wastes (drum-

reed) can be emptied into these bins, without the original drums. Packaging

of process sludges and super_mpac_ waste55 has already been described. Two

options exist for filling the wastes within the bins; t21e wastes will either

be "as-received" or "specially prepared." Details on the "as-received" wastes

were described in Section 8.1. Figure 8-5 shows a schematic of a test bin

filled with "as-received" wastes. Details for the "specially prepared" CH

TRU wastes follow.

Pre-Breachi_." CH TRI] wastes, initially contained within plastic bagsg

will be pre-breached (details below) then filled into the test bins. qhis

will be accxm_plished within an appropriate alpha-contamination facility at

the waste generator(s) site. One overall polyethylene or PVC bag within the

test bin will enclose all the pre-breached wastes and other components (to be

described). This overall test system encapsulates all "specially prepared"

wastes and other interacting materials (with the exception of injected brine,

refer to Section 8.4), and permits limited mixing, gas generation, brine
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WiPP Test Bin,As-Received Bags of TRU Wastes

Overall Encapsulating Bag/
Polyethylene Liner

Steel Test Bin

/_C , Backfill/Getter

, 48, _ S__ ,MaterialsSteel Wire
Screen Corrodant

48.

MAM/SNL: 1/90
T,Hk14S.2

Figure 8-5 Schematic of WIPP Test Bin with "As--Received"Wastes
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leaching, eventual release/sampling, and analyses. It also essentially mini-

mizes the potential for release of particulates from the test bin.

The plastic-bag pre-breaching procedure can be accomplished while the

wastes are being packaged, or before, at the option of the generator. Two

separate types of waste pre-breaching will be required, bag puncturing and

bag slashing; the type of pre-breaching depends on the amount of brine to be

injected into the test bins (Table 8.2).

i. Pre-breaching/bag _x_urinq, Bag puncturing is the pre-breaching tech-

nique required for wastes to be emplac_ed in bins that will have a large

amount (10% by volume) of brine injected. This pre-breaching step involv-

es, nominally, puncturing the bottom and side of each plastic bag of

waste material with a special "puncturing paddle." This "puncturing pad-

dle" is a hand-held device with a active surface of about 1 ft2 in
q

area, havi_g multiple puncturing points ("nails," about 0.25 in.-long and

about 0.13 in.-diameter), in a 1 in. patter_], qhe bottom and side corner

of the bag of waste can be tapped or rolled over the surface, of the "punc-

turing paddle" until the bag contains multiple small holes. These punctur-

ed waste bags will then be set into the test bin with the holes facing

(mostly) dowrY. The multiple purposes of pre-breaching/puncturing are

to provide pathways for _hnjected brine to wet the wastes, leac_h radionuc-

lides and other chemical component_ from the wastes (particularly those

sitting on the bottom of the bin, in direct contact with the standing lay-

er/level of brine), and provide access pathways for the entrance or exit

of gases and water vapor within the bin. The pre-breaching/bag slashing

technique (below) _y, alternately, be. used for bags of wastes that will

be located in the upper two-thirds (more than 1 ft. from the bottom) of

these t_st bins. NC_: The puncturing paddles will be_ designed by WID

and will be provided to waste preparers by the WIPP project; refer to

the Appendices, Section 18.8.3.2.

2. Pre-breaching_/ba___qslash'In__. Bag slashir_ is the pre-breaching technique

recglired for wastes to be emplaced in bins that will have either no in-

jected brines or a small amount (1% volume). _is bag slashing procedure

consists of slicing or slashing each plastic bag of waste material with a

sharp instrument. Theme are to be two slashes in each bag, at akx3ut 180 °

to each other; each slash is to be a m_/_irman of 2 in.-long. Bag slash-
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ing accomplishes most of the pre-breaching purposes described above, ex-

cept that it cannot provide an adequate pathway for brine leaching. Slash-

ing dDes, however, permit moisture transport by vapor pathways and pro-

vides an entrance path for small amounts of backfill material to contact

the wastes.

Pre-breaching of the waste bags is also desirable for waste transporta-

tion. Gas generation and collection from within the smallest waste bag in-

side of the overall waste container is not then the limiting factor in TRH-

PACT-II waste cask licensing considerations [Warrant, 1989].

The facilities for pre-breaching wastes and direct filling into WIPP test

bins currently exists at g_tor sites, specifically at RFP and INEL, possi-

bly at other waste g_tor sites. _e use of such facilities for WIPP test

purposes has been discussed with DOE and staff personnel at both RFP and

INEL. Written agreements betwee_ DOE/WPOw DOE/RFP, DOE/Idaho, and Sandia on

waste preparation, bagging, bag-slicing or puncturing, repackaging, etc., re-

main to be completed and authorized by the DOE/WPO.

For PS wastes contained within 90 rail-thick drum liners, however, no pre-

breaching is proposed; refer to Section 8.2.2 for technical reasons. The en-

c_npsulating plastic bag for PS wastes will be punctured during the brine in-

jection proc_e, whether brine is inject_d or not! Refer to Section 8.4.

Figure 8-6 shows a schematic of a test bin filled with "specially-prepar-

ed" HONG (noncompacted), I/)NG (nonco_cted), or HOOW wastes, similarly,

Figure 8-7 shows a _dhematic of a test bin filled with "specially-prepared"

supercampacted HONG or LONG wastes, or PS wastes.

Specific, step-by-step details follow on waste "special preparation" and

filling to be performed at tl]e waste generator/packaging facilities; neces-

sary assumptions are incorporated. For "as-received" wastes, follow steps I,

4 (without tJ_e pre-breaching), 6, and 7 (beic_) only. Suppleme_ital details

on required components or materials are found in Sections 9 and i0.

i. O_ and inspect the test bin. Unfold the layers of plastic for the bin

liner and let the liner top drape over' the top edges of the bin. This

liner fu;_ztions, essentially, as an overall contamination shield during
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WIPP Test Bin,Specially Prepared TRU Wastes

Overall Encapsulating Bag/
Polyethylene Liner

3(_"

Bag Steel Test Bin
Slash ........

Bag Backfill/Getter
Puncture Hole= Materials

48"

Level of
"Saturated" Brine

Steel Wire
Screen Corrodant

48"

MAM/SNL: 1/g0

Figure 8-6

Schematic of WIPP Tp_t Bin with "Specially Prepared" Noncompacted Wastes
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WIPP Test Bin for SC or PS TRU Wastes

Brine-Injection Sept;_,on lid
,,' " , (8 Total)• • e

Bin-Lid Assembly

_Z_ ,for•C/PS Wastes
• e

30" ee ' e' e, e l
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Figure 8-7 Schematic of WIPP TP_stBin with

"Specially Prepared" Supez_xmpacted or PS Wastes
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filling operations. Insert the provided, inner fiberboard liner into the

bottom and sides of the test b_.

2. Add 0.5 ft3 of appropriate, prepackaged backfill materials (described

in Sections 10.1.4) to the bottom of each bin, within tkle bag/liner. '[]_is

material should be s_read or poured evenly over the bottom area of the

bin. If the waste material is either process sludge or super_cted

waste, perform 'this step after step (4).

3. Insert a special metal corrodant into the bottom of the bin, over the top

of the layer of backfill material. This corrodant consists of several

layers of a mild steel wire c_reen, provided by the WIPP, and is describ-

ed in Section 10.2.

4. Fill the bin with the appropriate amount, and specific type of pre-char-

acterized C_!_T4J wastes (refer to Section 8.3.1), as follows:

(a) approximatelY 6 ck%m_-volume-equivalents of pre-breached, (with bag

puncturing or slashing, as appropriate) plastic-bagged HONG, LONG, or

HOCk4 wastes, or

(b) 4 upright drum-liners filled with process sludge (PS) wastes, or

(c) 4 special 55-gallon drums of supercompacted HONG or LONG wastes

(refer to Section 8.2), or

(d) approximately 3 drum-volume-equivalents of pre-breac_hed, plastic-bag-

ged HONG wastes (with bag _ing or slashing, as appropriate), topped

with 2 drt_n-volumes of manually emplaced, loose PS waste material (Sec-

tion 8.2.2), or

(e) other types of waste, to he specified in Phase 3 of this program.

No solid bacterial inoculants need to be added to test wastes in order to

initiate microbial modes of waste degradation and gas generation; refer to

Section I0.4.

5. Add 2.5 ft3 of prepackaged backfill nmterial over the top of the wastes

in each bin. For PS and supercompacted wastes, the backfill materials

will he poured both over the top of the (internal) waste contminers and,

predominantly, into the ]Interstitial spaces between the waste containers.

i
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6. Insert the top fiberboard bin liner into ths bin. Theh, fold-in the edges

of the outer plastic bin-liner ove__ the test bin contents arK_tape shut.

7. Seal the test bin with its mating., bolt-on, gasketed lid (to be provided

by the WIPP)•

8.3.3 Test Bin Shipping

The foll_ing two steps are necessary to ship the waste-filled test bins

to the WIPP facility:

i. Check the outside of the test bins for surface contamination and decontam-

ina£e, as necessary, according to eatablished practices as required by

both the waste ger_z-ator or shipper for transportation, and as required

by the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) [US DOE, 19890].

2. Insert the decontaminated, waste-filled test bins into standard 'llqUwaste

boxes (SWB) at the generator site. Trarsport the s_¢B/testbin combina-

tions to the WIPP facility in TRUPACP-I][shipping containers.

The upper gas valves (with integrated, non-gas-sorbing, particulate filt-

ers; refer to Section 9.1) on the test bids are left J_lthe open, gas-release

position durir_ transportation. C_qusesreleased from the bin will then also

v_t through the carbon-composite filters on the SWB. VOC gases released

from the bin will be sorbed on the SWB carbon-c_site filters.

8.4 WIPP BIN-SCALE TEST I_IAC_ I

Once the test bins are received at the WIPP facility, t/heywill be remov-

ed from the SWB .inthe C_ TRU overpacking enclosure in the Waste Handling

Buildirg. The bins will be checked for surface contamination and decontami-

nated as necessary, per the requirements of the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criter-

ia [US [_E, 1989o], and the follow_h_gprocedures conducted:

i. Gas Sp_llncj/ The gas release valves on the test bin are shut. Seale\d

test bins are then ready to be tak_l to the underground WIPP test area.
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2. Bin S_cki__ _Orde_ Empty, basel Jibe-reference test bins TP001 through

TPO08 will be emplaced in Room 1 Panel i adjacent to (on t_ie same rib,

and as close as practical to) the EAS shed. They will be staaked in the

bin-stands (refer to Section 9..3)with the gas baselillS-reference bins,

TPO05 throl_h TP008, on the bottam level of the s_mnd(s), to facilitate

perlodiG gas sampling and ot21erp'r_.es. The pressure baseline-refer_

enolsbins, TPO01 through TP004, which have no periodic gas sampling, will

be emplaced on the top row of the bin stand(s).

Waste-filled test bins, 'I,P009and up, will be emplaced in Room I Pane]. i

starting at the noz_ah end of the rock, furthest away from the DAS shed, then

progressir_j southward as more bins are loaded. This prcz/ression is required

by radiologieml safety and ventilation concerns. Waste bins will be emplaced

along both the east and west ribs, in an alternating pattern. In this manner,

the newest bins can be installed and hooked-up in the ventilation air flow up-

stre_.nmfrom 'theother bins. One of the objectives of th]isemplacement order

in rows near the room ribs is to allow ready access (by forklift or oilier

machinery) to the bins, shotfLdmovement or retrieval of any bins be required,

for any reason.

Ali identical replicate bins, as listed in Table 8.3, will be emplaced ad-

jacent to, and directly above and be].c_qeach other, if at all possible.

When all available (bin-starLd)stacking spac_ in Room 1 Panel 1 has been

filledwith test bins, _nplacem__ntoperations will be initiated in Room 2 of

Pane]. I. Space in I_ 2 is expected to be necessary at the beginn.ing of

test Phase 3. _ain, because of radiological _lfety and ventilation concerns,

bin stacking will be st_rt.ed at the northern boundary, of the allotted space

in Room 2.

3. I__n_itialGas SamDling! when taken underground and _p].aced in iq]etest

room area .inPanel I, each bin will be install_._on a test stand (Section

9.3). An initial ge_ sample is taken at this time, .._em_ce__ti_t__=

___place_rer!_t.Note: Time t = emplacen_nt is different than, and precedes,

test time t = 0, following,initial bin pressurization and tracer gas in-

jec_cj.on,as defined in Section Ii.I.3.
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4. Ln__r____ Ali remote-remdlng instruments (Section 12.i) are hooked up

an(']cor_lected to the MODCDMP data acquisition system (Section 12.2) at

this time. All pressure-relief valves and other associated equip_nt are

also installed and checked for proper operation. Instrument monitoring

is then initiated. The ir_stmammltation-irLstallationpr_oceduresare esti-
i

n_._tedto -takeI day for.eaeh bin.

5. B_n_._Q!c..ZJl_e___ To simulate a long-term, post-operational repository

gas envirorm_t in 'the test bins, essentially complete oxygen purging,

consisting of gas flushing and oxygen gettering of the bins' as-s_ipped,

internal gas volume is proposed for scm_ of the waste types. Individual

bins requiring argon gas flushing and oxygen purging are listed in Table

8.3. Gas flt_ir_ and oxyg_% gettering procedures are desoribed in Sec-

tion ii.i. These prc_ures should be initiated within 3 days or less

after time t = emplacement.

6. Brine Injection..[ Withln 3 days or less after completion of _le oxygen

purging procedures, the appropriate type and amount of brine will be in-

jected into the appropriate bins, as designated in Table 8.3. Brir_ in-

jectlon is a '0one-time-only0,operation and must be.conducted undergrou_.

For HONG (non_cted), IDNG _(noncompacted), HOOW, and PS/HONG wastes,

t_hebrine will be inject._dt/_Irot_hthe multiple, slde-mounte_ brine injection

ports on the bin, as described in Section 9.1 and detailed in [Bali, 1989a].

Brine ports will be kept.capped, except for when brine is being injected (re-

fer to section 9.1, part 5). The bin design includes 4 brine injection ports,

each with a check valve, with 2/each on opposite sides of the bin. There are

2 near-top ports on the front side and 2 hexer-mid height ports on the back

side. All 4 of t/_eports will be used for brine injection. One-fourth of 'the

total amount of brine to be injected will be injected through each of the'in-

dividual po1._. A pump will be used so tklatbrine sprays through the waste

materials, not down the inside walls of 'thebin.

For PS and s_Ipez_cted wastes, brines will be injected into the appro-

priate bins, as designated inTable 8.3, through the multiple brine injection

F_rts/septa on the top of the bin closure lid, as also described in Section

9.1 and detailed in [Bali, 1989a]. 'lherewill be a minim_n of 8 brine injec-

tion septa, wit/_ a minimum of two located over'each of the (4) internal drums
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or drip-liners of waste, one-fcxlrth of the total arl_xmt of requlr_ brine

will be injected through each of four brine injection ports, centered over

the internal dz_/ms. The remaining ports are for backup purposes,

'lhe_etop brine injection pozts will consist of r_bber-type septa. Brine

will be injected tJ_l_m/ght/_esesepta, penetr.ati_xjthrough the overall enc_psu-

lating plastic bag (thus breadling it), into the waste l_terials. L_rge hypo-

dermic needles (type of apparatus)will be used for these injections. For F_

wastes, the r_ile will be insertex]to a dept_lof 30 to 40 cm (12 to 16 in.)

belcm the bin top, below the level of the top backfill layer. For supermmn-

pacted wastes, t/le injection needle will be im_erted until a hard barrier is

encountered. Once brine .injection is completed, the needles will be crimped

shut, snipped off above the criap, and pushed through the septum, becomirm]

part of the waste. The brine sept_ will then be permanently capped-off, qhe

needle holes remaining in the (punctttred)bin plastic barrier materials pro-

vide internal gas and water va_)r access and transfer paths.

Note: All PS 6and supe_cted waste bins, even tl]ose wit2_ no injected

brines (with the exception of 2 "as-received" PS bins and 8 PS/HONG bir%s,ref-.

er to Table 8.3), will be pur_tured with injection needles, to provide the

gas and water vapor pathways.

Radiation-safety temporary contailm_nt enc]osures may be used during the

brine injection procedures. A separate, detailed (_lality assurance and radi-
q

ation safety appr<_ved)brine-injection procedure will be prepared by WID and

included in the Appe/%dic/e-s,Section 1.8.8.4.

The brine injected into bins occupies an appr_._iable internal vohm_. As-

stoning that the bottom area of the bin is occupied with 50% solid material,

12 L of injected brine will rise to about 2 ¢_ (0.8 in.) in height while the

maximum of 120 L of brine will rise to about 20 cm (7.9 in.). [[_]einjected

brine voltm_e will also increase the internal pressu_re witkllnthe bin if seal-

ed, up to a maximum of about 7.4 psid_ due to displaced gas volu_:_. Sud_ a

high internal pressure cannot be tolerated; excess pressure will be reliev-

ed, as necessary, th'rought/hepressure-relief valves. All gas Volume displac-

ed through the pressure-l'elief valve(s) will _ measured by gas flow/volume

gages (refer to Sec_:ions ll.l and 12.1.3).
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")0 !nlti"al Bin _tion._ At this stage (following _e steps 5 and 6,

whether perfozm_x/ on a particular bin or not) every bin will be initially

pressurized to an operating, differential pre._sure of 0.25 psi. Reasons
l

for this pressurization, a/ldprocedures for acc_nplishing it are describ-

ed in Section ii.i.3.

8. Tracer.Gas ir_k_ At the completion of the initial bin pressurization

procedure, all test waste bins will be injected with (nonradic_nctlve)

tracer gases, to help facilitate analysis and interpretation of the re-

sults; refer to Section ii.i. A se[_trate,detailex_ (quality assurance

and _fety approved) track,r-gas injection proced1_rewill be prepared and

included in Section 18.11.1..4 in the Appemdices. The time of completion

of tracer-gas injection is designated as test t____t =_0; refer to Sec-

tion Ii.1.4. Another gas sample must be takellwithin 1 to 4 hours of the

co-repletionof tracer-gas injunction. .The first hour is allotted to the

stirring/mixing of the tracer gases through the waste materials, driven

by the gas-recirc_Llation fan in the oxygen se_sor system; refer to Sec-

tion 12.1.5.

9. co__ntinuo__ At this tJJne,e_ch test bin will be ready for'contin-

uous testing, including the periodic sampling and analyses of internal

gas and brine-leac_hateliquid samples; refer'to Section ii.



9.0 TEST BINS AND ASSOCIATED COMI:ONI_PS

These. bi/_-scale TRU waste tests require multiple large, instrumented met-

al "bins." The test "bin" is specifically defined and intended to serve as a

freestanding test vessel when emplaced in situ, to be used for testing pur-

poses only. WIPP test bins are specifically designed to fit within a TRUPACT

-II TRU standard wast_ box (SWB, [Caviness, 1988] described in _ectlon 9.2)

for both transportation to the WIPP and eventual posttest disposal (refer to

Section ] 1.0). In this test vessel capacity, the bin can be regarded solely

as another layer of contai]m_nt within the SWB. It is not to be regarded as

a transportation or terminal disposal container. Therefore, the bins do not

need to be tested or licensed as Type A shipping containers.

Each independent, leak-tight test bin will have a closely controlled and

sealed enviro_t (internal atmosphere; refer to Section ii.i) and be equip-

ped with multiple, redundant monitoring and control instnm_Itation (refer to

Section 12.1. Each bin will have an inner high-density polyethylene liner.

Bins also will have multiple, redundant ports for all required instrumenta-

tion plus gas injection and sampling ports, and brine injection and samplir_

ports or septa. All gases sampled or released from each test bin will be

particulate filtered with an integral, non-sorbing filter; liquid brine-

leachate samples Will also be filtered. All engineered components of a test

bin will be summarized in this Section. Engineering design details and speci-

fications for the b_n are found elsewhere [Bali, 1989a]. Details of the bin

stands that support the test bins in the underground test room are found in

Section 9.3.

9.1 TEST BIN DETAIL c

Engineering design details and specifications for the fa]'.'ication and

testing of WIPP test bins are documented separately' [Bali, 1989a]. Summary

details provided in this section are to define requirements and overall

details for the test bins.

There are two separate "models" of WIPP test bins. The first is termed

the "solid waste" bin, the cecond is termed the "PS/supercompached" waste _
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bin. Figure 9-1 shows an overall schematic-concept of a WIPP "solid waste"

test bin. The "solid waste" bin (WID drawings [Bali, 1989a] 412-N-002-W, Fig-

ure 9-2, and 412-F-017-W, Figure 9-3) is specifically designed to contain ap-

proximately 6 chnan-volumes of non-c_cted _K)NG, HOOW, _d LONG wastes.

d_:'/m-llners withinThere will be no internal metal druns or polyethylene ' '

these bins. All brine injection ports are on the sides of the bin, as des-

cribed in Section 8.4.

The "PS/superc_cted" waste bin (WID drawings 412-N-002-W and 412-F-017

-W, [Bali, 1989a plL_ Engineering Change Order # ????]) is essentially identi-

cal in size and shape to the solid waste bins, but has a different top-lid as-

sembly (WID part # 412-F-017-GR3). qhe "PS/supercc_cted" _raste bin is de-

signed to contain 4 drum-volumes of either PS wastes, in polyethylene drum-

liners, or supercompacted wastes, in special metal dr_t_. In addition, the

"PS/supercompacted" wast_ bin has 8 recessed brine injection septa on the

special top-lid assembly of the bin, as described in Section 8.4_ not on the

sides. Although no brine-leachate samples will be taken from the PS and sup-

ercompacted waste bins, the bottom brine-sampling ports should not be totally

eliminated; they may be used for posttest brine or gas flushing ports, or

other purposes. Other differ_ between the two bin models will be describ-

ed where appropriate.

i. Dimensions arxJ Volumes: The test bins have been design_.d [Bali, 1989a]

to have an exter_ml, rectangular shape of about 48 in. long by 48 in. wide by

36.5 in. high, excludinghandling fixtures.

The internal bin dimerksions available for wastes are about 43 in. long by

43 in. wide by 35.5 in. ta].l, with a calculated inner volume of about 38.0

ft3 or 1.08 m3. A DOT 17-C, 55-gallon CH TRU waste drum has an J_iternal

volume of 7.42 ft3 with, nominally, about 6 ft 3 of waste contained in-

side. The actual void volun_ within a waste-filled drum is assumed to be

about 50%. Therefore, about 6 drum-volume equivalents of CH TRU wastes,

about 36 ft3 of wastes, should readily fit within a test bin. It is not,

however, mandatory that integral numbers of waste drum-volumes be filled into

eack, test b_; this will be a decision of the %_ste generator/packager. As-

sum/ng some volume efficie/%cy is gair_ going from multiple cylindrical drums

of waste to one large rectangular bin container, there should also be ade-
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Figure 9-I WIPP CH TRU Solid Waste Test Bin Overall Schematic
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i

quate available volume inside the bin for including ot/_er required compon-

ents, below, in addition to the TRU wastes:
i

(a) A polyethylene bin-l_. This bin-liner is about 30 mil-thick (WID draw-

ing 412-F-017-W [Bali, 1989a]) and is for overall con_tion control,

The liner has appropriately spacx_d, molded ports, to a"ccommodate penetrat-

ing inSt_tation and inlet or outlet ports. It is held against the bin

walls with hardware.

(b) Fiberboard liners within the bin-liner, to protect t/%e liner from damage

during _raste loading [D'Amico, 1989]. The fiberboard is similar to 'shoe

box caz_Iboard and is about 1.3 to 3.2 mm-thick (50 to 125 mils). _his

fiberboard liner must be considered as an int_gl_l component of the waste

or waste packaging; it cellulosic mass must be considered in future calc-

ulations on gas generation. The side, bottom, _ top fiberboard liners

have been designed by WID [Bali, 1989a], are illustrated in Figure 9.2,

and will be provided to the waste preparers by the WIPP project.

(c) Metal corrodant material; refer to Section I0.2.

(d) Backfill and getter materials, with a total volume of 3.0 ft3; refer

to Section i0.14

(e) Injected brines, with a maximum volun_ of 120 L; refer to Section 10.3.

(f) Internal contminers. There will be_ no metal drums within the bins, ex-

cept in the case of supezconpacted wastes, d_cribed in Section 8.2.3.

For future gas volume calculations, the internal void (gas) volume within

the bin, as packed with waste matemials and the other components, is assumed

to be about 1/3 of the available internal bin volume. The gas void volume

is, therefore, about 360 L (0.33 x 1.08 m3). The actual (not assumed) gas

void volume within eac21 test bin will be. measured during the initial bin pres-

surization procedure, as d_escribed in Section 11.1.3.

2. Bin Gas-Tiqhtness and Pressurization: The test bin plus bolted-on lid

assembly will be gas-tight during in situ testing; there will be no permeable

gaskets. The specification for gas-tightne_qs is defined to be a maximum of

1% (volume released/outflow) per month. The bin will be designed to safely

hold a differential, internal (working) overpr_ssure of 0.5 psig; refer to

Section 11.1. The test bin will also be designed and fabricated to have a

maximum internal pressure of at least 1 psi, as a safety factor allotment.

_.=_±_ u** w_ _a_-u±_,u_/pL___su_iza_ion res following fabrication are
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J

found elsewhere [Bali, 1989a]. The measurement and control of internal bin

pressures during test operation is described in Sectio,_s 12..1.2 and 12.1.3. h

Gasket materials t_sed between the main body and lid of t/lebin(s) are re-

quired to be essentially nonpermeable to oxygen gas, in order to asst_re that

the internal bin atmosphere can remain anaerobic, as required (Section ii.i).

This gasket nonperm_ility requirement is defined to mean that less than 2

ppm of 02 can permeate into the bin per year_ since the inside of the bin

is kept at a slight positive pressure during the test period, _- _/gen permea-

tion is expected to occur only by c_mnosis through the gasket _l_ _Lial. Appro-

priate gaskeh materials selection and sizing are considered to be of critic_n].

import_%nce to the s_c_ss of test objectives.

3. _in Corrosion Resistance: The metal test bins will be painted on both

sides for multi-year corrosion resistance, botA from the test enviro1_ant and

external brine drip. The inside paint on the bin will be the same as used

in standard DOT 17-C waste dr_m%s, in order to provide the same internal chemi-

cal environment. The paint used in c_ (manufactured) for RFP [D'_nico,

1989], is a clear phenolic resin, lacquer r_st ir_ibitor, i05C-5. Based on

previous laboratory and WIPP in situ testing, [SNL, 1979, Section /; Braith-

waite et al., 1980; Molecke, 1986; 'I_yleret al., 1988], the exterior painL on

the bln_ must be significantly more corrosion resistant titan the standar_

paint on the drums. A 16-mil-thick coating of Steelcote Epo-Tar IV, coal tar

epoxy #158-B-I13 [_raithwaite et al., 1980] is specified for t21e exterior of

each WIPP test bin.

4. Bin Gas Inlet and Outlet Ports: _e t_st bi_s will have multiple, reduul-

dant gas inlet/outlet and sampling ports located on two opposite sides of the

bin, as illustrated in Figures 9-1, 9-.2, and WID drawings 412-N-002-W and 412

-F-017-W [Bali, 1989a]. There will be a ntinimum of two, redundant gas sam_

l:hng ports for obtaiI1ing internal gas samples for composition analyses, Sec-

tion 11.2. Thence gas sampling ports will be located on an externally mounted,
__

particulate filtered, closed gas recirculation loop; this recirculation loop

is shared with the specific oxygen sensor instrumentation, Section ]2.1.5.

Tracer gases, Section 11.1.4, will also be injected through t21ese ports on

the gas recirculation loop. A nd.nimum of two gas inlet ports will also be

located on t/qe opposite side of the bin, near the bottom, for initial intern-

ai_ go.s p_!rg_ng and pressurization, Section ii.i; t/]ese port_ can be shared
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, I

wit2,the oxygen-gettering system, Section 11.1.2, 'I_]erewill be a minimL_ of

two, valved gas outlet ports, with a connected gas pressure gage (Section

12.1.2), gas pressure-relief valve (Section 12.1.3), and gas flow/monitor

gage (Section 12.1.4). There nmy also be other, redundant valved .ports for

other objectives, tO be defined, or for backup ptt_]9oses.

All gas inlet/outlet ports Will be capped when not being used, to ensure

a better seal and a dc_/ble ].evelof containment. The caps will be designed

to trap a near-zero volume of air against the face of the port.

All gases released or sampled through a port must first _ss through a

partic%11ate filter. The filter media must be fabricated of materials which

cannot significx_ntlysorb or interact wit/_ any of the gases to be quantified,

specifically the VOC gases. Standard carbon-composite _ '(Nucfll) filters are

known to sorb VOCs and are, as suc_h,specifically disallowed for use in the

bins. Kevlar fiiter media have the desired non-gas-so1_i]_ properties

are recommended; these filters are available from Nucl_nr Filter Technology

or alte_-natesuppliers. No releases of particulate materials through the fil-

ter_ will be allowed. Filters must be 99.7% effective for _'emoving particu-

lates of le_s than or equal to 0.3 micl_n in size (equivalent to a Nucfil car-

bon-c_mposite filter) [Cl_ts, 1989].

During transportation of waste-filled bins to the WIPP within a SWB, the

test bin gas inlet/outlet valves will be left open so that internal bin pres-

surization cannot <>zcur. _ere will be a minimum of two gas ports of ead]

type for redundar_, in case one should become plugged or inoperative during

the planned lifetime of the tests. In addition, all gas sampling ports and

components external to the valves must be detachable and replaceable during

the operational lifetime,of these tests, witJ_out the poss.ibility of tmwanted

gas releases. Fur_er details on these gas port cony_onents are found else-

where, in WID drawings 412-N-002-W and 412-F-017-W [Bali, 1989a].

5. Bin Brine-_IDjec_ion and Sm_p_i!j/_ Ports: Each test bin will have mul-

tiple, redundant brine injection ports/septa and a minLmum of two redundant,

bottom-mo_mted, brjJ_e-leac/%atevalves, with samplirkg septa. Fabrication de-

tails and locatioz%s of these ports are. fot_id .inWID drawJr_4s 412-N-002-W and

412-F-Ol.7-W [Bali, 1989a]. Yx_ations of tl_ injection and sampling ports are

also scl_ematically illustrated b_ F:[cnm__qq-1 _ q_._ _I_ _.'_- _--_'-_-'--
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and mm_pling ports or se[,f_awill be cappe;/ when not be:L_.! usc_d, to ensure a

better s_l a]_ a double level of containment, rlhese caps will],also be design-

ed to trap a near-zero volt,me of air against the face of the ports. 'lhls is
q

also to minimize the potential for oxygen per/_eation throuclh rubber septa,

Pravls:Lons will also be made to attach radiation-safety, t_nporary contain-

ment enc].osures to 'the brine sampling ports , to greatly minimiz e 'the poten-

tial for contamination release during periodic brine sampling.

As listed in Table 8,3 and described in Section 8.4, the appropriate type

and amount of brine will be injected into the appropriade b:Lns, in the under-

grotu_d WIPP facility, through the brine injection por±s or septa (for the PS/

su[._rcc_pacted waste top-lid assemblies). Periodically, after the start date

of the t_st (different for emch bin), brine samples will be take/n 'through a

rubber-type septum attached to the brine-leachate valves. The brlne-sampling

septa n_mst also be replaceable, to avoid potential, leahs after repeated samp-

ling. The test bir, will be tipped at a slight m_le (on the test bin stand,

Section 9.3) so that any excess brine wi'thin the bin will collect near these

sampling valves for sampling and _um_lyses (,qec_cion1]..3) or for posttest re-

moval (Section 14.0).

9_ 2 TRUPACT-II Standard Waste Box (SWB)

_I_]eq39UPACT-II Standard Waste Box ,SWB, DOT 7A Type- A, 49 Cl']{3.78,350

[Cmviness, ].988] used to transport WIPP test bins has external dlmensior_s of

71" long (including semicirc,_11ar ends) by 54.25 in. wide (excluding. lifting

, attachments) by 37 in. high. For this test program, it has a bolted-on lid

closlme, Style I. Figure 9-.4 illustrates a sckle2_aticof a TRUPAC_-iI SWB. A b

waste-fille_l, WIPP test bin is specifically designed to fit wi_J_in a SWB (WID

drawing 412-G-001-W [Bali, 1989a], Figure 9-5). '[he bin carmot move nDre than

about 1/4 in. in any direction witflin the _q4B because of close bin-SWB size

matching, No modifications to t/_e 59;B design are anticipated due to their use

in the bin-scale test program.

Each _,;WB is vented to the atmosphere (or to the r[RUPACI'-II) with carbon-

co]rposite, I_PA filters (NUCFIL or ew4uivalent), rlhe c_rbon-com_site filte_

sorb any volatile organic c_m_ur_, preventir_4 their re]e_:_se to the at_no-

sphere. An emDty ,534B(bolt_], Style I) weighs 738 lb (333 kg) ar_ ]_as a maxi-
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DOT '/A Type A
/.9 CFR 178,3S0

Steel Boxes - TRUPACT ii Standard Waste Box (SWB)
StyLe 1-Bolted Clolure

i

10 OA, ASTM A-569 SIDES, ENOS
AND FLOOR

i

V2" UNC FLAT HEAD
SOCKET'CAP SCREWS

NUCFIL FILTER
7_" 0,0,

1//." PLATE LIFTiNG/HANDLING
ATTACHHENTS

II%,.

_qll%

CONTINUOUSGASKET1NG
V2" THICK X 1 112" WIDE

EPDM CLOSEDCELL NEOPRENE /
t

2"X 1 112" ASTM

U.PPERPERIMETER / /
I XI X .062 GA, ASTM A-513 TUBING__/ ,\END PERIMETERIMPACT GUARDS --_

\

1/2" X 1 1/2" WIDE ASTM A-.'36 LID PERIMETER /
REINFORCEMENT---.....-...... -_ _--_-_-..................

Figure 9-4 Schematic of a TRUPACT-II TRU Standard Waste Box (SWB)
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mum authorized payload of 4000 lb (1820 kg). lt can contain solid _terials

or particles, or 4 ovarpaoked CS rl_.J dr_, up to i000 ibs. per dh.lm. _ihere-

fore, the maximum qzxx_sweight of a waste-fill_1 test bin, as canrJ.edwitJ_in

a SWB, must be limited to 4,000 lb.

9.3 TF_T BIN-_PAND HARI_ARE

In order for the maximum, practical number of test bins to fit within

each test rc_m, bins must be arrang_ in d stacked, two-hlgh _utter_, in two

rows, in each test room. The bins will be on approxin_nte 8-fcx_t centers,

lengthwise, and no closer than 3 ft. to t_he rib. qhis arrangement pennlts

easy person-access on all sides of the bln(s) for emplac_'nent, installation

proc_]ures, periodic gas and brine _9/_plirrj,and other nmintenance pur]x_ses.

Specially designed bin-stand support fixtures will facJ.litate the two-

high stacking of bins. These bin-stands must provide,tile followir_,feature_:

i. qhe bottom of the lower bin should be near floor level, but not on the

floor surface.

2. All bins must be tilted slightly downward, at least 5" forwa[_, so tj]at

any excess brine inside will collect ne_nr the brine sampling po_±s, as

discussed in Section 9.2). The degree of tilt should be adjustxd)le, to

accommodate any unevenness, or changes in, tJ_eroom salt floor,

3. The bin stand must be able to a_ate the weight of two waste-filled

test birLs.

4. The bin stand must be able to a_]ate any requircJ radiation-safety

required brine-conta]nme/_t e_nclosures for the bins. qhe design, obtain.-

ment or fabrication, and attachment: of radiation-safety enclosures to the

test bir%sis a WID responsibility.

5. qhe bin stand will acccmmodate the attachmemt or sup[_3rt of instmm_.nts

(Section 12.1)or associated hal_ware cor_ected to t/letest bins.

Further e_%gineering d_sign arJ oonstructlon details for these bin-stands

are described elsewhere, in WID drawing 412-L-OO4-W [[knli,1989b].
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i0.0 OTHER TEST PACY_GE _

Several materials or conponents have been mentioned or described in Sec-
i

tions 8 and 9 as being necessary for "special preparation" of CH TRu wastes

and for cor_uct of the tests. These components include backfill materials,

getter materials, salt/other materials, grouts, different brines, metal cor-

rodant_, and bacterial inoculants. Each component planned to be used in

Phases 1 and 2 of this test program will be detailed in this Section. Other

components are anticipated for testing in Phase 3 of this program but cannot

be adequately described at this time. _ese components could include addi-

tional (existir_) waste forms, future waste forms to be developed or proces-

sed by waste generators, additional backfill and getter materials, and engi-

neered modifications or fixes developed for the purpose of limiting gas gen-

eration potential. Forthccaning details on these Phase 3 test components will

be included in a future, separate Test Plan Addendum, as available.

I0. I BACKFILL MATER/AIS

Several types of backfill an(] getter materials will be included in Phases

1 and 2 of this test pzxxgcam. The backfill materials, to be describe_, are

either cn_hed WIPP rock salt or a granular mixttue of 70 wt. % crushed WIPP

rock salt and 30 wt. % be/_tonite clay. _e getter materials will be specifi-

ed later, based on the results of ongoing laboratory experiments [Brush,

1989]. The test bin requirements for specific backfill and/or getter mater-

ials were listed in Table 8.3. It must be ea_ohasized that the backfill and

getter materials selection, use, and empla_t procedures used in this te_t

program are necessary to provide the desired, required data for WIPP PA analy-

ses and evaluations. These test choices are not intended to set precedents

for future (full-scale or experimental) WIPP site operations.

Alt/lough crushed salt has long been assumed to be the standard backfill-

ing material for use in the WIPP, crushed salt/bentonite backfill (CSB) has

several distinct advantages and will be used in addition in this TRU waste

test program. TT1e CSB backfill material can serve as an engineered barrier

arottnd the TRU wastes (for effective brine sorption and for retarding or sorb _

ing leached radionuclides), possibly satisfying (draft) EPA regulatiorus (40
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CFR 191, regarding engineered barriers for" transuranic wastes) [Weart, 1983].

CSB could, potentially, also be used for room and t_n_nel fill as well.

The chemical and physical behavior and advantages of the bentonite clay

compOnent of the backfill have been the subject of laboratory research ar_

development at Sandia National Laboratories since 1977; results have b_1

well documented in the literature [Tyler et al., 198.8]. CSB backfills have

also been tested specifically for TRU waste utilization at the WIPP in a

series of in situ, simulated CH TRU waste technology experiments since 1985

[Molecke, 1986; Tyler et al., 1988].

i0. i.1 Crt_shed Salt and Crushed Salt/Bentonite Backfills

The crushed salt for these exper_ts will be taken from WIPP mining op-

erations, then mechanically screened to r_e all particles larger than

about 0.64 cm (0.25 in. ) A salt screening plant to perform this screening

was purchased, installed undergrour_, and cal_brated for previous WIPP Sin_l-

lated CH TRU Waste Tec_logy Exper_ts; [Molecke, 1986] a WIPP QA approved

procedure for the use of this salt screening plant was previously prepared

and approved. This salt-s_eening plant/equipment is available for use in

this test program, or can be replaced with other similar equipment of larger

capacity. The salt-screening plant removes the larger salt particles, leav-

ing about 80 wt.% of the original mine-run crushed salt for use as backfill

material. The initial bulk, dry der_sity of this screened salt is 1290 kg/m 3

(80.5 lb./ft3). For those test bins (refer to Table 8.3) requiring 3.0

ft3 of crushed salt backfill, 242 lb. (ii0 kg) of crtushed salt will be need-

ed. _,Other details, grain size distributions, etc., on this screened salt are

described elsewhere [Molecke, 1986; Pfeiffle, 1987].

The other backfill material component is bentonite clay (Wyoming benton-

ite, essentially sodium and calcium montmorillonite). Bentonite clay was se-

lected because of previous SNL-WIPP testing for its beneficial pro___rties as

a backfill material, primarily brine sorption and TRU radionuclide sorption

[Sandia National Laboratories, 1979; Tyler et al., 1988]. It has been tested

in the laboratory since 1977 and in situ at WIPP since 1984 [Moiecke, 1986].

MX-80 bentonite was selected for in situ testing [Molecke, 1986] because of [

its grant_ar texture which helps I_inimize dusting problems during mixing and

emplacement procedures. MX-80 is a pre-dried (i0 % maximum water content,
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quite dry to the touch) and screened bentonite clay, free of chemical addi-

tives, and is commercially available from the American Colloid Co., Skokie,

IL. Other technical details, grain size distribution, etc. for MX-S0 bemton-

ite are described elsewhere [Molecke, 1986].

Specific details on the preparation and properties of the C_B backfill

materials are as follows. A mixture of the screened, crushed salt (70 wt.%)

and granular MX-80 bentonite (30 wt.%) will be mechanic_lly >lended to +/-

2%. qhe initial bulk density of this granular CSB material is 1300 kg/m 3

(81.2 lb./ft 3) and has a maximum moisture content of about 3%. A blending

plant was previo1._sly obtained, ir_stalled underground, and calibrated to per-

form the backfill mixing in the WIPP [Molecke, 1986], and is available ior

use in this test program. A WIPP QA approved proce_e for the use of this

backfill blending plant _ras previously prepared and approved. This blending

plant consists of two di_y materials feeders (with variable feed rates) and a

blending auger, and has a capacity to mix about 28 to 56 m3/hr (990 to

1,980 ft3/hr) of backfill. Backfill materials can be blended, the,. stock-

piled underground until test emplacemlent. The approximate, required quanti-

ties of CSB backfill material required are 3.0 ft3 per test bin (244 lb.,

ii0 kg), ir_stalled in two separate layers (refer to Section 8.3.1).
]

As listed in Table 8.3, about 8 of the test bins will have crushed salt

backfill, 50 will have salt/bentonite material, and another 30 will have salt

/bentonite and getter material of as yet undefined proportions (refer to Sec-
r

tion 10.1.2, following). Required volume_s and weights of all required (l_ase

1 and 2) backfill materials defined at present are listed in Table i0.I.

Details on bagging of the backfill materials will be des_:rii_d in Section

10.1.4.

]

I0.1.2 Getter and Other Backfill Additive Materials

! Backfill additive materials, termed getters, have been proposed [Bertram-

Howery and Hunter, 1989] that would chemically react with, re,hove, or prevent

the produc_cion of various gases get,crated and trapped in TRU waste storage

- rooms. Such getter materials are currently being te_sted J_ a laboratory pro-

gram [Btu/sh, 1989] to evaluate _nd quantify their effectiveness in removing

gases generated from vari¢_/s waste degradation mechanisms. Laboratory stud-

ies, these bin-scale tests, and the parallel in situ alcove CH TRU waste
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Table i0.] Required Quantities of WIPP Bin-Scale Backfill Materials

Material Bins Volume Weight

(ft3) m3 lb. kg

INPUT:

Ck%LshedSalt 192 5.44 15500 7030

MX-80 Bentonite 72 2.04 5940 2700

C_tterMaterials (TBD, assume 0 volume for these calculations)

C_"

Crushed Salt 8 24 0.68 1930 880

Crushed Salt/Bentonite 50 150 4.25 12200 5530

(70%/30% wt. )

Salt/Bentonite/Getter 30 90 2.55 7310 3320

(?/?/?% wt.)

tests [Molecke, 1989b] will also evaluate the impact of expected salt mine

environmental variables, (e.g., moisture, atmosphere, geochemistry) on gas

gettering efficacy. Most laboratory getter studi_s revolve around the re-

moval of carbon dioxide gas, probably the most abundant microbially produced

gas under most anticipated repository e_vironmental conditions. Getters may

also be tested for their effectiver_ss in hydrogen removal. Studies of pos-

sible effects of proposed backfill additives on the closure of WIPP disposal

rooms are also being evaluated [Bertz-am-Howel_ a_ Hunter, 1989].

Brush and Ar_lerson [1988a, also Bertacam-Howery and Ht_ter, 1989] proposed

the use of four k_ckfill additives to remove carbon dioxide from WIPP dispos-

al rooms: calcit_n carbonate, c_icium oxide, potassium hydroxide, and sodium

hydroxide. Calcium carbonat_ wottld remove carbon dioxide only if brine were

present. Calcium oxide, potassium hydroxide, and sodium hydroxide would re-

I_ve carbon dioxide in the absence of brine. The benefits and/or disadvml-

tages of _ir_ th_ specific getter materials, or others to be developed, in

the WIPP TRU waste storage environme/]t have not as yet been fully evaluated

and quantified. 'Ihe impacts of these getter additives on waste degradation

mechanisms and on the eventual waste-brine solution (leachate) chemistry sys-

tem, e.g., very high pH values, increased Ca+2 and CO3-2 solution con
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centrations, etc., are also not known at this time. Fu_cher laboratory devel-

opment, testing, and evaluations are planned [Brush, 1989; US DOE, 1989a].

The required quantity of any backfill getter additive for the removal of

carbon dioxide or other gases cannot be a_ately estimated at this time be-

cause of current unknowns. As such, the required quantities are not listed

in Table i0. i. The exact ccmposition of getter additives to be used, and the

proportion or quantities of getters to be added to the backfill materials

will, presumably, be available in early FY 91, as an outcome of the labora-

tory research process [Brush, 1989]. At that time, results will be document-

ed. Because of t/]ese current unkno_a_s, no gas getter materials have been in-

cluded in Phase 1 of this test program. Getter additives will be incorporat-

ed into Phase 2 of the bin-scale test program, as available, for efficacy

testing with actual CH T_J wastes.

In the long-term time period, other materials emplaced in the repository,

in the vicinity of CH TRI7 wastes, could become a significant component of the

waste-jmtruding brine leachate chemistr, system. Materials used for sealir_

shafts and drifts, such as salt-cement based grouts, are of considerable in-

terest [Nowak, 1989] and could be of importance in regards to waste degrada-
d

tion and gas geneamtion. These cementitious materials would also have a sig-

nificant impact on intrudjl_g brine leachate chemistry, e.g., very high pH

values, increased Ca+2 and _C03-2 solution concentrations, etc., similar

to the effects of other propo_d getter additives.

In a situation similar to the getter materials, the exact compositions of

salt/grout additives to be used, and their proportion or quantities will, pre-

sumably, be an outccm_ of the laboratory research process [Nowak, 1989].

Salt/grouts are a potential futn/l_ addition to test Phase 3, for system-chem-

" istry impacts testing with actual CH TRU wastes.

If an eventual decision is made not to use any getter additive materials

or' grouts, or to use very limited quantities (for whatever reasons), then the

bin backfill tests using such materials may be deleted or conducted with CSB

backfill (70 %/30 %) nmterial ordy.
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i0. i.3 Backfill and Getter Materials Empla_t

As described in Section 8.3.!, backfill/getter/other _qterials will be

added to many bi_s in two separate layers. The bottom layer of backfill-addi-

tive materials, 0.5 ft3 in volume, can be installed in the bin at a non-rem-

ote (nonradioactive) location at the generator/preparer site. The top layer,

2.5 ft3 in volume, will then be poured in over t2_e Wastes before the bin is

sealed. To make bin backfilling operations as simple as possible for the

waste generator/preparer, the appropriate salt/backfill/getter/other m_teri-
I

als will be blended at theWiPP and packaged in individual paper sacks (like

cement bags) containing 0.5 ft3 (about 41 lb., 18.6 kg) each. Each test

bin, as designated in Table 8.3_ would thus require a total of 6 bags of back-

fill/getter/other materials. The WIPP project will supply the prepackaged

bags of backfill materials to the waste generator/_ckaging sites for ,_se in

preparing WIPP bin-scale test wastes. Procedures for mixing and bagging, such

backfill materials at WIPP, and transporting them to the waste generator

sites, will be prepared by WID.

i0.2 METAL CORRO[]ANTS

The potential _, long-term, anaerobic/anoxic corrosion of steel (or other

metal) C_{ TRU waste containers or metal wastes (within the containers) in a

salt /._pository [Bertram-Howery and }_/nter, 1989] can yield significant quan-

tities of H2 gas. Initially, aerobic/oxic corrosion of metals will occur

within the waste containel_ until all oxygen is used up, predominantly by rad-

iolytic conversion to carbon oxides [Kosiewicz, 1981; Molecke, 1979]; dissolv-

ed CO2, concentrations of C_33-2 in solutions could also increase. Oxy-

gen may also be consumed by reactions with chemical anti-oxidants used as ad-

ditives in some plastics [Warrant, 1989]. Then anaerobic corrosion c_ begin

to generate hydrogen gas. However, continued radiolytic production of oxygen

within the waste container may prevent a sufficiemt anaerobic (bin-internal)

enviror_ment, thereby suppressing, the generation of hydrogen. Anaerobic corro-

sion _is one of the major modes of gas gene.ration, and impacts thereof, to be

quantified in t21ese irlsitu te_t measur_ts.

A bare, mild steel (wire mesh) corrodant material will be used in the

test bins inste_d of actual st_l drum sheet metal. _is substitution is in-
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tended to minimize the weight, but not the surface area, of available steel.

It is recognized that the geometry of the wire mesh, and its lacJ_ of weld

zones, is different frc_ the drum sheet metal. However, the metal corrodant

mesh is intended to aocelerate the corrosion reactions during the coL[rse of

this test program, and, presumably, the amount of hydrogen generated anaerobi-

cally over the test time interval. The total (theoretical) amount of hydrogen

that can be generated anaerobically will not be altered.

The metal corro_nt material will be added at the bottom of every WIPP

test bin, except th_.._eterme_ "as-received" in Table 8.3. %_e corrodant will

provide approximately the same steel surface &rea as 6 standard 55-gallon CH

TRU waste drums, about 300 ft2 (27.9 m 3 both sides of all the drums)f

The metal corrodant material will be multiple layers of bare mild steel wire

screening, about 0.41 mm in diameter (0.16 in.), and 23 kg (51 lb.) total

weight. This wire screening will be pre-cut to fit within the bottom of the

test b;hns. Steel wire screening _s "the advantage of being quite inexpensive

and r=quires minimal preparation or fabrication. The multiple layers of

screening will occ_Ipy a small volume in the of the b_l, with a total thick-

ness of about 6 mm (0.25 in.), and will, in most cases, be totally immersed

under the bottom layer of injected brJme. Prepared metal corrodant materials'

details will be specified by WID [Bali, 1989a] and provided by the WIPP pro-

ject to the waste generator/packaging facilities.

b

10.3 BRINES

CH TRU wastes potentially may experience a variety of moistness condi-

tions as a function of time after repository emplacement. General moistness

conditions include those in whic/%:

(a) _3ne humidity within the _,ste and backfill materials is buffered by the

emplaced wastes _ backfill present.

(b) _he humidity in the 9tastes and backfill materials is at least in local

equilibrium with the brines present in the host rock salt and its dis-
_

t£_bed rock zone, DRZ_

(c) Free brine is present in at least a portion of the waste(s).

(d) The repository is largely saturated with brines.
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A variety of these general conditions are included and will be tested in

this experimental program. The expected moistness condition in the short-

term, repository operational phase is essentially dry. "Dry" is also the as-

Shipped and the refer_ short-tez_n condition, before or unless the humidity

of _placed wastes equilibrate with brines in the surrounding Salado forma-

tion. "Dry" is also a possible condition in the longer-term, if the genera-

tion of waste-degradation gases effectively drivers brine far enough from the

waste-emplacement area to make vapor-phase transport, of water inadequate to

maintain humidity. Bins being tested under "dry" repository conditions, i.e.,

those with no injected brines, are listed in Table 8.3.

After several years of repository isolation, the wastes could be expected

to be "moistened" Slightly with intruding Salado brine, or by equilibration

of the humidity of the waste materials with brine present in the Salado forma-

tion, as a result of vapor-phase transport. $_all occurrences of Salado

molst testbrines are found naturally at the WIPP repository horizon. This " ' "

cor_ition will be directly relevant to two major time-frames or repository

Ix_ssibilities: (I) When brine concentration is in the process of increasing

within the waste/backfill system in the relatively near-term, but "free"L

brine is not yet present; and, (2) at time periods in the longer-term, when

repository internal gas p_es may have expelled or excluded any "free"

brine from the repository waste emplacement areas, to the extent that it can

no longer be argued that the repository atmosphere is in equilibrium with

free brine.

For pull0oses of this test prcf/ram, "brine moistened" is interpreted to

mean waste bins injected with less than 1% by volume of brine. This is the

e_livalent of injecting 2 L of brine into a 210 L (55-gallon) drum-volume of

waste, up to a maximum of 12 L per bin. The less than 1% brine addition is

the same qu_tity of brine that is being injected into containers of _rastes

used in Phase 2 of the WIPP Alcove CH TRU Waste Test program [Molecke,

1989a], tht_ providing a similar environment, to aid in the inte_loretation of

gas data from ead_ type of test. This quantity of brine should be adequate

to moisten wastes, primarily through the vapor phase, to sustain microbial

degradation activity, and to initiate corrosion of contained metals. The add-

ed quantity of brine, less than 1%, should also not provide a problem during

te_t termination and retrievalactivities (refer to Section 14 i. L_ss than 1%i

of brine is allowable in the _PP Waste Acceptance Criteria [US DOE, 1989c],
i

4
!
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if the posttest wastes are _hipped to another site. rlhe exact quantities of

brine used to "moisten" wastes in each test bin are listed in Table 8.3.

In the post-operational, longem-term repository phase, wastes would prob-

ably become saturated with Salado brine. -- assumir_ that long-term gas gener-

ation under "humid" conditions was h mdequate to generate sufficient pressure

to keep brines from entering the waste empla_t areas of the repository.

Also, in the post-operational, longer-teln_ phase, specifically in the case of

potential human intrusion, the wastes possibly could become saturated with

Castile brine. Castile brines originate in the geologic formation about i,000

ft. below the repository horizon.

For purposes of this test program, brine "saturation" is being limited to

mem_ the addition of about 10% by volume of brine, essentially 20 L per 210 L

drum-volume of waste, or a maximum of 120 L of brine per test bin. For PS

and supercompacted wastes, the maximum amount of brines to be added is being

limited to about 5% by volume, about i0 L per 55-gallon drum-volume. There

should be an adequate quantity of brine in each case to leach uhe waste forms

hn the bin and allow leachates to be sampled (except for PS and supercompact-

ed _astes) and analyzed as a function of time (refer to Section 11.3). The

exact quantities of brines used to "saturate" wastes in each test bin are

listed in Table 8.3.

It is assumed that the injected brine will trickle down through the

wastes, partially wetting them. Some of the brine will either sorb on the

I wastes or in the bottom backfill material layer. _he remaining, nonsorbed

brine volume will be available for periodic leachate sampling (Section 11.3)

This brine will also contribute to the formation of a high-humidity e/nviron-

ment within each test bin. T_e high-volume of brine injected in the "saturat-

ed" test bins, about i0 % by volume of waste, is to ensure that free brine

is, in fact, present within 'the te_st b_s. This is the "expected" condition

should free brine actually be present in the repository, or should t/_e reposi-

tory room contents remain in equilibrium with brines within the DRZ.

Repre_entative ionic cxmpositions of (artificial formulation) Salado

Castile brine_ are listed _i Table 10.2 [Br_h and ,_nde._on, 1988; Brush,

]989; D'Appolonia, 1982; Popielak et al., 1983], in units of millimoles/liter

[mM] ar_ Moles/liter [M]. Brine A [Molecke, 1983] is also listed in Table
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10.2 for backup purposes. Brine A is also an artificial Salado brine that

has been previously used in a multitude of WIPP-related laboratory and in

situ tests [Tyler et al., 1988; Molecke, 1986]. A listed of chemicals to

prepare 200 L batches of artificial Salado and Castile brines is being prepar-

ed [Brt_sh, 1989]; the preparation formulation for Brine A is listed below.

All ch__micals to be _sed should be either reagent or technical grade, except

for the NaCl, which can be WIPp mined and screened salt.

Brine A: MgCI2"6H20 58.42 kg; NaCl 20.02 kg; KCI i1.44 kg;

Na2SO 4 1.24 kg; Na2B407"IOH20 390 g; CaCI 2 332 g;L

NaHCO 3 192 g; NaBr 104 g; LicI 25.0 g; RbCI 5.45 g;

SrCI2"6H2 O 3.0 g; KI 2.6 g; FeCI 3 6H20 2.5g;

CsCl 0.25 g; conc. HC! 2.5 ml. Remainder - water, to 200 L.

Table I0.2

Preliminary Compositions of Artificial Salado and Castile WIPP Brines

Ionic Artif. CASTILE

Compo- SAIADO Brine Brine

sition (PAB i) A (WIPP-12)

B3+ [mM] 152 20 92

Ca2+ [mM] i0 20 8.7

K+ [mM] 500 770 74

[MI I.0 I.44 o.066
Na+ [M] 3.9 1.83 6.00

Br- [mM] ]3 i0 6.4

el- [M] 6104 5.35 5.02

SO42- [mM] 160 40 190

pH (std. units) 6.0 6.5 "/.06

Specific Gravity i.22 I.2 ?
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In addition to the artificial brines, naturally occttrring Salado forma-

tion brines need to be collected in WIPP underground areas and added to bot_i

the artificial Salado and artificial Castile brines. Other underground

brines, such as residues of fluids spread on the floors of the drifts to con-

trol dust, or accumulations of fluids dun%ged down the air intake shaft are un-

acceptable [Lappin, 1989b]. A memorandum descr.lbilxj the need for collected,

naturally _ing WIPP brines has been distributed [iappin, 1989b]. This

memo de.scribes needed quantities (to be revised, refer to Table 10.3) and sum-

marizes collection and storage restrictions.

Table i0.3 WIPP Bin-Scale Test Brine Requirmnents

Phase i" Salado Brine 872 L Castile Brine 560 L

Phase 2: Salado Brine 1256 L Castile Brine 1036 L

Subtotal: 2128 L 1596 L

Salado Brine: 90% Artificial = 1915 L + 10% Collected = 213 L

Castile Brine: 90% Artificial = 1430 L + 10% Collected (Salado) = 160 L

TOTAL Salado Brine: Artificial = 1915 L, Collected = 373 L

TOTAL Castile Brine: Artificial = 1430 L

i

%1_ere is currently no available source of naturally collected Castile

brine. Therefore, collec_d Salado brine(s) will be added to the artificial

Castile bri/qe as well as to the artificial Salado brine. Zhe pu_s_s of

this natural plus artificial brir_ addition are to provide:

I. A source of representative WIPP repository microorganisms, including halo-

philic, halotolerant, and those that could develop halotolerance. These

pogential brine microorganisms are in addition to any and all microbial

=: colonies which may already exist in the TRU waste materials or that may

cont_aminate the WIPP crushed salt (due to proximity to htm_n or other en-

virol_ental oecupation of the facility) used for backfill or other pur-

poses; refer to Section i0.4.
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2. A sottrceof na_/r_lly oc_arring traoe minerals, not occurring in the arti-

ficial brines, which may have have some subtle but important impact on

long-term _ste degradation mec/%anisms.

The collected, naturally occurring.WIPP Salado brine will be added to the

artificial brines in the ratio of 10% natural to 90% artificial. This was

the ratio recclmnended during the fomL_l, external peer review panel meeting

in August, 1989, as described in Section 3.6.i.

The total quantities of required al_cificial Salado and Castile brines,

and natural, collected Salado brine for Phases 1 and 2 of this bin-scale test

program are listed in Table 10.3 (revised).

I0.4 MICROBIAL INOCUIANTS

With the exception of potential microbial populatio1%s contained in WIPP

collected Salado brines, no additional (solid) microbial inoculants need to

be added to test wastes during the special preparation procedures (Se._ztion

8.3). Previous laboratomy 'research [Molecke, 1979; Caldwell et al., 1987]

has indicated that sufficient microbial populations or contaminants already

exist within the waste forms (frQm previous human and other environmental

contact) both to initiate and sustain microbial TRU waste degradation and

subsequent g_uqgeneration.
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ilhl H , ,,,, iJ_ ,_,,ll,i , ,

ii.0 GAS AND LIQUID _L, SAMPLING, AND ANALYSES

This section describes the details and requirements for controlling and

sampling both the gases and the waste-brine leachates within each test bin.

Prel_ details are also described for analyzing both the gases and brine

leachates, as produ_, depleted, and/or impacted by the degradation of CH

TRU wastes and ot/_er materials in oontact with the wastes.

Ii.I GAS AEFKDSPHERE _L

The gas a___here within each test bin must be closely controlled and

monitored starting at test setup time t- emplacement (Section 8.4) and con-

tinuing after test time t = 0 (after tracer gas injection, Section 1]..1.4).

Close control is necessary for the foll_irg reasons:

I. To prepare the internal gas atmosphere within a b_n to be representative

of either the anticipated operational-phase of the repository (initially

aerobic/oxic) or the post-operational, long-term phase of the repository

(assumed anaerobic/anoxic, for WIPP PA modeling).

2. To monitor and control the internal pressures withb_ each of the sealed

bins, for both safety and test purposes.

3. To prevent (with the use of a slight, positive internal pressure) and mon-

itor (with the use of stable traoer gases) potential gas leaks out of the

bins, or air leaks into the bins, that could potentially dilute and con-

taminate gases g__ted from waste degradation. Since. the bins are de-

signed to be closed, essentially gas leak-tight test systems, gas leakage

is assumed to be negligible (maximum of 1% volume/month) but will still

be monitored.

11.1.1 Bin Gas Oxygen Purging

r,

All test bi/zs will initially contain an air atmosphere following waste

filling procedure_ at the generator/packaging facilities. Some of these bins

wi)l require no further int__rnal atmosphere modificatio_ or oxygen purging.
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This includes 24 of the 56 Phase 1 test bird, and 6 of the 68 Phase 2 bins,

as specified in Table 8.3 as "Initial Atmosphere -Air." Changes to this in-

itial air at_%ere, caused by waSte degradation mechanisms (discussed in

Section 8.2. I), will then be a_lyzed as a function of time; refer to Sec-

tion 11.2.

Oxygen puz_ing will be required in all the other test bins, as specified

in Table 8.3 as "Initial Atmosphere - Argon." Oxygen purging of the as-ship-

ped, bin internal gas volume corm_ists of the procedures of argon gas flushing

and the use of an oxygen-gettering reactant system, as discussed .in Section

ii. 1.2. Oxygen removal prooedures are conducted to provide an initial anaero-

bic (< I0 ppm 02, max--; anticipated longer-term) gas enviro_t at the

start of this gas testing program. Any subsequent char_s to the internal gas

atmosphere within _vidual bins, as a function of time, will be controlled

by the waste degradation _sms occurri]_ inside; no future oxygen purg-

ing is planned. Changes in oxygen (and other gases) content in waste-filled

bins will be ccmpared to any changes occurring in the gas baseline-reference

bins. The baseline bins provide background or "blank:' data for correction

purposes. The argon-filled baseline bins provide data on air/oxygen permea-

tion, the air-filled baseline bins monitor, primarily, potential oxygen deple-

tion due to corrosion or other hardware interactions.

Prior to the start of any oxygen purging procedures, an initial gas sam-

ple must be obtained for analyses from every bin (whether oxygen purged or

not) at bin eaplacement time t = empla_t; refer to Section 8.4. This gas

sample is quite impo_t, it provides the initial, or pretest level of VOCs

in the bin, as opposed to the pretest,voc characterization conducted in t/_e

initial individual drums, &_ described in _ion 8.3.1. The initial (time t

= empla_t) bin VOC analyses will reflect changes in head-space gas co_-

trations resulting from repackaging, shipping, handling, and .initial gas in-

teractions with the waste matrix within a single bin.

All test bins containing high-organic/old wastes, HOOW, will be oxygen

_ purged. During repackaging of HOOW, the previously established, very-low-

oxygen content (< 0.1% 02 [Zerwekh, 1979]) er_/iro_rent is replaced by air;

oxygen purging helps reestablish a similar very-low-oxygen, essentially

anaerobic environment.
J
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Argon was selected for gas flt_=hing rather than carbon dioxide or nitro-

gen. This purging gas must have an impurity c_ntent of less than i0 ppm

oxygen. With the choice of argon, gases ge_nerated by microbial degradation

(including a large fraction of 002 [Molecke, 1979; Caldwell et al., 1987 ],

or, potentially, N2 frc_ denitrification or nitrate reduction [Brush and

Anderson, 1988a; Bextram-Hc_4ery, 1989]) will be more readily detectable in a

short time-frame, and _Dt be masked by the flushing gas. The nitrogen concen-

tration r_naining in test bins after oxygen purging will, however, not be

zero. It is estimated that the residual nitrogen level will be less than 1%

by volume.

Gas flushing will be accomplished by connecting a source of (a tank of

compressed) argon (purge) gas to one of the bottom gas-inlet/flushing ports

and venting (oi_ internal) gas out a top gas-outlet port, through a radioact-

ive particulate filter, a presmlre-relief valve (Section 12.1.3) and a gas

: flow/monitor (Section 12.1.4). Gas flushing may be. preceded by, or accompan-

ied with a gas vacuumirg step. Several gas flushing/vacuuming cycles may be

required. Progress of the flushing procedure to_ards an anaerobic state will

be monitored by the oxygen co_tration, analyzed with oxygen-specific de-

tectors (Section 12.1.5) connected in series with the the gas-outlet port.

The oxygen concentration may decr_ase slowly at first because of gas trapped

in dead-end _q0aces or sorbed onto waste materials; oxygen could continue to

diffuse out for an appreciable time. Full technical details for this gas-

flushing procedure and purc/%ase specifications for the argon gas are still

being finalized at SNL and will be documented in a QA-approved procedure and

in the Appendices, Section 18.ii. I.i.

I

Argon gas-fl%_ is, however, not expected to be thorough or fast

enough to reduce the inte_l bin atmosphere to a desired (initial/post-

flush) anaerobic level of about i ppm 02 . To attain this level, an oxygen-

gettering reactant system will be required and is described in the following

Section.

ii. 1.2 Oxygen-Gettering Reactant System

The described argon-flushing prooedure should be capable of reducing the

• internal gas atmosphere in t/_e (required) test bins to an 02 level of about

I000 ppm or less. A portable oxygen-gettering reactant system will then be
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u_ to reduce the residual 02 content down to about 1 ppm. Two commercial-

ly available oxygen-gettering systems, the Vacuum/Atmospheres Company model

MO-40-2H Purification System, are being provided by SNL. This oxygen-_getter-

ing syste_n will circulate the internal bin gases through its own, gas-recircu-

lation closed loop, removing oxygen, then returning the residual gases to the

bin. The gases would exit the bin through a top gas-outlet port, traverse

the oxygen- gettering system, then reenter the bin through a bottom gas-inlet

/flushing port. The progress of the oxygen-gettering removal cycle (and of

the eventual depletion of the reactant material) will be monitored by the oxy-

gen-_qgecific sens_r on the bin (Section 12.1.5).

After the 02 level within a (specified anaerobic) test bin has been re-

duced to 1 ppm, the waste degradation reactions within each bin will be allow-

ed to control any further changes in the oxygen level, or of any other gases,

just as they would in a sealed, post-closure repository environment. The oxy-

gen content within every test bin will be frequently monitored, both with rem-

ote-reading, oxygen-specific sensors (Section 12.1.5), and by periodic gas

sampling and analyses (Section 12.2). If the periodic gas analyses indicate

any significant inflc_ leakage of a._r, the test Principal Investigator will

decide whether the oxygen-gettering system will be attached again, or what

other corrective actions should be taken.

'Ihe type of oxygen-gettering reactant system proposed is used frequently

in laboratory, cmntrolled-atmosphere (ir_rt) glove boxes. A similar but much

larger scale system will also be used in the parallel WIPP In Situ Alcove CH

fIRU Waste tests [Molecke, 1989b]. rFne portable oxygen:gettering system des-

cribed can be. moved on a portable cart (to be designed or obtained by WID)

and used on one test bin at a time. Multiple, replaceable columns of react-

ant material (described below) will be necessary to keep this single system

in operation. A complete second oxygen-gettering system has also be_n obtain-

ed to service more than one bin at a time, and for backup purposes.

.The oxygen-gettering system is designed around the use of Q-5 Reactant, a

replenishable oxygen scavenging material commercially available from Dow Chem-

ical Company. Q-5 reactant is_ basically, a copper catalyst suppoz_ced on a

granular aluminum oxide substrate (a granular material, 16-18 mesh). The con-

trolling chemical formulae for the reactions are as follows:
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I. 4CU (on A1203) + 02 --> 2Cu20 (02 removal)

2. Cu20 + H2 + heat --> 2Cu + H20 (regeneration cycle)

Further details on the design, needs, p_ures and safety related is-

sues for using the overall, portable oxygen-gettering reactant system will be

doct_ented in the ApperK1ioes, Section 18. i0. I.2.

Ii.1.3 Test B_% __[rization

Sealed test bJJ%s must be operated at a slight positive internal press_re,

to minimize any _ air leakage (contamination) through the gasket or any

other potential leak in the bin hardware system. All test bins will be init-

ially pressuriz£_ with the appropriate, initial atmosphere gas, either air or

argon, to an internal, positive differential pressure of 0.25 psid above the

mine ambient pressure_ The pressure within each test bin will then be remote-

",, monitored (refer to Section 12.1_2) and maintained within certain limits,

both for safety and gas-flow control purposes. She minimum pressure limit is

0.i psid, the maxin_m limit is 0_5 psid. In the unlikely event t/fat a bin

inten_al pressure drops to 0.i psid or below, the bin will be manually pres-

surized back up to 0.25 psid with makeup az_on gas (research grade, with an

impurity content of less than 1 ppm of 02. ), regardless of the initial atmo-

sphere in the bin. Discussions of computer-controlled gas pressure-relief d_e

to pressurizations of greater than 0.5 psid are found below and in Sec_cion

12.1.3.

In the early time-peri0d of this test program, it is conceivable that the

pressure within some bi_s may drop, due to radiolytic depletion of oxygen and

the formation of carbon oxides [Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1981], or other

mechanisms. The pressure will be allowed to decrease to a minimum level of

0.i psid before manual argon repressurization _,rocedures are started. Refer

'to Section 12.1.3 for a description on the control and alarm system for the

required repressurization.

It is expected that the internal gas pressure within the bin(s) will rise

somewhat (based on multiple observations from previot_s laboratory experiments

[Zel_e.kh, 1979; Molecke, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1981]) because of the generation of

gases from TRU waste degradation. Refer also to Table ii. 1 (Section 11.2) for
m

i
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(integrated.) pressure _ses per year, based on credible ranges of gas gen-

eration. For safety reau_ons, internal bin gas pressures will not be allowed

to reach pressures much above 0.5 psid. [NUll: The bins will be fabricated

to safely contain an internal pressure of at least 1 psid. ] Wh_l "the monitor-

ed pressure (Section 12.1.2) reaches 0.5 psid, a pressure relief valve will

be electronically activat_l (and controlled by the remotely read pressure

gage) to ope_, release some gas (and monitor the volume), them reseal; refer

to Sections 12. I.3, and 12.i.4. For backup safety purpose_, if the pressure

control circuitry fails to open at 0.5 psid for any reason, there will be a
r

second, redur_]ant pressure gage, relief valve, and control circuit for emch

test bin. This ._zondary pressure-control syst_n will be set to open at 0.6

psid.
J

'Ihe volume of gas used to pressurize each test bin will be measured dur-

ing the initial and any other subsequent repressurization procedure; refer

to S6_tion 12.1.4 on gas flow/volume gages. By measuring the initlal volume

of injected gas and the measured change in pressures, the available bin gas/

void vollane (the interr_l bin geometric volume minus the volume occupied by

wastes, other added materials, and hardware) can be calculated to within

about 1% accuracy. This measured gas/void volume will be more accurate than
i

assumed void volumes, and will be used in future gas calculation.

ii. i.4 Test Bin _Y'acer Gases

After the initial bin pressurization prcmedure is c_pleted, tracer gases

will be injected into each test b:b_. These tracer gases help monitor poten-

tial air leakage into the sealed test bins, or loss of gases out of the bins.

k_valuations of the changes in co_tration over time of these tracers allows

compensating corrections to be applied to all the other gases being quantifi-

ed. Standalj chemical spiking calculations, using the changes in tracer cx]n-

centrations, can be used to assist in the ac_ounting of gas mass/volume bal-

-ance.

The noble gases Ne and Kr were selected as tracers because they are quite

chemically inert. They will not be corum]med by any che_nical or microbial

reactions _ir_ within the wastes, nor be formed by radiolysis of the

test wastes. Neither of these gases are daughters of radic_ctive element_ in
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the CH q_J wastes. Also, they will not react wit/_ the proposed oxygen-getter-

iI_ reactant system materials.
i

Both Ne and Kr tracer ga__s will be injected into each bin through the

bin gas sampling port (on the gas sampling loop) at an initial concentration

of i00 p_l, each. The concentration of eac_h tracer will be periodically moni-

tored by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analyses (Section 11.2). Be-

cause multiple isotopes occur in commercially available Ne and Kr, mass spec-

tral analyses of the isotopes will also provide a degree of analytical redund-

ancy.

The tracer gases will be homogeneously mixed with the other gases in the

test bins by the action of a closed gas-recircu/ation system fan, part of the

oxygen sensor system (Section 12.1.5). If for any reason the tracer gas con-

centrations are depleted below about one-quarter of their startir_g concentra-

tion, a second, or subsequent, I00 ppm of 'the tracer will be injected, at the

direction of the test Principal Investigator.

q

The reference initial test time t = 0 for all further gas sampling and

analyses (Section 11.2), different and specific to each individual t_st bin,

is defined as the time immediately after tracer gas injection.

11.1.5 Radioactivit_y and Radioactive Particulate Monitoring

Based upon previous laboratory testing [Zerwekh, 1979; Molecke, 1979;

Kosiewicz, 1981], none of the gases generated by CH TRU waste de_/radation
_
d

within the test bins are radioactive, with the possible exception of small

amounts of radon, released as a daughter product h_ transt[ranic nuclides de-

cay c_hains. Other radioactive, gaseo_is species, e.g., 3H ar_ 14C are not

currently perndtted camponents of TRU wastes to be isolated at WIPP. However,

the potential for radioactive gases and radic_.active particulate contamination

being sampled or released, M1ile exceedingly _a]l, cannot be ignored. Any

particulates would have to exit the 'test bins through partlculate filters;

such filters are specifically designed to prevent this oc<.n/rrence. Filters

must be 99.7% effective for removing particulates of less than or equal to

0.3 micron in size, equivalent to a Nucfil carbon-conposite filter [Clements,

1989], as stated and required in Section 9. i, it_n 4.
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To minimize or eliminate potential radiological safety concerns, gas sam-

ples taken for analy_.s (Section 11.2) will be monitored for particulate rad-

ioactivity before being. 'transported out of the underground RMA, radioactive

materials area. Radioactive _%rticulate (continuous air, CAM) monitors will

be in the d_tream of the Panel 1 ventilation air _nth, as part of the norm-

al waste operations monitoring program. The WIPP Safety A_alysis Report (SAR)

describe.q in detail the location a_ operation of these continuous air nDni-

tors. These monitors provide safety information, not test "data." As such,

they will alarm locally, they will not be hooked into the SNL Data Acquisi-

tion system (section 12.2). Westinghouse WID Operations is responsible for

this monitoring fr_t.ion; refer to Section 16.2. If radioactive particulate

contamination is detected within the :test area, however, the test Principal

Investigator _and/or the Sandia In Situ Test Coordinator/Site Safety person

(Section 16.1) will be notified, to participate in any problem resolution.

ii. 2 GAS MI_ASUR_MENT AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Samples of gas from each sealed test bin will be obtained on a periodic

basis for gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer, GC-MS, analyses. A separate,

quality assured procedure for obtaining the gas samples has been prepared

[Greenlee, 1989]. Gas samples are, briefly, planned to be collected in minia-

ture stainless steel gas sample cylinders. The cs/liIYderassembly will be purg-

ed, evac_]ated, and blanked prior to each use. The sampled gas will be filter-

ed through a 450 nm (nanometer) Teflon membrane disk as it is collected. 'Ibis

re_ovable filter is for ensuring t_t the gas sample contains no radioactive

particulates, i.e., is radiologicaily safe to allow transport out of the RMA.

qhe Teflon membrane, filter is iln addition to Kevlar _iculate filters locat-

ed on e_ch end of the gas sampling loop. The gas samplir_j pr _ocedure [Greem-

lee, 1989] includes details on sampling consideratior_, needed sampling equip-

ment, step by step proc_ures, radiological concerns, staff requirements, doc-

umentation, quality control and sample data sheets.

All gases with.hl tkle 'test bin will be continually stirred by a sqnall fan

in a closed circ%lit loop (that is part of the specific oxygen sensor system,

Section 12.1.4) to obtain a homogeneous sample. All gas s_unples will be pre-

filtered to remove any pote_'itial radioactive particulate contamination, qhe
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pre-filter or any other component of the s_l]nplingsystem hardware must not

sorb any of the gas_.sto be .quantified,Table ii.i, pa_:icularly the VOCs.

Relevant gas data to be obtal]%edinclude:

i. Test bin number.

2. Time and date of sa_ling: ac_cual and in reference to test time t 0,
b

for each individual bin (Section 11.1.4).

3. Overall gas compositions, percentages.

4. Individual gas co_trations, in units of parts per million (ppm) by

volume.

5. Oxygen level.

6. Tracer gas concentrations.

I 7. Gas component trends, i.e., increases or d_reases in compositions and

rates of production or depletion.

8. Water vapor concentration. No sepal-ate humidity gages are pla_aned for

use in t/%e test b_ms because of reliability and maintenance concerns;

internal bin h_mddity will be monitored by means of water vapor in the

periodic gas sample.s._

Gase_ sampled from each test bJl_will be analyzed by C_-MS for the ccm_

nents listed in Table ii.i (revised). These analyses and associated calcula-

tions allow the evaluation of the various gas compositioru_, concentrations,

and changes in concent/-ations,to permit the cal¢._11at[onof the rates of gen-

eration and/or depletion as a function of time.

Gas concentratio_%smeasured from each waste-filled bin will be corrected,

as necessary., wit/%background or "blarfld'data obtained from the gas baseline-
!

reference blns. -Gascalc%llations will also include tkle dilution effect_ or

quantities of gases added to repre._surize the bin(s) as n_sary, ar_ gas

volumes released through the pressure-relief valves (Section 12.i.4). _l_lese

data will be. made available in both tabular and graphical formats. Furt/_er

details on data output will be found .int/leAppendices, Section 18.11.2.

qhese gases ilK]ludethose generated from waste degradation, re]ease_9/vol-

atilized from the wastes, e.g., VOCs, atmospheric gases, tracer gases, a_xl

daughter products fl-om radi_]c_nive contaminants, e.g., radon. The required

minimum detectable limit for each gas listed in Table 11.1 is 1 _nrt per mil-

lion (ppm, by volume). For e_]c/%individual gas, the test time span required
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Table II.i WIPP Test Gases To Be Quantified

Hydrogen * VOCk_:

oxygen * Freons

Carbon Dioxide * Xylenes, Mixed

Carbon Monoxide * Cyclohexane

Methane * Carbon Tetrachloride

Watel _ Vapor * Dichloromethane

(for humidity, I00 p_n) Trichloroethylene

Neon (Tracer) * 1,1, l-Trichloroethane '

Other Tracer Gases * i,2-Dichloroet_ne

(and isotopic ratios) i,i, l-Trichloro-

Argon (mostly alcoves) 1,2,2-Trifluoroethane

Nitrogen (mostly bins) Perchloroethane

Hydrogen Sulfide Methyl Alcohol

Nitrogen Oxides Butyl Alcohol

Ammonia Acetone

Hydroge.n C_Aoride Others, as detectable

Radon (at > 1 ppm)

[, = major gas, generated or other]

Table 11.2 Cal_/lated Bin-Scale Total Gas Quantities and Pressures

t

Measure] Gas Gas Volume Gas Concentration Integrated
i

C_.ne_/_tionRat_e..... _ockl_ i_cre_se Pressure Bui_l-_d_

(Soles/Yemr/DrL_a) (Liters/Yr/Bin) ppm % (psi/Yr/Bin)

(at STP)

0.005 (:radiolysis) 0.67 L i.9x103 0.].9 0.03

0.5 (midpoint) 67 L 1.9x10 _ 19 2.8

5.0 (microbial) 670 L 1,9x106 ]90 28.0
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to obtain a given degree of statistical confidence will depend on (at least):

(a) the concentration level of the individdal gas relative to its minimt_m de-

tection limit, and (b) the relative heterogeneity meastzredamong the the mult-

iple, replicate bins of a given test configuration.

Table 11.2 provides an indication of the total quantity of al]. gases,

e.g., }{2, CO2, C_I4
, etc., to be generated in each bin per year, based

on credible, laboratory measured rates [Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz, 1979, 1980,

1981; Cmldwell et al., 1987/ Moleoke, 1979] of gas generation; refer 'toTable

5.1. The calculated values in Table 11.2 are based oi',a rar_jeof credible

gas generation rates, a bin inte_l volume of 1.08 m3, 33% void internal

volume for gases to collect in, an initial trapped quantity of 16.1 moles of

"total" gas, and 6 dlnxa-volumesof waste per bin. Calculated integrated pres-

sure buildup value-_within a bin are also listed, assumi,x] (unrealistically)

that no gases are released for an entire year.

The preliminary (revised) bin gas sampling schedule for individual bins,

subject to modification by initial analyses and interpretations, is listed in

Table ii.3:

Table 11.3 Bin-Scale Test Gas Sampling Schedule:

Initial: tJm_ t = empla_t, then

(Time t = x period, after test reference time t = 0)

Daily: x = i, 4, 7, alld14.

Weekly: x = 3, 4, 6, and 8.

Mon_:hly:thereafter, up to a miniIm.nnof about 5 years after test

initiation.

In addition to the C_2-MSanalyses, oxygen concentrations will also be per-

iodically monitored (every 4 hours) by means of solid state specific seru_ors,

Section 12.1.5, because of tkleimpoz-_ of knowing whetkler each test bin is

aerobic or anaerobic (< i0 ppm).

To assure that this bin-scale test program c_un be in:[tlatedwithin tAe

required' time period., it is mandatory t/_atali. gas analyses be conduc_:ed on-
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i

site using a gas ehrematograph-maSs speotrometer (GC-.MS)instrm_emt, rlhe GC-

F[S and _supporting equlpme_t are already on site and currently being brought

to an operational state. The GC-MS system mt_stbe staffed with approp1_iately

trained lead personnel (Section 16.].)and laboratory technicians, be calibrat-

ed (to appropriate SNL and WIPP site Quality ;%s_urancestanda1_s), and proper-

ly maintained. Details on the operation, calibration, and maintenance proced-

ures for the overall CK]-MS system, as well as details on gas sampling proced-

ures will be ir_luded in the Appendices, Section 18.11.2,

On-site C_-MS capability is man_tory because of the large number of gas

samples to be collected on a periodic, _llti-year basis, as well as the need

for rapid analyses and interpreh%tions to guide the conduct of further test

operation and ._m_plings. The elapsed time from gas sampling to analysis must

be kept to a reasonable minimum. It is c.onceivablethat some low concentra-

tion or reactive gases could sorb on, or react with the _nmpling container(s)

(and thus not be detected) if allowed to allowed to stand arotu_d too long.

_]e on-site, dedicated GC-MS analysis capability should be adequate to handle

the currently anticipated sampl_g schedule, lt rmUSt be kept in mind that the

total numbc_[''of test bins will be emplaced over a period of montJ]sto several

years; this should ease possible sampling schedule difficulties.

Should the site GC-FS instrumentation be out of operation for any signifi-

cant amot_itof time or be overwhelmed by the total number of samples (predomi-

nantly from this bin-scale plzx]z-am,b_It also from the parallel WIPP In situ

Alcove CH TRU Waste Test [Molecke, 1989b]), a backup, off-site source of GC-

MS analyses may be necessary. Potential oontrac_ analysis laboratories will

be.lined up on an as-needed basis.

Data from the GC-MS gas analyses must be available for rapid review by

both the lead analysis person [Bill Greenlee, WID] and tl]e test Principal

Investigator. Rapid l_mriew is necessary to permit possible changes in test

bin sampling, sd ledules, to help evaluate _x_tential gas lem]kageor'air infil-

tration problems (necessitating possible re/nedial fixes to be decided upon by

tklePrincipal Investigator), and to provide rapid, periodic input to t/_eWIPP

PA program.
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II.3 LIQUID LFACHATE ANALYSFS

Measurem_%'ts of the concentrations of radionuclides, dissolved organic

c_ponents, or dissolved toxic metals present in the bins' leac_ate brines

provide a major, relevant source term data base for WIPP PA modeling and eval-

uation ccm_paredto EPA RCRA regulations. _ese bin-scale measurement provide

the only waste-leaehate data from actual CH 'I_Uwastes during the five year

DOE N/PP Test Phase [US DOE, 1989a].

_ihe speciation, solL_0ilities, and sorptive propertie_ of radionuclides

and other dissolved constituents, as affected by various interactions with

components of the waste and additives, will determine their concentrations in

any brine present as a function of time. These "in-bin" concentrations are

in addition to, and supplementary to both theoretical predictions and labora-

tory n_asurements of (simpler system, simulated waste) leached radionuclide

source terms [Bin/sh,1989; Bertra_Hc_lery, 1989]. Measured "in-bin" leachate

conce_,trations can provide kinetic rate data and repository-realistic values

with which to calculate t/%ermodynamic parameters, if it can be demonstrated

t_at: (a) brine-leachate analyses from single b_s are representative, and

(b) measured species concentrations approach "steady-state" concentrations

before the end of the test phase.

The speciation, solubilities, and sorptive properties of the J/_portantac-

tinide elements in TRU waste (particularly Pu and Am, also U and Th), if pres-

ent) are very _=_rusitiveto Eh and pH, impacts of a_y organic ligands or other

c_elating agents in the wastes, as well as the chemical environment within in-

dividual waste containe/_. This waste enviro_t will be influemced by both

waste matrix degradation and by-products thereof (e.g., chelate for_nation,

h[_nic-like acids, etc.), ar_ by interactions with ot2,errepository _nents

such as brines, sorbed chemicals, metals, bac0cfill or getter additives, etc.

These influences and interactiol%swill probably vary significantly with test

bin contents and change as a fL_Ycion of time. In addition, potential colloid-

al (and other suspended particles) txansport of actinide elememt_ by brine

_ny be signiflcmnt. 'l_erefore, leachate brine samples from each (appropri-

ate) test bin will be sampled periodically and analyzed for specific radionuc-

lide concentratio_zs,dissolved organie _unds, toxic (and other')metmls in
L

0

. solu£ion, presence of organic chelate-s,quantities of colloids, and, pc_sib-

ly, characterization of micl_organisr_.
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Several simplistic calculatior_ _mve been conducted in order to provide

some gross or estimates on the total concentration or radioactivity to be

fotmd in the bin brine-leachate samples. The following assun_tions were used:

(a) There are about i0 g of weapons grade plutonium, WgPu, per drum of init-

ial CH TRU waste; this is conservatively high. WgPu, predominantly

239pu, with much smaller amo_mt of 240pU and 241pu, has a gross

alpha activity of 0.07 Ci/g [Zerwe_d_,1979].

(b) There are about 6 drum-volumes of TR_ waste per bin.

(c) There will be about 120 L total of saturating brine leachant in the bins

to be sampled. As_mlme that about 1/4 of the waste within a bin is in

contact with the brine. Assume that all Pu in contact with brine dis-

solves; this is extremely oonservative since plutonium oxide, the d_in-

ant chemical form in the wastes, is known to be _lite insoluble. This

last assumption, total dissolution, should more than bound the case for

•- consideration of chelated species, colloidal species, and entrained par-

ticulates J_ solution.

With all these,costive assumptions, the maxim_u concentration of dis-

solved plutonium should be (less than) 5.2 x 10-4 moles/liter [MI, with an

alpha activity of (less than) 8.8 mi_ies/ml. The bin leachate cal_n/lat-

ed concentration of 5.2 x 10-4 moles/liter can also be compared with:

(a) the best estimate of Brush and Ande/son [1989] of 10-6 [MI for the

solubilities of Pu, Am, Th, and U in any brine that resaturates WIPP

disposal rooms as the source term for transport calculations, and

(b) the estimated range of 10-9 to 10-3 [MI, wit/% an intez_diate value

of 10-6 (on a logarithmic scale) that Brush [Brush, 1989] is using in

his sensitivity studies of the source,term.

11.3.1 Liquid leachate Sampling

Preliminary brine-leachate sampling requirements follow"

I. A 50 ml liquid sample will be obtained periodically (schedule below) from

those bins specified as containing "saturated brines" in Table 8.3. Th_se

samples will be obtained with a syringe-type apparatus, inserted through

one of the bottom-mounted brine samp].ingsepta-ports. Appropriate radia-

tion-safety, tempor-ary oonta_t enclosures may be used to prevent po-

tential contamination during the course of sampling. The design, instal-
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lation, and maintenan_ of .such radiation-_fety Containment enclosures

is the responsibility of WID.

2. The liquid sample will be filtered through a 450 nm (nanometer) Nuclepore
J

(or equivalent) filter paper apparatus attached to the front _d of the

sampling syringe, to remove brine-suspended particulate activity. All

dissolved species and colloidal particles will pass t/%rough this filter

and be collected in the liquid sample.

3. The sampling needle, Nuclepore filter assembly, and brine-containing syr-

inge will each be packaged appropriately, radiologically monitored out of

the under_ RMA by site Radiation Safety personnel (Section 11.3.2),

and brought up to the surface facilities, within an appropriate contain-

er.

4. 5_nall, about 50 microliter aliquots of leachate liquid samples may be

used to provide a prel_, total activity quantification. This analy-

sis, if deemed necessary, would require an on-site liquid scintillation

system. These preliminary total activity analyses, including associated

equipment, procedures, and personnel, are the responsibility of WID.

d

5. Filter assembly and brine leachate samples will be packaged appropriately

for transport to an off-site analysis facility. Furt_her details on hand-

i_ of such brine-leachate and filtered samples will be found in Section

11.3.2.

A radiation safety and quality assurance approved procedure for obtaining

bri_e leachate samples is being prepaz_d. Further details will be included
L

in the Appendices, Se_i0n 18. ii. 3.

Relevant brine leachate samplir_ data to be recorded include:

(a) test bin numb=r;

(b) time of sampling -- in reference to test time t = 0 ;

(c) brine volume;

(d) measured total activity

(e) monitored gamma and surfaoe alpha activity levels (if any) of samples;

(f) any sampling problems, etc.
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Further details on m/ch sampling data will be found in the Appendices,

Section 18. II. 3.

Samples of brine le_chate, including particulate filters, fr¢_ each test

bin will be obtained on the following preliminary schedule, listed in Table

ii. 4. The schedule is subject to modification by initial results.

Table 11.4 Bin-Scale _st Brine Sampling Schedule:

(Time t = x period, after test time t = 0 (Section 11.1.4)

(Note: Brine is to be injected on day t = < 3; (Section 8.4)

Daily: x = 4, 7, 14.

Weekly: x = 4, 8, 12.

Quarterly: the2eafter, up to a nd_imum of 5 years after test J/lit-

iation, or as modified.

Posttest: immediately before removing residual brine (Section 14. )

ii. 3.2 Brine leachate Samples Packaglng

Facilities to analyze adequately the brine leachate, colloid, and partic-

ulate filter samples do not exist at the WIPP site, nor are they expected.

Therefore, facilities to package up the (low level, radioactive) samples for

transport to off-site contractor facilities must be made available at the

WIPP site. This will require the services of site Radiation Safety and Trans-

portation Operations personnel, to assure that all radiation safety and trans-

portation regulations are adhered to. Safe operating procedures for these

activities will be developed by WID, in cooperation with the contract analy-

sis organization.

ii. 3.3 ieachate Samples Analysis Details

Outside contractor analytical fecilities will be required for the analy-

ses of the brine lead%ate, colloid, and particulate filter samples. Arrange-

ments for these analytical services are currently being ac_x_nplished. This

contractor laboratory will be [TBD] _nd will be selected by the Principal In-

vestigator.
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Required test brine leachate analytical services for all samples are cur-

rently defined to be:

i. Liquid scintillation for total activity (at _PP, and/or elsewhere if re-

quired.

2. Alpha and gamma spectroscopy, to determine concentrations of specific rad-

ioisotopes (of Pu, Am, U, m_ Th) in both the liquid and filtered (sus-

p_x_ed) particulate samples.

3. Brine pH.

4. Concentration of dissolved metals, e.g., iron, lead, possibly other toxic

components (below). Details on toxic metal analysis procedures remain to

be finalized with and by 'the generators. EPA analysis procedures m_d pro-

tocols will be evaluated for appropriateness for use with concentrated

leachate brine samples. EPA test protocols, or modifications thereof,

may then be instituted.

5. Other, to be determined after further discussion with consultant and con-

tractor analytical personnel.

A proportion ('tobe detemnined) of the samples will be subjected to other

analyses, listed below. The scope of these further analyses can not yet be

totally specified.

6. Concentration of radioactive species h_ colloidal form, to evaluate the

relative role of colloidal species in brine, relative to potential radio-

nuclide migration. This will require filtering the liquid samples with a

1 nm filter to separate the colloids.

7. Concentrations of major solution ionic species.

8. concentration of other dissolved tcxic metals, e.g., Hg, Cd, Cr, As, Se,

Ba, etc., and, possibly, other toxic c_m_ponents.

9. Concentrations of Chelated radioactive species (including both organic

and inorganic ligands).

i0. Liquid chromatography for determining organic Chelates and total organic

content (dissolved and immiscible, if present).

ii. Characterizations of microorganisms in the leac2]ate, to help evaluate the

degradation proce_sses occurring within the test system.

12. Other, "to be detelnnined after further discussion with consultant and con-

tractor analytical perF_nnel.

.,%r-
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Due to the large number of leachate samples to be acquired over the course

of this test proqram, all samples cannot receive all analyses; the sum of

total expenses would not be justified.

Following sample analyses, any remaining leachate sample will be archived

for possible additional requested analyses. Residual leachate samples will

be retained for a minimum of one. year at the contract analysis facility loca-

tion, or until released by the test Principal Investigator and WIPP QA. Fol-

lowing release, it _s anticipatx_d that residual ieachate liquids will not be

returned to the WIPP, but will be disposed of by the analyzing laboratory. If

this assumption is modified in the future, a Test Plan addenda will be issu-

ed. Return of residual leachate samples to the WIPP would t/hen require both

temporary storage and radioactive liquid disposal facilities on site; if re-

quired, these would be the re_q0onsibility of WID.

Data from the brine leachate analyses must be available for rapid review

by both the lead analysis person and the test Principal Investigator. Rapid

review of data is necessary to permit possible changes in test bin sampling

schedules, to help evaluate potential problems, and to provide rapid, period-

ic input to the WIPP PA program and parallel evaltmtions for EPA RCRA

concerns.



12.0 INS_ATION AND DATA ACQUISITION

12.1 INSTRI_ATION

i

Finch test bin will be equipped with multiple, remote-reading insti_aaemts,

wit/_ the following major purposes:

i. Thermocouples (5 per bi_). To monitor internal bin temperature distribu,

tioms and changes thereto, as an indicator of h_pacb_s of and to waste deg,

radation 'mechanisms.

2. C_s Pressure gageS (2). To monitor gaspressures and absolute delta in-

creases in pressure within the test bin, as ca1_d by waste degradation

processes.

3. Gas pressure--relief valves (2). To help control gas pressure within the

test bin. ._e gas pressure-relief valves will be in series with the gas

flow/volume gages.

4. Gas flow/volume gage_ (2). To quantify any gases released through tne

press_me-relief valve and to help provide a gas mass/volume balance.

5. Oxygen-specific gas detectors (I). To provide an independeAt and remote

11_nitor on internal bin oxygen co_tration, as an indicator of whether

the bin is anaerobic. _ These solid--state detectors are used in addition

to GC-MS gas content analyses (Section 11.2).

All instruments, as well as the test bins themselves, wi]l be electrical-

ly grounded for safety purposes. Each test bin will be wired or attached to

_ a WIPP system grounding b_ (available in each test room', at one point, so

as to not set up ground loops. Grounding clamps or other devices connecting

the bins to the ground bus are acceptable.

, 0 I

The thermocouples will be the only instruments pre-installed in the test

bins before waste empla_t and are, therefore, non--maintainable in case of

failure. Adequate nun_ers of th_uples are installed to compensate for

any (low-probability) failures. All other i_struments will be on the outside

walls of the test bins, in the man-accessible area, and will be maintainable

and/or replaceable in the event of problea_. Irustr_nt cables will extend

frc_n the test bins to junction boxes on the back (roof) above the bins. qWen-

ty-pair jumper cables will them be. routed, using messe/_ger cables, to the ir_s-
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trument shed located in the southwestern corl_er of Room 1 of Panel 1; referL

to Figure 7.2. As previously stated, no se_rate ht_idity gages are plmnned

because of reliability and n'_int_ problems experienc_ in other WIPP in

situ tests [Molecke, 1986].

L

To minimize the impacts of any gage failure and subsequent, potential

safety problems, dupiicate/redundant gages will be used _in all test bin col:-

trol systems. This includes pressure gages (Section 12.1.3), pressure-relief

valves (Section 12.1.3), and gas flow/volume monitors (s_:_ion 12.1.4). The

duplicate gage output provides a cross-check on its mate and also provides a

backup in case of gage failure. The MODO3MP [IAS (Section 12.2) will send out

an alarm message whem_=ver one of the gage output signals is outside of its ex-

pected range; refer to Section 12.2. i. In addition, inst_%m_-ntation te_ni-

cians also scan the gage output periodicallY , searching for suspicious data.

Repair or replacement of any defective gage can then be accomplished. Even

if both paired gages failed or wez_ out of order (e,g. _ due to a power out-

age), no safety-related probl_s are expected to occur for several days at

least; refer to Section 12.2.3.

A sul_nary of (and totals for) all required instruments is provided in
I

Table 12.1. The relative locations of all instnm_nts installed on an indi-

vidual te_t bin are illustrated in Figure 9-1. All of the following instru-

ments will be purc_sed, monitored by the MODCOMP Data Acx_uisition System,

DAS (Section 12.2), and controlled by Sandia National laboratories. All ins-

truments are to be calibrated before installation as required either by the

manufacturer and/or by SNL, in aooordance with individual, QA-approved proced-

ures, as specified in 'the Appendices, Section 18.12. I. Installation of ins-

trt_ts will be performed by WID ExperJa_ntal Operations technicians, as

directed by SNL staff. Refer to Section 16.1 fo]: a description of the SNL

instrumentation and data system coordinator ar_ the SNL instrumentation con-

sultant.

3he SNL instrumentation consultant (refer to Section 16.1) will coordi-

nate all information a_dt instruments used in this test program. He will

also interface wit21 the SNL instrumentation and data acquisition system coord-

inator (Section 16.1) for inset c_ntrol-system, software-related activi-

ties.
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Table 12,1 WIPP Bin-Scale _st Iz_trumez_tatlon Summary (Revised 11/89)

P P GM

TC R R Ao S

H O E E R S N 0 E T

EU SG SE I XN O

RP SA SL FT YS T

ML UG UI LO GO BA

OE RE RE OR ER IL

Mine Ambient: 2 2

___ss_ TBO 01 5 2 2 - - 9
Base].ine- TBO02 5 2 2 - - 9

Referenc_ TB003 5 2 2 - 1 i0

_Bins: .... TBO04 __ 5 2 2 - 1 !0_

_:C_s__.__ TBO05 5 2 2 2 - Ii
Baseline- TB006 5 2 ' 2 2 - II

,Referencg_ TBO07 5 2 2 2 1 12

_.9008 5 2 _ _2 2 1 12

R___e_fere_'_e__Si__l_,' 40 18 16 8 4 86

J........

Phase. I _5009 5 2 2 2 1 12

Test TB010 5 2 2 2 1 12

Bi;_ _...... TBOII 5 2 12 2 1 12

5 2 2 2 I 12

TB056 5 2 ......2 2 1 !,__

Pha_____1 SL]btotg!l 240 96 96 96 48 576

_ase 2 TB057 5 2 2 2 1 12

Test TB058 5 2 2 2 1 12

Bins: TB059 5 2 2 2 1 12

5 2 2 2 1 12

TBI24 5 _ 2 2 1 12

Ph____ase 2 Subtotal: 340 136 ].36 136 68 816

TOT_, 62u z50 _ 24_ .....ZT0-----YZ_ ....]ZTS-"

TC P P-R GFM 02 S[_4

Phase 3 T._]25 5 2 2 2 1 12

Test '119126 5 2 2 2 1 ],2

<::,_t,-_: 5 2 2 2 1 12

(rI'BD) 5 2 2 2 1 12

TB??? 5 2 2 2 1 !2___

__ Pba______ _ TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
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12.I.1 qhermoc_uples

As ninny as 620 remote-reading th_uples ('iris)will be used for moni-

toring temperatures _ Phases i and 2 of the_e bin-scale tests, 5 in eac_l

test bin. Measured tenperatures are anticipated to be in the mine ambient

range of about 27 to 30"C. Minor increase detected may be indicated of sig-

nificant microbial activity occurring within a bin. large, steady' increases

.inmonitored tsnperatures could be .hldicativeof tlle onset of potential sPon-

taneous combustion processes _ing within a bin. As suc_l,the thermo-

couples c_m be considered to be part of a safety monitoring syst_ml. Refer to

Sec_cion 3.2.2for a description of out-of-range signals and alarm messages by

the SNL DAS system.

Ali the thernDcouples used are Type E Chromel-Constatan and are clad in

Inconel 625 sheaths, 3.2 mm (1/8 in.) in diameter, of various le_igths, rlhey

have high purity MgO internal insulation and an ungrounded hot junction con-

figuration. _Fnethermocouples have an accuracy of better thal]1.0 °C, a sys-

tem resolution of +/- 0.003 °C, and a worF_ingrange of nDre than 500 "C. Ten

percent of all thermocx_ples will be tested _11the SNL calibration laborato_

to verify the st_._tedaccuracy. If any fail, all will be tested and those that

fail will be disca_ed.

_fhethermocouples will be attached to t/%e inner wall of the test bin at 5

separate locations. One TC will be on the bottc_n of t/lebin, in the exact

center. Two other TC_ will be on each of two side walls of the bin, the two

sides that contain the other external gages, va]v_, sampling septa, etc., in

the horizontal midpoint position and at two different ve_±ical heights. One

will be 15 cml (6 in.) flxymthe bottom, and the other will be 76 cm (30 in.)

from the bottom;

qhe TC leads will be held in piace within the bl.nswith the use of _I_ii,

nonmetallic clips, epoxied to the bin walls, qhe sensing tip of each such

tl]erma_ouple will be bent at a slight angle and attached so "that it e_dzends

into the interior of the test bin, away from contact, with the bin wall, for a

distance of about 3 mm (1/8 irl.). 'Fnetip of the TC can be held in place away

from tl%e wall with a small, nonmetallic wedge or fixture. _Ihe_uple wire

sheaths will snake over 'the top of the liter, t/Jenexit the test bin through

gas-tight, compression fittings in the bin walls. Refer to Figure 9.2 [Bali,
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1989a],. All thermocouple leads extending out of the test bin prior to hookup

proc_edure at tl'_eWIPP will be taped sectrrely to the externil bin walls ar_l

also tagged for proper identification.

Once the teat bins are ea_placedat the WIPP and the ther_3couples instal-

led, the exterl'ml portion of the c_ression fittings will be epoxied in

place, to eliminate any potential gas-leakage pa_/_ways. Other reilevant de-

tails on the the_ple_ may be foLtndin the Appe_d;[ces,Section 18.12.i.I.

A QA-approved thermocouple .installation and checkout procedure will be

pravided by the SNL inst_tatlon cx3nsultant (Section 16.].)al_ will be in-

cluded in the Appe_'_ices, Section 18.12.1.i. When the first L_%tch.of test

bins are fabricated ata contractor facility, the SNL instr_41tation consult-

ant will instruct and supervise the personnel in the pro_r insta].latlonpro-

cedures for the tl._elmlocouples.
L

12.1.2 Gas Pressure Gages

_1_eintent of measuring pressure and pressure char_es in tkletest bins is

to quantify t/hebuildup ar_ release of gases from '.[_Uwaste degradation, and

to help control the sealed bins so t/%atthey do not beck'he excessively over-

pressurized (a safety concern) oz'_derpressurized (a sealing concern). _I_e

pressure within each bin will be monitored with 2 indepe4_dent and redundant

sealed _(gage) pressure gages, yielding pressure values in psig. 'lhc sea].ed,

gas pressure gages for all bins should be accurate to better than 1% of tile

meast'_ed value and are intez_hangeable wit3_ e_ach other_ The meamlred pres-

sure data output from each redundant gage (pair) will be intercompared (by

the MODCOMP DAS system, Section 12.2) for consist_ic_.

qhe underground WIPP n/he ambient pressure :Isabout 14.1 psi absolute at

about ii00 ft a_e sea level, or, equivalently, at 2150 ft below the surf-

ace. It is asmm_ that the differential press[me wit/%in test birks, i.e.,

• the pressure above mine. ancient due to internal waste gas ge41eration, should

be within the expected, working pressL_e reuxjeof 0.i to 0.5 psid. .Thisdif-

ferential pres_re could, however, be affected apprc_iably by extel.-nal(mine

ambient) pressL_e char_es, qhe eff_._ of mine-_bient pressure fluctuations

on internal bin differential pressure 'canbe eliminated by comparison to _%r'-

a.].].elgages within the sealed, pressure baP_line-reference bins. Mine arab-
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ient pressLwe changes will affect the waste-filled and ad'jace_,tbasslin_-ref-

erence bins to essentially the same degree. 'I_e corrected (waste-filled) bin

gas differential pressure, [P_l,for TBIIIIII,:In _sid] ¢mn h_._n_asured and/or

_mlc_llatedas follc_2st

i

PBd,'II%###= PBg,TBII##- P'_j,ref. + Pcol._..

where PBg,TB### is the measured bin sealed gags pressure (psig), P'Bg,rsf

is the average measuz_d (sealed gage) pressttre of all four pressure k_nseline-

reference bins, and Pcorr. is a pressure correction factor equal to 0,25

psig. q_e Pcorr. faotor is r_mssary so that t/%e PBd,TBII## value indi-

@_tes the differential pressure above ambieat; PBg,TB!I## and P'E_j,ref.

both have an initial value of essentially 0.25 psig (refer to Section

11.1.3.) rl_leMO_ EF_qsystem can easily calculate tl3e average p'[{j,ref,

and fill.

Appreciable perturbations or variations in the underground mine m_bient

pressure are expected on a periodic basis. Underground atmospheric pressure

pulses could be due, primarily, to change_ in the mine ve_itilation rate and

vemtilation routes and, possibly, the up and down (plunger-like) operation of

t/lemine hoist. These sources could calve abrupt, but teml._Drarypressu'l.'e

chaIxjesof up to about. 0.2 psig [Cook, 1989]. A large weatl]er storm could

also potentially cause significant, longer term (na_jative)mine pl'essurepul-

ses of possibly lar_er Inagnitude. Other sources of periodic pressure fluctua-

tions .Include normal atmospheric px_ssure variatiol_s (magnitude of 0.2 [xqig

or less per day) m_ ambient mine temperature d%anges (causir_ negligible

pressure changes); refer to t/leApper_ices, SecT.ion 18.12.1.4. qhese sources

change on a relatively slow time-frame; they are not pulses. Mine a_ient

presstWe variations will be m_x_itored periodically with additional _aled

(gage) pressure gages in the vicinity of the DAS shed in Room I.

Ali pressure gages will be replaceable in case of failure dtwir_.j"the

course of this test program. All the sealed, psig, pressturegage_ have piezo-

resistive pressure se_sors, with four piezoreslstive strain gage resistors

diffu_d onto a diaphragm to form a f_lly active Wheatstone bridge, qhese

pressure se_sors (Sensotech model LTS) have the followir_gfeatures: a range

of 0 to +/- 2.5 psig, sealed and ele_rically c__ntered to ].4.1psia; a 4X

overpressure capacity; individtml pressure calibration by tl]enknnufacturer,
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with 0.25% acoLtraoy, and infinite resolution; a 0,5% long-term stability

with a maximum total Inacot_raay of less than 0.02 .ps.[(due to temperature

e_arrjes, hysteresis, and noise) 1 inte_ngabillty_ integral tcm_oerature

cc_m;_nsation avert the range of 0° to 70°c; sealed, rugged construotlon for

harsh media usage, stainless steel casel solid-state reli_ility_ humidity

and corr.osio,%resistance_ low noise; n_derate size and cost.

All pressure gages are initially calibrated by the nmnufacfiurer before

shJ.lm's_nt.The_ gages will also be periodically Ifecalibrated at t21eWIPP (on

the surface) on an approximate 6-1_Dnt/%time-scale. 'Ibiswill require pericx_-

ic r_o_al from test bins aral exchange by. another gage. Other details or,

tj]ese gas pressure gages, ir_luding quality assumed installation, cheekout,

and calibration procedures, will be fouledin Section 18.12.1,2 of the Appen-

dices.

12.i.3 Gas Pressure-Relief Valves

As described in Section 11.1,3, the :h]ternal gas pressure within each
b

test bin must be closely monitored and maintained both for safety and for gas

-flow control pu_._. _%erefore, t2_egas pr_.sure-relief valves are requir-

ed to release excess pz_.ssures as t_heydevelop. Each bin has two specially

controlled, direct-.acting, self-sealing, pressure-rellef valves for safety

purposes, _u@] individually monitored and controlled. Time-delay cir_uJ.try

(both haI_hcareand softw_Lre)will be ina.luded in tJ]epresF,,ure-re].iefc_ntrol

system to com[_sate for potential mine ambient pressure pulses, as describ-

ed.

Required pressure-relief will be conducted by electrically-actuata_ (sol-

eno-[d)valves with a 0.5 ]]].-diameterexit orifice_ 'I%]eselected valves are

Parker Hannefin Corporation Gold R'[ngsolenoid valves series 20, with a maxi-

mum differential operating pressure of 3 psid, alxl with s_inless steel. 316

enc].osures'thatare botllvratel_ightand e_qolosionproof.

Openir_ of t_hesevalves will be controlled by 'thecalculated b.lndifferen-

tial pressure gage output, PBd,TBII## (S6w_tion 12.1.2), fed into, interact-

ively monitored and controlled by the MODCOMP DA_. _]_e first relief valve

will be-'.set to open at 0.50 psld, (wit/_release subject to tJ]econtrol of the

tlme-delay com_]tJ.on ci_litry, below), and wl].l_ the _njor, controlling
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pressure-relief system_, _T,e second, or baakup pressure-teller valve will be

set to open at 0.60 psl.d,assuming t_mt the first valve did not ope_%,

If thin monitored differential pressure _._eac_es0,55 psid, indicating, a

probi_ wit2% the primary pressure-relief valve/relief system, 'the D_S will.

f.irst compare the values of both the primary, and backup pressure sensors,

than print an alarm message on its terminal t this alarm l_sage will also be

fsc.sired in the sits computer monitorir_j ro_, CMR. Concurrently, the DA_

will switch to its "alarm scan mode" for the presstrre sensors, increasing the

scmnni:xjrats to 4 times/hour. When t2_ea_._nitoredpressure m_nsursn_nts from

sithel:sel_or r_aches 0,60 psid, the [)ASwill send out a control sjqnal to en-

sure t_at t_,ebaahlp pressure-relief syst_, opens up autol_tically, Also con-

c_irrantly, the DAS will send out an alarm message to have rf'leprimary system

chec.kedand maintained as required.

To help asstme that potantlal short-term pressure pulses in the WIPP do

not inappropriately trigger "theopening of the pressure relief valves, a time

-delay c_sation system will be used. When a high _(orlow, see below) dlf-

ferential bin gas pressure of 0,50 psid or a_ve is r'.e_zords],the MODC_

wilL],switch to '.[ts"alarm scan mode" for the pressure sensors, increasing t/lei

s_unning rate to 4 times/hour. 'lhen, if thre_ successive high pressure read-

ills are reco_led (for both bin pressure gages, as a redu_x]antcheck against

gage failure), indicating 't/_atthe pressul._ec2mr_e is real, not a pulse, a

control signal will be sent to the pr]ma_y pressure-teller valve to open, re-

lievirc 'thehigh pressure. _.he relief valve will.be set to open for 2.0 min-

utes, tAen close. Parametric pressure calun/].ations[l:3eraun,1989] on pressure

-relief valve size 'vs.a range of gas generation rates vs. time of valve open-

i_.] (yielding pr.'e-and post-valve opening bin pressures) indicate t]_at t_e

bin internal pressure sho{lld decrease about 0.I psld durilxj this 2.0 minute

time interval.

_e _ will contimle scar_'_ingevezy 15 minutes for pressures (af'te_.the

pre._sure-relief valve h_._._opera) for two more periods before returning to

its nom_l scan rate of every 4 hour_ (Section 12.2.2). If, however, a temp-

orary pre_.qsurepu].se was r_ponsible for the high pressure ir_]ication, the

succe_Ir_j preasure readi_%_s wili return to a lower value a_1 the pressure

relief gage(s) will not.be aattm'ted. Further deta:[ison this tin_-delay pres-
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sure relief compensation system will be found in the Ap[_mdlces, Section

18.12..%.3,
i

I

I£" the monitored bin dif£_srential pressure, PBd,TBI_IIii, reaches 0.I0

psid, indicative of either a gas depletion reaction or a potential bin leak,

t_%s51%Swill send out a "Imw Pressure" altaz_n_ssage Go its tezTninaland also

switch to its more rapid alarm sc_l rate_ Reasons for bin pressl[redecrease

will hays to be a_scert_'_ and corrected if necessary,or possible, q_e pres-.

sure within the test bin will th_ need to be be _mnually repressurized to

0.25 psid, with argon gas, as previously descrl]x_din Sex_tion ii.i._.
l

BecaL_a of tkle Safety-related nature of the pressure-relief coDtrol sys-

tem, a bac]_2p power gene_-ator or an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) system

mu_t be available to power the control circuitry of this syst_n in the event

of a site power failure, l,hlrthsrdetails on backup power systems are found

in Section 12.3.,6.

'lhepressure-relief control systesnhart/ware and software are still in the

preliminary stages of development. I,_rtherdetails, including quality assur-

ed installation and checkout procedures, will be documented J.nthe Appendi-

ces, Section 18,12.1.3.

12.i.4 Gas Flc_/Volume Gages

The volume of gases released by the pressure-relief system(s) above n_/st

be monitored as data for ._/rposes of gas mass/volt,he balance. To calculate

accurately 'the total gas voli/me within a sealed testbin, the initially en-

closed volume must be compensated for the volt_es of gases perj.odically re-

l_nsed through the pressure-relief syst_n and the volumes of gas injected to

pressurize or repre_surize (as required).
-2

'Thegas fl_/volume monitoring system is still in an early stage of devel-

opment. Various types and manufacturers of components have h_en evaluated.

'IRe compatible component_ selected are m_mufacT.uredby _q_ Instruments, Inc.,

and include:

i. _ss flow/vohane meters, 2 per each bin, for redundancy a,zd safety pur-

[._ases,with one being capable of bej_ reversed, to monitor injected gas-
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es. These meters are MNS Instruments, Inc. model 0258B, with a full-

scale flow-rate range of 5,000 standard cm3/minute, a 1.0% accuracy,

0.2% repeatability, 0.1% resolution, and a fast response time of less

than 50O l_ec.

2. A compatible n_ss flow meter calibration instrtm_nt, rl_e MKS Microcal-F

transfer standard calibration system will be located on the surface at

the WIPP site.

3. Mass flow calibration transfer standards. MI(S Masster-Flow Type 358/1359

thermal mass flow meter/controllers will be t_sed.Two of these standards

are being obtained, with one calibrated for nitrogen, the other for arg-

on. The flow meter gages will be calibrated for either az_on (initial

pt[rge gas in some bins) or nitrogen (re_sidualinitial gas _l son_ bins,

after the oxygen purging procedure). Conversion fac_zorsfor essentially

all gases of interest in this test program are available. A linearized

average of appropriate gas calibration factors can be calculated . This

factor c_n then be used to correct the data output of each flow meter _-

after an analysis of the bin gas has been conducted, for an adjacent time

period.

4. Associated power supplies.

Parametric pressure calculations [Beratm, 1989] on pressttre-relief valve

size vs. a range of gas generation rates vs. time of valve opening (yielding

pre- and post-valve opening bin pressures) indicate that the b_/_ internal

pressure should decrease about 0.i psid during this 2.0 minute time inter-

val. Durir_ this release cycle, about 4 L of gas total (at standard 'tempera-

ture and pressure), at a rate of 2 L/minute should be released [Molecke,

1989d].

Further details and specifications on gas flow/volume gages, calibration
q

equipment, and procedure.swill be found in the Appendices, Set,zion 18.12.1.4.

All gases released through the pressure relief valves will already have

been filtered through a non-gas-sorbing, radioau_ive partic%llate filter.

qhis filter will be in series with the gas-relief valve(s), qhere will be, d

therefore, _tin.hmalpossibility of radioactive particulate re].e_]ses; refer to

Section 13..1.5. Released gases, initially Ar (pul_e gas) or N2 (re_sidual

atmosphere after .initialoxygen purging), then with increasing concentrations

of C02, CO, H2, (02 in some bins), tmacers, possibly CH4 and other
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volatile organics, etc., will be vented directly to a mine ventilation duct

in the test room(s). No hazardous conc_itrations of gases will be released

%_ere they could be breathed by personnel.

12.!. 5 Oxygen-Specific Gas Sensors

Oxygen concentrations in all test bins will be periodically sampled and

monitored by the GC-MS instrument (Section 11.2). However, because of the

importance of knowing, whether specific bin atmospheres (identified in Table

8.3) are aerobic c_ anaerobic, oxygen will also be periodically monitored bY

means of electronic, oxygen-specific analyzems, with replaceable sensors.

There will be one replaceable oxygen sensor attached to the side wall of

each test bin. The digital, trace oxygen-specific analyzers selected for

this test program are Nyad model 242 (2 channel controller) with Neutronics/=

Nyad 0S-4 oxygen cell, with integral fan-pump and rotameter. These analyzers

have a dual range (0 - i00 and 0 - i000 ppm 02) , 1% accuracy, and a resolu-

tion of 0.i/i.0 ppm. The oxygen-specific sensors in these analyzers are

_nall, diffusion-li_dted _ael cells that convert oxygen concentration by vol-

ume (in parts per million) into low-level electrical currents. The oxygen
=

sensors themselves are small, inexpensive, disposable, and easy to replace.

These analyzers require a separate gas sampling port near the bottom of

the b_/_ and an exhaust port back into the bin, near its top. A small fan con-

tinuously draws a gas stream out of the bin, passes it over the oxygen sens-

or, then sends it back into the bin, all in a closed loop. This fan provides

a m_m%s for gently recirculating bin gases, stirring them up so that a homog-

enous gas samples can be obta_ for analyses (section 11.2). The gas sam-

pling port is located on the oxygen, sensor closed recir_ation loop.

The oxygen specific sensors will be remotely read (scanned) every 4 hours

by the DAS. If a 02 conce/_tration of greater than i0 ppm is recorded, the

MO_ DAS will. send an alarm message to its terminal, requiring some cOnsid-

eration or r_medial action. A high oxygen concentration, or a rapid increase

in conceantration, could be indicative of a leak in the test bin.

?
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Further technical details on the _ially available, oxygen-specific

analyzer system and sensors, required control and calibration equipment, and

fan-recirculation system will be found in the Appendices, Section 18.12. i.5.

12. i.6 Backup Power Supply

A backup source of electric power or power supply system is required to

assure that the pressure-relief system (Section 12.1.3) and flow volume gages

(Section 12.1.4) are not without power and control for a period of time ex-

ceeding approximately 12 hours. Gas pressures within test bins are not ex-

pected to increase appreciably (beyond safety limits) within 12 hours or

more. Therefore, loss of electric power to the test bins and DAS could be

tolerated for up to this time without any safety-related concerns or loss of

significant amounts of remote-gage data; an uninterruptible power supply,

UPS, should not be _ry. The potential loss of electric power for per-

iods of time .greater than 12 hours, however, mandates that a ba-ckup source of

(WIPP underground) p_er be available for these tests.

It is proposed [McIlmoyle and Johnson, 1989] that the required under-

ground bachlp power supply system use a 24 KW diesel generator similar to one

previot_sly used in the Sandia-WiPP brine migration technology experiments

[Tyler et al., 1988]. This generator can be manually started and has the cap-

ability of remote starting ar_ stopping, controlled from the surface. This

remote operation helps minimize concern about pot__ntial resporuse time and per-

sonnel reentry procedures in the case of a power outage. This generator also

has [McIlmoyle and Johnson, 1989] an engine approved for undel_/round use, in-

cluding exhaust scrubber/purifiers, and a proven recoz_ of reliability. Oper-

ational usage, safety aspec_cs, and other associated details on this diesel

generator backup system have been discussed between SNL and WID safety

personnel and d_ted elsewhere [McI_le, 1989].

h

This diesel generator system can backup the required (pressure, pressure

-relief, flow/meter) insets and some of the otller associated equipment

lr,the underground DAS shed. Since most site power outages normally last for

periods of several hours or less, it would be. adequate if the generator were

manually turned-on (remotely, from the surface) within about 12 hours after

the initiation of a power outage.
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12.2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

L

The Sandia MODCOMP data acquisition and control system will provide for

the data recording needs of this test program (remote-reading inst_ts,

support.ing eqlipmemt, control circuitry, etc.), including syste_n design, pr 0-

curet, operations, and maintenance. Arrangements will be made for instru-

ment _ utility power, a backup power supply syste/_ (Section 12.!.6), design

and maintenance of the cable system, and for interfacing with test personnel.

The required data acquisition system, DAS, is described in t/_e following sec-

tions.

12.2.1 System Plan

An operational, on-site MODCOMP DAS will be used to a_ate all rem-

ote-reading instruct data output and control circuitry for this test pro-

gram. This DAS, which currently provides more than 4000 data char_]els, was

designed, procttred, installed, and is being operated by SNL. It consists of

a surface facility to house t21e complter syste_n: two MODCOMP 9230 c__ntral

processing _lits, 900 Mbytes of high-speed disk storage, dual 9-track magnet-

ic tape drives, i0 IEEE-488 _instrumentation busses with extenders to the un-

derground equipment, graphi_ plotters, line printers, modems, monitors, term-

inals, and a system console. The DAS is designed to accept and condition sig-

nals from the large variety of sensors and equipmerlt used in these tests.

This system provides both easy access to test data for evaluation and perma-

nent records for later detailed analysis. Control software has been develop-

ed for the DAS used for all the WIPP in situ tests and technology exper_ts

[McIlmoyle et al., 1987; Tyler et al., 1988]. Complete details on this DAS,

including QA-related aspects, are found elsewhere [McIlmoyle et al., 1987].

Downhole facilities for this test program are ho_ed in a DAS instrumenta-

tion and work shed. This shed is a prefabricated, modular building 31.5 ft-

long by 13.5 ft-wide, and will be physically located in the southwestern cor-

ner of Room 1 Panel i. The DAS shed contains the GPIB extenders, scanners,

calibrators, digital voltmetel_s, and monitor and display systems. This shed

will also house the required instrumentation monitoring and control cir_litry

for the similar instrumentation from the WIPP In Situ Alcove CH TRU Waste

Tests [Molecke, 1989b].
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Figures 12-I and 12-2 provide a repre.sentative, overall view of t/Te

MODCOMP DAS system, which will be updated to meet the requirem_nts or changes

thereto of tk_e test needs. Changing testing, and system requirements may neces-

sitate modifying sl_cific components, as required in the future.

The DAS must accept the followJl_g from the WIPP Bin-Scale CH _Y_J Waste

Tests. [Note: Specificatior_ are given per test bin. There will be about

124 bins in Phases 1 and 2 of this test program. ]

5 channels of near-field test bin te_rature (thermocouple) output, moni-

tored every 4 hours.

2 channels of measured gas (gage) pressure output, and 2 channels of (cal-

culated) differential gas pressllre output, monitored every 4 hours, ex-

cept when an overly high, or low pressux-e reading, is recorded. Then, the

scan rate will be increased to 4 times/hour (Sections 12.1.2 and 12. i.3).

2 channels to transmit control signals to the solenoid-actuated, gas

pressure-relief valves.

2 channels of pressure relief/gas flow monitor gage output, monitored ev-

ery 4 hours, except when an overly high, or low pressure ser_sor reading.

is recorded. Then, the scan rate will be increased to 4 times per hour

(Section 12. i.3).

1 Channel of oxygen sensor gage output, monitored every 4 hours.

150 channels held j_ reserve, for fllture expansion as required.

Data output is serially multiplexed for transmission from the underground

to the aboveground .segments of the DAS.

The DAS will be set to provide an ala_Tn output message if any of the moni-

tored gages provide an output signal not within the expected range, indica-

tive of a gage faihlre, a nonstar_ condition, or a safety-related concern.

Alarm messages will be prin_Jed on the MODCOMP terminal; this alarm me_ssage

will also be received in the site computer monitoring room, O_R. The alarm

system has recently been expanded to include automatic telephone dialer
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Figure 12-I Schematic of the WIPP Data Acquisition and Recording System
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messages sent to both SNL personnel (at the WIPP site, or in Carlsbad, if

after hours), and to site security personnel for forwarding. SNL personnel,

under tl_e direction of the SNL instrumentation and data systems coordinator

(Section 16.1), will respond to these alarm Inessage on a 24-hour basis, as

needed, during week days. If an alazTn n_ssage is received after no17_71 work-

ing hours, or on weekends, and no SNL personnel are available, responsibility

for response, as required, will shift to WID experi_]tml operations person-

nel, also trader joint, established direction of the SNL inst_tation and

data systems coordinator, or his designate. Appropriate response pr_ocedures

are, or will be developed. SNL and WID perso_%el will work closely on this

matter of required responses.

Expected inset data rinses have been specified for temperatures,

pressures and parallel pressure-relief valves, and for' oxyge,_ conc_Itra-b

tions These ranges can be modified at a later time., after +he expected or

normal ranges are determined following test initiation. Other ranges rmay be

specified in the future. Major concerns indicated by an out of range instru-

ment reading and alarm message will be discussed in Section 16.3, on unusual

circumstances. All range designations and modifications will be nmde by the

test Princip'_l Investigator (PI) and/or his designate.

12.2.2 Data Monitoring Requir_ts

The data requir_ts of this WIPP Bin-Scale CH TRU Waste Test follow:
i

i. Installation log with daily summaries of test instrument and associated

equipnent installation and of gage installation, referencing procedures,

deviations, gage identity, and wiring locations.

2. Calibration log for the gages, including initial and operating calibra-

tio,%s.

3. A daily test log with entries of unusual gage operation, problems, system

proble_ns, vi_al observations, and actions.
1

4. Remote-gage 1-aw data will be available as both MODCOMP-rec_rde<_ numerical

data and graphical data plots. Subsequent data reduction is to be periodi-

cally performed on the SNL Department 6340 VAX computer, to provide final
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'Odata f r analyses and interpretations _u_ to illustrate gra[/nical trends

in t/_edata.

(a) Thermo_._/pletemPsrattlredata as a function of time and location.

(b) Bin meas_red gas (sealed gage) presstu:e data as a function of time

and location, [PBg,TP##!I].
k

(c) Bin calculated diffez_tial gas pressure data as a function of time

and location, PBd,TB### = PBg,TBII## - P'Bg ,ref' + Pcorr.

(d) Bin refers-baseline gas pressure data (measurc_) as a f_mction of

time and location, P'Bg,ref. (average of 4 pressure baseline-

reference bins).

(e) Mine ambient (measured) gas pressure data as a function of t.lme,

}_4Ag, (average of'2 gages located no_r the DAS sh_]).

(f) Integrated gas-flcm (volume) released (remotely) and injected (man-

ually) as a function of time.

(g) Oxygen (se_sor) concentration as a .functionof tJ_.

5. The following dates and times of the follc_4ing activities must be record-

ed in the permanent (SNL) test QA record, and be specific for each, indi-

vidual bin:

(a) Time of shutting the gas outlet valves, after receipt _.t the WIPP.

(b) Time of initial gas san_ling (Section 8.4).

(c) Time of bin brine injection and gas flushing (Section 8.4),

(d) Reference initial start time t = 0 (Section 11.1.3).

(e) Manual sampling _.hedule (actual) of gas and lic91id samples taken

from each test bin, showing sample identification, date, time,

sample size, and any appropriate comments or observations.

(f) Time test bin sampling is considered complete and "turned off or

discontinued.

(g) Any other significant bin test occurrence.
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6. C_S and liquid leaohate <_sition, concentration, and other data. rl%_s

data base management format for data received from the gas and brine an-

alyses, to be inputted to t/_e Sh[i,Department 6340 VAX computsr, is c_r-

rently being developed.

7. Eata Archiv_'. Raw data tapes (magnetic media) and paper printouts from

the test will be periodically arc_ived as follows'

(a) Original data tapes will be archived at WLPP, by SNL.

(b) Duplicate data tapes will be archived at the SNL Carlsbad office.

(c) Duplicate data tapes and paper, printouts will also be sent to SNL

Department 6340, WIPP Central Files, in Albuquerque, by t2_e test

coordinator or his designate_

4

Duplicates of the data will be _de for analyses, as conducted by SNL, in

Albuquerque. The originals will be retained for the duration of the test

series plus 12 mont/_s after publication of the results, or until released by

the PI a__ _e S_.5QA chief. Duplicates of the test log book_ or sheets will

also be periodically archived 'toprevent loss or destruction of data. Daily

'testlogs will be periodically forwarded to SNL test QA for review.

8. Photographic and other records of _,_port_t features of the experlme_ts

t_%ken at appropriate phases of the exper_t are to be filed in the SNL

test Q)%record. (This is net a "data acquisition" activity. )
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13.0 r]._i.qTSCHE[_J_ AND COMMITMENq_
J

rih.iss_._otionfocase_ on the ourrent, preliminary scJ_edules f'orcorK:luotii_

tileWIPP Bin-Scale C_I_IRUWaste Tests and the cc_nmJ.tmant,._oi:all [mn:tioipants

for assuring that the test schedules are successfully achieved. 'these sched.-

ules encompass essentially all of the WIPP 5-year pilot-phase/deriDnstration

period [US DOE, 1989a]. Portions or phases of t/lis 'testcould be accelerated

somewhat to obtain earlier data to help satisfy the nee_ls of the WIPP PA

study or, convel_Jely, delayed, subject to the future programmat'o needs of

the overall U.S. DOE WIPP project.

_fhesebin-scale tests will begin in FY 90 and will be cor_ucted in paral-

lel witJ_ the related, parallel laboratory tests [Brush, 1989; Bertram-Howery

and Hunter', 1989] and the WIPP In Situ Alcove CH 'I_U Waste Tests [Moleoke,

1989b] as described previously. Preliminary schedules for all tJlreetest pro-

grmms, and how they (their data output) support or relate to the needs of the

WIPP PA program c%irrent schedule were recently provided elsewhere [Lappin,

1989a]. The schech/les to be presented in this section, s[_cific to the bin-

scale test program, incorporate this information plus other current plans by

all te_t participants.

PrelJJninaryactivities and schedules for this t_t program will be broken

into tmo segments: (i) prerequisites required before initiation of testing

with actual CH TRU wastes, and (2) schedules for testir_jafter first waste

receipt.

13.1 PR&T_.SITES FOR TE_f INIrI_IA_TION

Detailed test planning for the bin-scale tests began in Ff 89 ar_]continu-

ed tk_-ough].ateCY 89. 'Pestprocurement actiorL_began in }_ 89 and will con-

' tinue in FY 90. Test room preparation and t_st installation also began during

tile later pa_c of 9_f 89 and will continue for about one year. 'lhebin-scale

test',program will be initiated at WIPP prior to the first receipt of actual

_fT_Uwastes. _his involves, basically, the emplac_m__nt arw] h¢_kup of the 8

non-waste containing, baselJJ]e-refere/x_ test bi_s, as described in Section

8.I. These o_ratioru_ can be ac_lished in the WIPP in the Spring of 1990
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(see Table .1.3.1), _his early, i_onradioactive segn_ant of the test will be

t_led 'to specifically initiate, c_eckcxlt, and debug 't_e overall test _y_,iteal,

e,g,, instrturentation, gas sampling, routine o_rat,lons, _._t,c_, be,[,o_etest

bins with aotual '11RUwastes are emplaced,

In addition to the 8 baseline-reference bins descrlh_!I, a "cold test" or

i'n'_ckde_onstration" of all significant bin _l!placecs_llt,haI_;Ilil"_._, sampl:Lixj,

safety, and retrieval operations or pz_cedures will utilize several addition-

al "mock" bins and be conducted (by WID) pr!_.uri].yas a te_<_tir_,1,npc_¢ertrain-

ing program. This mook demonstration program is estimated to require a c_up-,,

le of months. It _%y be conducted in parallel witkl the setup ar_ debugging

of t_%e 8 baseline-refererk-_ test birds,but must be completed prior to testing,

with real TRU wastes. Since this mock demonstration program is not a part of

the scientific studies discussed in this Test Plan, it will not ke described

further. _iD has the responsibility for p].anning, docu,_nt:hx,j,and cor_,uct-

ing this _ock demonstz-ationprogra_n.

Table ],3.1 (revised) lists all of the various prerequisites and mile-

ztones r,.w4uiredbefore initiation of bin-scale testil_g wltJl actual CH TRU

wastes can be accomplished. Like all other real-world schedules, it too is

subject to update n_Ddiflcatior_s

13.2 TESTING WI_H ACIUAL TRU WASq_

=

Bas£J on recent events and DOE policies, the exact openir_/date and date

for first rec_.iptof wastes at tk_eWIPP are not known. It is curreAtly assum-

ed, however, that first receipt of wastes will be July i, :1990at the earli-

est. The schedules for bin-scale testing with actual CH TRU wastes, as list-

e_din Table 13.2 (revised [Lappin, 1989a]), are, therefore, indicated as ti_.

intervals starting at time t = 0. _lhesuccess of this sch_]ule assumes that

all e_q_erimental prerequisites for initiation of testing wit/_ actual _IT4J

wastes (Table ]_.i) have been satisfied prior to first receipt of wastes [Lap-

pin, 1989a]. It also assumes the suocessf%/lcompletion of all reqlired }_]%gl-

neering Work Packages and Safe Operat_ Pr'ocedttresbeing conduc_,e_lby WID;

refer to Section 13.3 for e_xperimentalsupport con_ni'tme_tsr'equiredto accomp-
=

lish this goal.
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Table 13.l W.£FPBin-Scale 'I_stPrerequisites Scl]_lu]._

I. 5/08/89 S_nit Draft :%_t Plan for WIPP Project internal review,
2, 6/01/89 CoI1duot iktrther discusalons wltJ% waste generator' Elites (KI,_Par_

INEL) on waste preparation details, concerns, resolutions, waste
delivery schedltles,eto,

3, 6/05/89 submit Draft '.I%_stPlan for WIPP Project, NA_, _nndE}_X_review,
4. 8/09/89 Colldu_.final SNI/WID bin design review,
5. 8/24/89 Conduct formal, exterrml _._ tev'Jewpanel _eti_j on Test Plan.
6, 9/18/89 Review bin-scale test modifications a;_ technical updates with

WIPP Panel Of the NAg.

7. 11/15/8 Complete floor preparation in Room I _:_nel i, to allow start of
DAS shed emplacement and outfitting,

8. 12/i/89 SuL_it Test Plan _Final Edition, for n_u_]genk_ntreview alxlapprov-
al,

9, 1/90 Initiatm checkout and tralaing of technical-supI_rt technicians,
I0, 1/26/90 Send SNL and DOE signed-off WIPP Bi,,9cale Test Plan (Final) to

the print shop. Distribute a:ssoon as printed.
ii, 2/15/90 completm outfitting of DAS shed, ready for bin hookups.
12. 2/16/90 Test bin and test rac'_qstand fabrication starts.
13. 2/21/90 Complete 0utfitting of test Room 1 Panel I.
14. 2/28/90 Receive first 4 test bins for baseline-reference emplacement and

testing.
15. 3/01/90 Have ccm_leted, QA approved pr_ure for instrmnznt (thermo-

.I !

couple, pressure gage, pressure-relief valves, syx_fic oxygen
sensor bin system) i_stallation, calibration, and operation.

16. 3/01/90 _ve completed, QA a[49rovedprocedure for bin argon gas flushilx.j
proc_dure, and obtain all required equlpn_nt.

17. 3/01/90 Have bin oxygen-gettering reactant system available, with QA ap-
proved procedure for use.

18. 3/01/90 _ve crmpleted, QA approved procure for bin pressure leak-
testing. (WID)

19. 3/01/90 Have cc_leted, QA appr_ved procure for bin tracer gas injec-
tion procedure, and obtain all required equipment. (WID)

20. 3/01/90 Have c_91eted, QA approved procedure for bin gas sampling arwl
GC-MIS analysis procedures, and obtain all rec_ired equipment.

21. 3/15/90 Initiate testing/checkout of 4 pressure baseline.-referencebins
22. 3/28/90 RecorNene formal peer review/coIlsultantgroup for ulx]ateon bin-

scale 'testpro_n.
23. 4/01/90 _ave completed, OA approved procedure for bin brine-lnjection,

and obtain all required equipment, (WID)
24. 4/4/90 Initiate testify/checkout of 4 gas baseline-reference b:[ru_.
25. 6/29/90 Complete nonradioactive, pro-waste d_eckout/debugging phase of

bin-scale test prog,mm. Ready for test initiation with actual
TRU wastes.

26, 7/01,/90 Have completed, QA approved procedure for bin brine-leachate
sampling.
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Table 13.2 WIPP Bin-Scale q_st Sd%edules for Ac,tual C_-!TRU Wastes

(assu_ that time t = 0 is '7/i/90at the earliest)

_[. t _, o| FirFJtreceipt of actual C_.lrl_Jwastes at WIPP. Be_'inni_wjof bin
6_mpla_ts for test Phase i at WIPP, If test emplac,_ent at alternate
location, Phase i wot_idi_ delayed about + 6 l_Dnthsol_ _Dre,

2, t = 5 ,no.I DOE approval of baokfill and getter additives for inclusion
in l:_as8 2 testa. Approval assumed to be based on laboratory and modsl-
ir_ studies. [_in init_[ationof Phase 2 test bits.

3. t = 9 mo, z 7nltial Data Report (draft). Initial interpretations of
early Phase 1 results (gas and brine-lea¢]hate analyses), assuming that 6
_iDnthsare required for reliable data gat/%eringand 3 more months are re-
quired for data armlysis and initial interpretatlo_.

4. t = ii _9.' DOE approval of e_xj_J1eering_x_ifications to waste and baca<-
fill additives (other than %Jnose c_u_rently under consideration) for use
in Phase 3 bin-scale testing. Initiation of test Phase 3.

5, t ,= 14 mo.._ Second Data Report (draft), R_eliminary interpretations of
initial results from Phase 2 bin tests,

6, t = 18 mo, z Er_ of emplac_m_nt of Phase 3 test bins, assuming 6 months
required fo_'the emplacement of eaeh test phase,

7. t = 27 n_, : Third Data Report (draft). End of preliminary interpreta-
tions of I_ase 3 tests, interpretations of Phase 1 ancl l_ase 2 t_sts
more advanced.

8. 9/92: Presently scheduled last acceptable date for data traru_mittal to
WIPP PA for use in "final" evaluation of ccmpliance wit/_ EPA 40 CFR 191
and 40 Ci_ 268.

9. Continue tl_eperiodic gas and le_chate sampling and analyses from indivi-
dual test bins for an est]inatedtest duration of 5 ye_._rsafter test init-
iation.

i0. continue evaluations and correlations of bin test data with other paral-
lel tests and analyses, Doc%tment results and evaluations in technical
repol_s on a periodic basis, approx.hnately yearly. Disseminate analyzed
data and interpretations to WIPP PA _ others, as available.

_I. t -_60 mo. : _rliest planned termination of [_]ase1 test birus.
]2. t = 65 _D,: Earliest planned termination of _ase 2 test bins.
13. t = 78 mo. : Earliest planned termination of F_ase 3 test bins.

While the starting dat_s shown in Table 13.2 are still subject to uncer-

tainties, the e_ding dates are subject to certain bounds if these tests are

to successfully provide data alw/ interpretations to the WIPP PA program in a

timely ;_rmer [[_ppln, 1989a]. These tests are needed to provide both WIPP

PA a_l _._rallelEPA RCRA input ar_ guidance, they c_annotsimply function as a

, validation effort after t/_efact.

_rly gas analys_s ar_ brine leaehate radioc2_emicaldata acquisition for

these test_ are expected to start during FY 90. Test conduct, sampling, an-

alyses, and interpretation are expected to continue for a minimum of about 5

: y_rs, or until the data acquired are sufficient to provide adequate statis-

tic.alconfidenc_ in the reliability of the Info_nation being obtaine_. It is
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presently assumed t/_at9_ % statistical confidence in test data (not conceptu-

al in'zerpretations)will be adequate. Th_/ghout this test effort, at approx-

imately amlual intervals, the est_nated statistical reliability of test data

will be cow,paredwith t/_eresults of sensitivity studies conducted by, or in

cooperation with, WIPP PA. The Objective of these c_risons is to decide

whether particular test bins are continuing to provide needed data, should be

supplemented with additio,lal replicate or similar tests, or should be termi-

nated.

Preliminary test data and interpretations thereof will be transferred to

the WIPP PAprogram, and other interested partioi_nnts, as availab].e; refer

to Section 15. Data and analysis reports will be prepared at appropriate in-

tervals during the testing program, at approximately annual intervals. Final

results will determine whether the earlier perforn_nce assessment calcula-

tions used appropriate data ranges [Bertram-Howery and Hunter, 1989].

13.3 TEST CC_TME_S FOR PARTICIPANTS

qhis section provides a preliminary list of commitments on bin-scale testi

ha_ware items, technical procedures, safe operating procedures, etc. to be

provided by all participants for the succ__ss_/l conduct of the overall WIPP

test effol_. It_ns to be provided are divided amor_jthe n_jor test partici-

pants, SNL (Table 13.3), WID (Table 13.4), and t_heU.S. DOE waste generating

facilities (Table 13.5). Since scheduling for these items is still in a

great deal of flux, milestone dates will not be presented here. They will be

provided as part of the WIPP master plan or integrated test"engineering and

support plan, currently under preparation by WID.
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Table 13.3 Sandia Natior_l Laboratories Bin-Scale Test Commitments

I. Argon gas Im/rc/%ase specifications, for flushing and repressuriza-

tion/makeup gas.

2. Bin argon gas-flushing procedure.

3. Tracer gases, purc/gase.

4o Backfill and getter materials. Bentonite/saltbackfill blendL_ and

backfill-bin emplacement procedures.

5. Brir_ preparations. Artificial brines, Im_terials and mixing proced-
ure.

6. Bin leachate sampling equipment and procedures (joint with brine

l_chate analysis contractor and WID).

7. Brine-leachate radicchemical and hazardous composition analyses.

(SNL joint with contractor laboratory)
8. Bin oxygen-gettering system, portable; operating and maintenance

procedures.

9. Bin gas recirculation system design, f_l procur_t.

i0. DAS shed. Associated installation, setup, checkout, and maintenance

procedures.

ii. DAS internal power supplies, calibrators, data buses, all other asso-

ciated equipmemt needed to fully outfit.

12. Cabling from bins to DAS shed, from DAS shed to surface.

13. Backup power supply system, underground.

: 14. The_uples o

3.5. Pressure gages.
16. Pressn/re-relief valves.

17. Gas flow meters, calibration transfer standards, calibration system.

18. Specific Oxygen sensor system.

19. All instrumentation calibration, installation, checkout, and mainte-

nra-me procedures.

20. Remote-gage instrumentation data hs/xiling procedures.

21. Gas and liquid-leac/%ate data handling procedures.

22. Posttest VOC, other organic, and brine quantification procedures

(joint with WID).

|
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Table 13.4 WestJnghouse WID B_-Scale Test Commitments

i. Test room outfitting, lighting, equipment and procedures.

2. Test room electrical support.

3. Solid Waste Bin Design, Spec. E-A-334. Bins and ports. Not for bins

with process sludges or _cted wastes.

4. Sludge/Superoc_pacted Waste Bin Design, Spec. ???, will be similar

to E-A-334. Bins and ports.

5. Bin pressure leak-testing proce_]re.

6. Bin stands, to rack test bins, _ # 412-L-O04-W.

7. Bin internal polyethylene liners.
8. Fiberboard lJners for bins.

9. Bin particulate release filters, Kevlar.

i0. Special (short) ~55-gallon drums, no side ridges, for supercompacted

wastes. Special 35-gallon drum lids, with holes, for generators.

ii. Special sludge plastic drum liners.

12. Internal drum stabilizers in bins, for PS and supercompacted waste
drums.

13. Waste bag pre-breaching "puncturing paddles," design and fabrica-
tion.

14. Argon flushing/purging gas.

15. Bin tracer gas injection procedures (concurrence with Sh[L).

16. Bin gas sampling procedure.

17. GC-MS system setup, calibz_tion, operation, and maintenance proced-
ures.

18. GC-MS gas analysis procedures.

19. Corrodant steel mesh component for bins; specifications, supplier,

and/or fabricator.

20. Backfill material bagging system, sacks, in conjunction with exist-

ing backfill blending equipment.

21. Collection, storage of natural Salado brines in WIPP.

22. Brine injection hardware system.

23. Bin brine injection procedures, equipmemt.

24. Bin off-gas ventilation system.

25. Bin radiological safety secondary containment barriers, for both

potential liquid or particulate radioactivity leaks.

26. Bin operational (handling, emplacement) and radiological safety (mon-

itoring, decontan_ination, parts of samplir_) procedur_.

27. Brine sample _Dnitoring, packaging procedures, for transport to off-
site analyses laboratory.

28. Bin brine-_m_ling radiological safety glove-bag type containment
barriers.

29. Radiological and safety assessments and procedures. W-lead + SNL-

safety concurrenc_.

30. Bin ventilation control system (for released gases), installation.

31. Radiological monitoring ec91ipment, including room and panel continu-
ous air monitors.

32. SWBs.

33. SWB overpack and har_ing system.
34. SWB handling fixtures.

35. Posttest retrieval operational and e_gineering design, plan and pro-
ce_es.

36. Posttest retrieval, vacuum distillation system for VOC posttest char-

acterizations (joint with SNL). Brine measur_t and stabilization

system. Opex_tional procedures.

37. Test termination, retrieval, overpacking procedures.
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Table 13.5 Waste Generator Bin-Scale Test Commitments

i. Pretest waste characterizations, for both transportation and WIPP
test needs. Drum head-space gas samples (Generator and/or WID analy-

ses at WIPP). Drum source-term evaluations by non-intrusive tec/%ni-

ques. Qualitative visual and quantitative weighing of each individu-

al waste bag withj/_ initial waste containers, prior to loading into

test bins. Radiochemical and toxic/hazardous characterizations from
all PS waste drums used in WIPP tests.

2. Waste bag pre-breaching (Bag puncturing and bag slashing) proced-
ures.

3. Others, to be agreed upon by w_uste generators, DOE/WPO, and SNL.
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14.0 POS_q_T WASTE DISPOSAL
J

The estimated minimum test duration of all phases of the-_e WIPP b_n-

scale tests is about 5 years. Gas and liquid-leachate sampling and analyses

could continue past this time, even after the WIPP has become an operating,

filll-scale repository, for further, longer-term data gathering m_ analysis

purposes. At the conclusion of the test meast[rem__nt phase, however, the bins

ar_ wastes inside them must undergo several processing steps and postte_t

characterizations before test terx_tion and waste disposal can be conclud-

ed.
_q

All contaminated wastes generated during the course of the test prcx/ram,

as well as those wastes generated in the posttest characterization proced-

ures, will be disposed in a radiologically safe and accepted manner. WID has

the responsibility for appropriate disposal prrxzedures and documentation

thereof.

14.1 POSqq_ WASTE C_{ARACTERIZATION

In a manner similar to waste pretest characterizations (Se_ion 8.3.1),

the prJlnary purpose of posttest waste characterization is to evaluate the

total (residual) VOC content, in each test bin, for source-term evaluation.

In the absence of such data, it would be necessary, to assume that experiment-

ally measured VOC values will persist for the entire regulatory period of in-

terest, never declining, even in the event of human] intrusion. Such assump-

tions could significantly bias _atory baseline assumptions in a negative

mal_er; obtaining real VOC source-term values is much preferable.

A secondary, but parallel postte_t objective is to help assure that the

wastes to be. disposed can meet the requirements of the WIPP Waste Acceptance

Criteria [US DOE, 1989c], specifically the requirement that they contain lessJ

than 1% by voltme of free liquid. Both of the preceding objectives can be

obtained by subjecting every posttest waste bin to the process of vacutm_ dis-

tillation. The posttest waste characterization processes must be conducted

at the WIPP site, in order to both remove residual brines and also obtain re-

quired data on the residual VOC so_irce 'ten_.
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.The bins will be Subjected to tlle vacuu_ distillation process after se_er-

al posttest processing steps, numbers 1 to 3 in Section 14.2, have been con-

ducted. _ The vacuum distillation p_s requires placing eacJ_ bin into a

large, self-enclosed vacuum furnace. The atmosphere within the bin and furn-

ace. will be evaCuated to a certain negative pressure level a_ the bin con,

tents heated to a t_ture of less than i00 °C. All brine and volatile

organics within the bin will be vacuum distilled out and collected for quanti-

tative analyses, q_e waste remaining within the bin(s) will contain anex-

tre_mely low amount of residual moisture and essentially no remaining VOCs.

These residual levels will be both monitored and verified by GC-MS analysis

of gas samples (Section 11.2) and/or other techniques. Other, alternative

processes may be developed in the future, to suppl_t or replace vac_/um dis-

tillation. _le bin and its contents will then be ready for disposal (steps 5

and above, Section 14.2).

Technical details of the vacuum distillation procedure are u_/rrently be-

ir_/ developed by SNL. _tlr%21erp_al details, as available, will be in-

cluded in the Appendices, Section 18.14; these details will be provided by

the SNL materials and chemistry consultant (Section 16.1). The large vacuum

furnace will need to be modified or adapted for bot]_ ope.rational and radiolog-

ical safety purposes. The design, proc_/rement, installation, and safe operat-
L

ing proc_dures for the necessary equipment will be the responsibility of WID;

other details on posttest retrieval operations will be incorporated into the

= WIPP Retrieval Plan [WID, 1989], as developed by WID.

14.2 POSqTK_P W_STE BIN _SING AND DISPOSAL

The bin posttest prcxze2_ing steps (options) are as follows. Safe operating

procedures for these steps will be developed by WID.

z

i. Obtain a final gas and brir_-leachate (as appropriate) _umple from each

posttest bhn.

2. Most of the free licg/ids remainir_ within the birds will be removed via

the bottom liquid sal_l.i_ ports. The total volume of brine removed will

be measured. These liquids will then be concentrated and/or ixr_obilizecl
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on a sorbent matrix (as is the plan for other liquid q_U wastes which

could be g_ted at the WIPP [WID, 1988], and then disposed of as (sol-

idified) TRU wastes.

3. All external instrumentation on the bins will be removed. Ali instruments

will then be monitored for radioactive contamination prior to assist

to pote/ntial l_euse or disposal as contaminated waste. All valves on the

t_st bin will be closed and all acc__ss ports and valves will be sealed.

4. The prepared bins are now ready for the posttest characterization vacutnl_

distillation procedure (Section 14.1). The.definition and development of

subsequent waste retrieval operations are the respo1%sibi!ity of WID and

are described in a separate WIPP Retrieval Plan [WID, 1989]. The follow-

ing steps must thus be considered as optio1%s.

5. The posttest, vacuum distilled (Section 14.1) bJJn(s) wottld then be repack-

aged within a TRU standard_ waste, box (SWB)as TRU waste.

6. Options for the terminal disposal of these repackaged bin/SWB containers

of waste are as follows:

(a) Move to a waste storage room at the WIPP for permanent isolation.

(b) Teaporarily store at WIPP until transport to anot_her DOE facility is

possible.

(c) Other options, to be determined by the DOE at a later date.
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15.0 DATA ANALYSIS, EVALUATION, AND REPORTS

qhe Principal Investigator (PI) is responsible for assembling and coor._i-

hating the laboratory -and field analysts, design and test e_ineers, mater-

ials scientists, and related waste-management consultant personne] concerned

with and/or associated with this test program. These personnel will assist

in or lead the data analyses tasks, lead or cognizant personnel will be spec-

ified by task in Section 16ol.

Attainment of sufficient in situ _test gas and brine-leachate samples and

analyses, m_ interpretations of the results thereof will be determined

through agreement of the PI, analysts ar_ consultants, potential outside con-

sultants or experts, and thrc_igh peer. review of the analyses and interpreta-

tions.

During the course of this test program, prel_ninary data will be analyzed

and evaluated nearly c_ntinuously for input to ongoing %'_pP PA modeling calc-

ulations, as available. Analyses and preliminary interpretations of data from

t/_e in situ bin-__male, alcove [Molecke, 1989], and supporting laboratory

[Brush, 1989] tests will be reviewed by the PI and by the formal, external

peer review group (Sec_:ion 3.6. I) or their designated representatives, and

possibly by otkler consultants. When this group is in agreement, the subse-

quent and final analyses may proceed.

The evaluation of data from tkle_e bin-scale tests will be documented in

periodic data-evaluation and topical reports as appropriate for each phase of

the program. 'lhese reports will contain reduced data and interpretations,

evaluations, and conclusions about the results of the t_sts and the technical

issues. These reports will form part of the data base for technology develop-

ment, model evaluations, and, ultimately, WIPP PA..

At appropriate test intervals, probably on an annual basis, and depending

on rate of information accumulation, data will be fully evaluated and docu-

mented in reduced Test Data Reports (prepared by the test PI). Such reports

will include all available data and preliminary interpretations, as appropri-

ate, and will be distributed to those concerned with analysis of tkle test

results, qhese reports will be subject to QA requirements of peer review and
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document control. Other oognizant WIPP project personnel will also be inform-

ed periodically of the progress of the test. copies of the Test Data Reports

will be arc_hiv_t ian the _ WIPP _ltral Files along will the raw and pro_-,

sed, _-approved data.

I_rtions of the test analyse.s, supporting laboratory data, and evalua-

tions thereof may warrant publication separately by a_bers of the analysis

teams before final analyses of the entire test are available. These interim

analyses, when agreed to by the PI, can be published as Topical Reports that

will eventually be incorporated into final Analysis and Evaluation Reports.

qhese Topical Reports wil]. be sL_ject to appropriate control by the PI and

t/_eSNL QA program.

News notes on test progress or significant _ences will be pre_red

and distributed by the test PI as warranted.
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16.0 TEST O_TIONS

!

The follc_41ng polioies, p_es, and delegation of autllority apply to

operation of these WIPP Bin-Scale CH ring Waste Tests.

16.1 PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES

The principal test and operations personnel and t/_eir duties and responsi-

bilities are discussed individually_ as follows:

T_@ch_ical Dir_ioD__-_-__cipal l'_estigator: Martin A. Molecke, Sandia

National Laboratories, Division 6345, pl%one (505) 844-0781 (Albuquerque), FAX

(505) 844-1723, or (505) 887-8422 (WIPP site, Carlsbad), is the Prhlcipal

Investigator (PI) for this test program.
J

Overall scientific and tec/Inical design and control of this experimental

program shall be the responsibility of the PI or his designate, currently,

the designated alternate is L. J. Storz, SNL Division 6345, phone (505) 844-

????, or, at the WIPP site, B. Stenson, Re/Spec, Inc., phone (505) 887-8422.

The PI is responsible for directing t21e overall experimental work within the

following specific areas of authority:

i. Approval of all test and supporting engineering design activitie._.

2. [_cisions relating to the in situ test procedures, designs, test and iruq-

trun_ntation selection, sampl]ng and ana].yses procedures, and empla_t

of test equipment.

3. DeterminatiOn of experiment parameters, su_ as operating te_rature and

presm lres, acceleration of enviro_tal stress variables (e.g., brine

injection), gas sampling rates, data to be recorded, and other parameters

related to the conduct of the experiment and the data acc91isition effort.

4. Decisions about the termination of the experiment and the subseque_%t re-

_val of wastes and equipment (refer to Section 14).

5. Approval of any proposed c_es in the test program.

6. Documentation or control of logbooks, either directly or by designation

(refer to Section 15).

7. Review and approval of ar_lysis and evaluation reports. _
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8. Informir_] the DOE/WI_9 as to the proposed nature, eJ<tent, aral schedule of

the test and of any significant modifications durlr_ the course of tkle

test program.

Si__t_e_.__tiorus -- In situ Tes__Coor_im_tioD _nd S_iL__t_@eS__afe__l T.M.

Schulthels (or designated alternate), Sandia National Laboratories, Division

6343, phons (505) 887-.8423 (WIPP site), is responsible for the overall in

situ test c_9ordim_tion of general and safety related aspects at the WIPP, in

coordIJlation with the test PI. He is specifically responsible for the follow-

ing:

i. Primary approval and delegation of all Coordination, scheduling, and

associated activities at the test location.

2. Acting as SNL lead person on all site safety related issues, and coordin-

ating safety issUes between SNL, DOE, and WID.

3 Coordinate activities for ec_lipme_t aral instlnlments, site preparation,

and inst/_llation. Ellis includes cleanup and safety measures, and site

security x_=asures.

4. Determ_/]ing that the test program is being carried out within the intent

and de._criptlon of this Test Plan.

5. Informing Sandia persorme] of any facility activities that may affect the
i

overall test program.

Technical Operation -- Inst rzm_=ntation and Data Systems Co9_rdinato_:

J.T. McI]m_oyle, Sandia National Laboratories, Division 9325, phone (505) 844-

2672 (Albuquerque) or (505) 887-8416 (WIPP site), is the Te_st Data System

Coolx]inator for this in situ test program. J. A. Johnson, Sarx]ia National

Laboratories, Division 9325, phone (505) 887-8436 (WIPP site), is t21e Test

Instrumentation System Coordinator. Their duties include the day-tc_<]ay

operationa] responsibilities of tJ_e test instrume.ntation and data recording

systems and t.he necessary c_ordination of all test personnel involved, as

follows:

i. Preparingdetailed procedures for the collection of data and assuring for

hi_u_elf and QA that these procedures are beir_j followed. Any procedural

nonconformances or un%Lsual __s will be doctmented on the QA For_

Q}d?I_6 (NoncxDnformance Report); refer to Sc_Miion 16.5.
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2. Keeping personnsl aware of changes in the test or in the operating proced-

ures, as such changes affect the instrumentation and data recording sys-

tems.

T___.__h_ica!Ope_i_ion--Ins__tation_o____.t_3 c. B. Kinabrew, San-

dia National Laboratories, division 9313, phone (505) 844-6008, is the cogni-

zant person r_qponsible for directing all instrumentation-related activities.

His duties include:

i. Coordlnat_g all infoz_ation about insets used _in this test program

in cooperation with the test Instrumentation System C_Jordinator,and con-

sulting with all personnel interested in specific details.

2. Supervising the purchasing, calibration, installation, ini£ial checkout,

and continued operation of all remote-reading instrumentation.

3. se1_ing as t/%e technical interface with the instrumentation and dat_

acquisition system%s coordirmtors for instrument control-system, software-

related activities.

Chemistry__ar_Materi_a!s Consul______..'.P. A. Cahill, Sandia National Labor-

atories, division 1811, phor_ (505) 844-5754, is the cognizant person respons-

ible for:

i. Providing chemistry-related information, expected materials behavior, and

advice pertaining to cc_nents used in this test program.

2. Providing design and chemistry advice on the oxygen-purging (Section

±1.1.2) and oxygen-getterlng systess (Section 11.1.2) to be used.

3. Providing design ar_ chemistry advice on the oxygen specific-gas analyzer

system (Section 12.1.5) to be used.

4. r<roviding design and chemistry advice on the injection of tracer gas_s

(Section ii.1.4) to be used, in cooperation with with the _[IDGC-MS tech-

nical analyst.

_ua!!t_ Assurance Chief; S. Y. Pickering, Sandia Natiorml laboratories,

Division 6341, phone (505) 887-8430 (WIPP site), is responsible for the SNL

¢_]ality Assurance (QA) activities both at SNL Albuquer_le and at the WIPP

site which pertain to this te_stpr_xTram; refer also to Section 16.5 on QA.

PickerJ]_gis specifically resF_nsible for the following:
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i. Establishing.a_Idma;hltalninga docun_ted QA progr_n that meets all appli-

cable QA requirements.

2. Dlsuring that the QA program is effectively i_iplsmentc_ldurlrw all test

activities.

3. Ensuring that all personnel are adequately indoctrinated wJi'l_respect to

the QA requirements. The SNL QA program is extremely similar to the WIL>-

WIPP QA proqram_ refer to Section 16.5. The SNL QA program will t_nke

precedence in most aspeots of the soientifia needs and condu_ of this

test program, lt is ac_1owledged, however, t/_at in n_ny test-related

areas, e.g., site operations, radiological safety, eto., however, %_iat

the WID QA prcmjram should take preoede_ce, particularly as it appliersto

WID personnel.

4. Interfacing the needs and requirements of the SNL QA program with those

similar requirements of t/_ewID QA p:xx/ram. Piokering will be responsi-

ble for all QA-related interface concerns.

5. EStablishing a QA overview program for site and contraotor laboratory act-

ivities. Reviewing nonconformance and corrective action reports. Con-

ducting periodic QA audits (both internal and external). Reviewir_3 test

plans, procedures, and proc_irementdoom,e_itation.

.W__D___Le_3_d_nee__r:J. J. Garcia, Westinghouse WID, _qt]ager, Radioactive

Waste Har_11ing 'Engineering, phone (505) 887-818'7 (WIPP site), or his desig-

nate, is the lead engineer for this WIPP Bin-Scale C_ TRU Waste Test for all

WID-SNL interfaces. His primary test-related duties include all necessary

coordination between the Sa_ia PI and Westinghouse eagJJleeringdesign, fabri-

cation, and purchasing personnel involved with this test. He will also coord-

inate site activities between W_stingh_se engineering, operations, safety,

and associated WID organizatiors, as necessary to get this in sJ.tutest to a

successful start and for continued operations. As such, he will be the most

cognizant technical person irlthe Westinghouse organization for purposes of

t/lis test. His other, test-engineering related responsibilities are listed

ss follows:
i

1 SerVir_.!as the lead engineer/supervlsor in tile final design and obtain-

meat of t21e following required test ite/_s (descri_ed in [Bali, 1989a] and

the A4,_x]ices) : test bin design, fabrication, and procurement; test bin

support stands [Bal/, 1989b]; oxygen-getterirKj syst_n connection hard-

ware (joint design effort with the SNL chemistry and materials consult-
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ant)1 supplying necessary test spemial co_nents al_ assooiated waste

preparation supplies to the waste generator/preparer sites_ officer,to be

speoified,

2. Record signifi_t dates of relevance 'tothis test.program, such as dates

of re(_ipt of major items, wastes, or of/Isr activities that may be of

il_poi._aanceto the overall test program, rlhe record of these dates shall

be 'transferredto t/_ePI and SNL QA, as appropriate.

3. Interfacing with the PI, designated tec_Inical experts, waste generators,

and other cognizant perso11%_elin the successftll,design and coI_duct of

t_%:l.stest program.

Greenlee, Westinghouse WID, phone (505) 887-8342 (WIPP site), is t21edesignat-

ed primary/lead technical analyst for all gas analyses re].ated to this test

program, and c_nducted with the GC-Mg system. Fiewill coordinate all requir-

ed test gas analyses eu%d interface with the PI on the prellainary evalua-

tiolms,interpretations, and reporti_xjof the test gas data. His other, test-

related r_sponsibilities are as follows:

i. Performing or supervising all required test gas analyses. _lhisduty also

includes related activities of cmlibrating _ maintaining t21eCd2-MSsys-

tem, preparing written procedures on these activities, and adhering to

adequate quality assurance proc_ures _d standards for both SNL and _[.PP

" site QA.

2. Super,_/isingthe technical conduct of gas sa_%oleobtainment, including sam-

° pling procechwes, required sampling, equipment, support technici_ms, sam,,-

pling time schedLtles,etc.

3. Supelwising tYle technical conduc_:of tracer'gas(es) injection procedures,

including associated activities. This will be a joint effort, in coopera-

tion with the SNL materials and chemist/qfconsultant.

4. Transferring all gas analyses data and results, after preliminary inter-

pretation, mani_llation, stn_marization, etc,, to the test PI on a fre-

quent basis (esti_mted weekly), for subsecglentand final data ana].yse_s.

5. Interfacing with other cognizant organizations on the conduct of gas test

analyses and assuring t2lat such ar_%lyses (whether conducted in-hotu_eor,

" in the potential case of overload, tec/Inica[lbreakdovm, or other s.h_ilar

situations, at contractor laboz_tories) meet quality c_sst_ance require.-
_

ments.
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6. Assisting t/_e PI in periodic verification of the appropriateness of the

gas data-detemn.ination activities and t/%e underground conditions affect-

ing the C_lr.[_Jgas (production, leakage, contamination, eto.) and inform-

ing the PI of findings.

7. Assisting the Pi in periodic verification of i_e appropriateness of daily

test a_ivities ar_ data collection activities, eventual analyses and in,

terpretations of suc_%gas data and test results, _md informing the PI of

findings.

8. Keeping t/_e PI and other cognizant persoDnel aware of the evolving 'gas

data and the impact of this evolution on future test analyses, te_t c_n-
b

duct, and associated data requirements.

_!_l_ Analyses -- Brine,Le_te .Ra__i__em__.i_lAnalyses: [contractor

personnel?, TBD] is the designated prima_y/lead te_Tmical analyst (oz_ani-

zation) for all brine-leachate radiochemical analyses related to this test

program (Section 11.3). _is lead person/organization will coordinate the

conduct of all req1{iredtest leachate sampling (with the on-site person, des-

cribed below) and analyses, and in%_rface with the PI on the preliminary eval-

uations, interpretation, and reporting of the test leaehate dat/_.

An on-site (WIPP) pel_on [WID or contl_ctor personnel, to be specified

later] will.be required to conduct or coordinate activities in support of (or

in conjunction with) the lead technical analyst (organization) for all bri_e-

leachate radiochemical analyses. His/her 'te_t-related res[_nsibilities are

as follows:

I. Performing or supervising all required test brine lex3d_ate s_pllng pro--

cedures, radioactivity surveying procedures, and neCessalD/ packaging to

transport such samples off-site "tothe lead tec/lnical analyst(organiza-

tion) for brine-leachate radiochemical ar_lyses. 'Ibisduty also inc].ud_s

t_e related activities of calibrating and maintainir_ the necessary st_r-

veying inst_Its, preparing writtea procedures on all (described) act-

ivities, and adherh'_ to adequate, required _lality assurance procx%dures

and stm]dards.

2. Supervising the tec/mical conduct of brine sample obtainment, including

recg_ired sampling equipment, support tec/_nicians, schedules for periodic

sa_l ing, etc.
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3. Interfacing with other fxxjnizant organizations on the conduct of test

brine-leachate radiochemical analyses, and on assuring that such analyses

meet quality assurance requireaw_ts.

4. Assisting the PI hl periodic verification of the appropriateness of the

brine-leachate data-determir_tion activities and the underground condi-

tions that may affect the C_ TRU brJ/_e leachate (leakage, contamination,

etc. ), and informing the PI of findings.

5. Assisting the PI in periodic verification of the appropriateness of daily

test activities and data collection activities, eventual analyses and in-

terpretations of such test data and results, and informing the PI of find-

ings.

6. Keeping. the PI and 0t21er cognizant personnel aware of the evolving test

data and the impact of this evolution on futLure test analyses, test con-

duct, and associated data requirements.

16.2 TEST 0PERA%ZONAL SAFSTY

Test operational safety will be addressed through safe operating proced-

ures (SOP)developed by the/facility operating contractor, WID, in coordina-

tion with the in situ test coordinator/SNL safety manager. These SOPs must

be approved 'through the site safet3, organization, the SNL safety organiza-

tion, and the PI. The SOP(s) will comply with the requireaw_ts of the facili-

ty and master mine safety plan. Conduct of this experimental program with

full regard to both personnel and radiological safety is of utmost import-

ance. Safety p_es are not normally described in detail in a technical

test plan; however t items of special co,_zern are as follows.

i. Radiological safety associa_ad with the in situ emplacement and testing

of actual CH TRU wastes. All waste-filled test bins must be safely handl-

ed, emplaced, and maintained from the perspective of radiological safety,

This includes providing an appropriate level of containment around each

test bin to ensure that pote/itial leaks of trau_uranic-contaminated li-

quids, particulates, or gases do not escape, from the wastes during any

phase of testing ar_or sampling' Potential contamination of the test

: room e2_viro_t areal/orte_st personnel must not be. permitted. All appro-

- have appropriate, levels of training; this includes a min_ of WIPP Rad-
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iation Worker "B" and respiz_tor training. WID has the major, overall

responsibility in these radiological safety, training, and related areas,

and will provide the necessary documentation and SOPs. Specific concerns

must be also addressed to the potential release of radioactive particu-

late contamination and t2_e monitoring thereof. The use of continuous air

(particulate radioactivity) monitors, CAMs, was described in Section

11.1.5. The bin-scale test rock,s are located within the WIPP Radioactive

Materials Area, IRMA. There will be administrative controls as far as per-

sonnel access and monitoring proc_es, based on current WIPP SOPs.

2. Radiological safety associated with the in situ sampling of gases and

liquids for on-site GC-MS or off-site brine-leachate radiochemical

analyses. Technicians conducting the sampling procedures will be

required to have WIPP Radiation Worker "A" training. Again, WID will

have the major responsibility in these areas and will provide the

necessary documentation and SOPs.

(a) Radiation Work Permits, Ng;P, must be prepared for most of the test

activities performed with the actual TRU wastes. The site Health Physics

department (technicians) will monitor sampling and other test-related ac-

tivities and the Radiation Safety department will review these

prc.,c, edures.

(b) Specific concerns must be addressed to the potential release of z_di-

oactive liquid contamination (e.g., brine, drips) and the monitoring t/_ere-

of. Special radiation safety enclosures, e.g., temporary plastic or other

glove-bag-type encloses around the _nmpling. ports will be necessary to

control the potential spread of contamination. These will be designed

and/or procured by WID. All sampling ports will be capped when not in

use. Radiation surveys of these ports, and adjacent areas, both before

and after sampling operations will be required to check for contamina-

tion.

(c) All gas (pre-filtez_; refer to Section 11.2) a]%d liquid samples ob-

tained underground must be monitored for radiation prior to being removed

from the test area, a IRMA.

(d) Packaging and tran_q0ortation of liquid test samples off-site for an-

alyses (refer to Section 11,3.2) will require special care, radiation sur-

veying, total ac_coivity analyses, and other procedures to be developed by

WID.
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3. Mine safety concerns over the explosibility potential of hydrogen and/or

methane gas Co_trations (> 5%, in air) within the bin(s) test environ-

ment are recognized [Molecke, 1989d; Lappin and Slezak, 1990]. Some of

the proposed individual test birLs could Conceivably concentrate hydrogen

and/or methane to internal, potentially combustible and/or explosible con-

centrations, dependent on the waSte form to be tested [Molecke, 1989d].

'Ihe only credible ignition source proposed for the gases within the bins

is the potential for spontaneous combustion in ox_anic-matrix wastes.

Safety m/tigation measures to monitor for potentially hazaz_ous condi-

tions, to minJ/nize the risk r and to resolve the concer_s, include:

(a) Temperature monitoring. If s_ontaneotu_ combustion were to initiate,

the temperature(s) within a bin would have to rise. to more than 450°C

[Lappin and Slezak, 1990]. Such an increase would quickly be monitored

in its earliest stages by the installed b_n the_uples. A temperature

"out of range" alarm signal would t/qen be..sent; refer to Section 12.2. i.

(b) Electrical grounding. All bins are electrically grour_ed, to help

eliminate electrical _0arking or other related sources of ignition.

(c) Oxygen monitoring. Appreciable oxygen (percent concentrations) with-

in t/_e bins are needed to change the internal gas compositions from poten-

tially combustible to potentially explosibleo Ba_ on previous labora-

tory testing with enclosed conta_ of waste [Zerwekh, 1979; Kosiewicz,

1981], it is known that (in most cases) t21e oxygen concentration decreas-

es to very low levels (< 0.1%) as the hydrogen concentration increases.

The test bins are monitored for oxygen level every 4 hours. If an init-

ially low oxygen content increased within a bin to a level (i.e., > 1%)

where potential explosibility was a credible concern, an oxygen "out of

x_nge" alarm signal would be se_t.

(d) Gas monitoring. The internal oxygen, hydrogen,/methane, and other

gas co_itrations within the bins will be periodically sampled, analyzed

by GC-MS, and closely monitored so that any approach to a potentially ex-

i plosible gas level will be quite evident. Indeed, it is the bin-scale

tests which will provide the best available data for WIPP PA purposes,

_ concerning the reality of potentially flammable and/or explosible gas mix-

tures during the full-scale waste emplaceme_nts at the WIPP [Molecke,

1989d].
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(e) Argon purging. If a potentially explosible condition did occur, sc_ne

argon puz_ge gas could be injected to reduce the overall hydrogen concen-

tration. Options as to when the purging could be accomplished are describ-

ed separately [Lappin and Slezak, 1990]. Provisions for gas purging are

already designed into the bin. However, this bin puz_ging js not desir-

able, because it would elir_inate important information to be gained on

the time-dependent concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen (as well as for

other gases to be expected in full-scale waste emplacement).

(f) Overall. With all of the above described mitigation meas_res, the

TRU wastes used in these bin-scale tests are maintained in a safe state,

more so t/Ian the wastes to be isolated in the operational phase of the

facility [Molecke, 1989d].

4. Ventilation concerns due to release of gases from the test bins. The

major co_ here is the release of potentially toxic or VOC gases to

the man-accessible environment. All gases released from the bins (due to

overpressurization) will be piped directly to mine ventilation system

ductwork, not to the man-aocessible environment. Westinghouse WID has

the major responsibility for designing and controlling the ur_erground

mine ventilation system.

16.3 UNUSUAL CIR_TANCES

Several unusual circumstar_es peculiar to these tests must be considered.

The most likely of these circumstances are:

i. Loss of pc_er to the test bin pressure-monitoring and pressure-relief con-

trol systems. 'lhese critical control systems must be connected to a back-

up power supply system (Section 12.1.6). Loss of power will be noted and

the PI or his designate will be informed during normal working hours.

Loss of power to these systems for a period greater than approximately 12

hours would be considered unacceptable. The backup power system must be

turned on, as required, within 12 hours or less.

2. IDss of gage. Tnis loss is either accepted (for thermocouples) and not-

ed, or is correc_ by removing the defective gage and installing another
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3. LOSS of Data Acquisition System. qhe data loss is noted and the PI in-

formed during normal working hours. If the problem is expected to per-

sist for more than 1 day, supplemental portable re_ording instrumentation

may be used, at the discretion of the PI. The data loss will be

d_ted in a SNL nonconformance report.

4. Receipt of an instrument (out of range) alarm message. Major concerns

suggested by an c_it of range alarm message, indicative of a gage failure,

a nons_ condition, or a safety-related concern, _clude:

(a) a high thole temperature may indicate the initiation of spon-

taneous combustion within a bin;

(b) a high, or low pressure readings could indicate an overpressure or

leakage problem; and,

(c) a high (% range) oxygen concentration could indicate the potential

for a explosible mixture to be present.

Resporuse activities after receiving and evaluating an alarm message were

described in Section 12.2. I.

5. Loss or spillage of radioactive leachate sample. _he location of the li-

quid spill will be isolated, surveyed, then cleaned/decontaminated to ap-

propriate levels. Existing site radiological safety/health physics pro-

cedures will be adhered to the extent applicable [WID, 1988b]. The loss

or spillage of a radioactive leachate sample will be treated and resolved

appropriately, as a test nonconformance.

All other t_st-related unusual circumstances are to be re_olved by the PI

and/or WID lead engineer, or appropriate designated and cognizant personnel.

Unusual mine circla_st_ are addressed in the mine safety procedures.

If they are not, the in situ test coordinator (Section 16.1) is responsible

for notifying the facility operators (WID) for resolution.

16.4 TEST INTERFACES

Zhe operating personnel for this test will potentially interface with out-

side agencies: analysts, and facility operations.
_
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Outside Agencies: Requests for information or access by outside agencies

are referred to the PI and/or the facility manager (DOE/%_PO).

Technical Analysts: Technical analysts should contact the PI or the in

situ test coordinator for access to the under_ test area.

Facility Operations: Operating personnel need to recognize the following

interfaces:

1. Facility aocess. Access to the test areas will be controlled. Visits will

be arranged where WIPP poli_ and safety regulations permit, and if there

is no interfer_ with ongoing tests and waste operations. Appropriate

access procedures for the site will be establish_ in c_mpliance with

Standard pz_ctice and regulations of the facility operators (WID) and the

facility manager (DOE).

2. Ventilation. Test operations can;_t interfere with facility ventilation.

Requests for ventilation alterations or problems with ventilation are to

be referred to the facility operator (WID) through the in situ test coord-

inator.

3. Power. Power is s%_oplied by the facility operator to a tern%inal box at

t_e test location. Altex-ations or modifications on the test side of the

terminal box are the responsibility of the test operating personnel, pro-

vided these modificatior_s do not exceed the capacity of the power suppli-

ed to the terminal. Alterations are to be implemented through the WID

power configuration controls.

4. Modifications. All modifications on the facility side of t/_e term/_al or

requests for additional services are to be referred to the facility opera-

tor (WID) through the in situ test coordinator.

5. Maint_ianc_. Main_ of the test area and .instrumentation alcove is

the responsibility of the test operating personnel. Maintenance out_ide

of these areas is handled by the facility operator (WID). Requests for

maintenance in these outside areas is through the in situ test coordina-

tor.
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6. Safety. Test operations will comply with all safety procedures es_tab]i_h-

ed by the facility operator (WID), in coordination with the SNL WIPP site

safety manager.

7. Other. Other interfaces, as required, will[ be handled through the in

situ te_t coordbmtor and appropriate facility personne].
i

16.5 QUALI_ ASSURANC_(QA)

All Sandia National Laboratories tests are implemented in accordance with

the SNL Nuclear Waste Technology Department Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Quali-

ty Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) [Sh[L, 1989]. This Quality AssuraDce program

meet_ the requirements of NQA-I-1986, DOE 5700.6B, Chapter ii of the Final

Safety Analysis Report, WIPP DOE 87-007 QA Operations Program, and DOE/WPO

Management Directives. This QA plan has been approved by the DOE/WPO for all

the WIPP activities assigned to Sar_ia National Laboratories. _his QAPP is

specific to the WIPP Project. Contractor personnel working wit21 Sandia per-

sonnel either at t/_e WIPP site or in Albuquerque are subject to tJ]e WIPP Q}IPP

[SNL, 1989]. Specific applications of the WIPP QAPP to this test have been,

incorporated throughout this Test Plan.

The SNL QA ,program is extremely similar to the WID-WIPP site OA program

[WID, 1989b] in meeting the requir_ts ofNQA-I. The SNL Q}% program wall

take preced_ in 'most aspects of the scientific needs and conduc_c of this

test progranl. It is acknowledged, however, that in many test-related areas,

e.g., site operations, radiological safety, etc., that the WID QA program

should ta]_. precedence, particularly as it applies to WID personnel. As stat-

ed in Section 16.1, the SNL QA Chief will be responsible for all QA-related

interface concerns between t21e SNL ar_l WID QA programs.=

All test-related activities that are to be performed on a repetitive bas-

is will have a specific proc_ure drafted and approv_ by both the test PI

and QT_, and/or their designates, qhese specific QA procedures are to be up-

dated, and reapproved, as test details c/_nnge and (may) require modifications

in the procedure. Examples of activities requiring QA prc_zedttres include:

instrumentation calibration, installation, maintenance; gas sampling ar_l hand-
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ling; gas chromatography-mass spectrometry calibration, upkeep, and sample

analyses; brine-leachate sampling, _ckaging, analyses, etc. ; standard data

handling procedures; etc.

17.0 GLOSSARY

CAM continuotu_air (partic_at_ radioactiw[ty) monitor
CCDF complementary cumulative distribution function, for PA
C_4R computer monitoring room, part of C_4S

computer'monitoring system
CSB crushed salt/bentonite clay backfill material
DAS data acquisition system, SNL system at WIPP
DOE/WPO Department of Energy/_PP Project office
EEG Environmental Evaluation Group, in New Mexico
EPA U.S. Enviro_tal Protection Agency
FY fiscal year
GC-MS gas c_tograph-mass spectrometer
GPIB general-purpose interface bus, component of DAS
HEPA high-efficiency particulate filtem
HONG high-organic/newly gene_ratedTRU waste
HOOW high-organic/old wastes
INEL Idaho National Engineering Labo_.-atory
LONG low-organic/newly g_ted TRU waste
MODCOMP brand name of SNL DAS computer, not an acronym
MSDS material safety dat_ sheets
NAS National Academy of Scier_
NOS computer network operating system, SNL
PA performance assessment
PI principal investigator
PS process sludge ,TRU Waste
QA quality assurance
QAPP Quality Assurance PL_x/ramPlan
RCRA EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 40 CFR 268
RFP Rocky Flats Plant
RMA radioactive_materials area

RWP radiation work permits
SAR Safety Analysis Report
SEIS Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
S_L Sandia National Iaboratories

SOP safe operating,pro_e or Standar/ operating procedure
SPDV WIPP site preliminary design validation
STP standard temperature and pressure, in relation to gases
SWB TR_ standard waste boxes
TA ,_rfpptest ai.cove

TC thermocouples
TRU transuranic
TRUCDN TRUPACT II content codes

UPS uninterruDtible power supply
US DOE U.S. Department of Energy
VOC volatile organic compo%axls
WgPu wea_xgns-gradeplutonium, predominantly 2391AI
WAC WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria
WID Westi_ouse Waste Isolation Division
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18.0 APPENDICES

_]e Appendices, of which the following form the outline and preliminary

texts, are to be. living documents c_piled separately as these WIPP Bin-

Scale CH TRU Waste Tests are implemented in the field. The contents of the

Appendices subsectiors below may be _/_ simple outline format. If a particu-

lar topic below is more fully documented, it will be included in the approved

SNL QA record file (storage area) for this test. At present, these Append-

ices will contain "as-built" drawings, procedures, and processes necessary

for test installation, and subsequent analyses and interpretations of the
tests.

The subsection numbers below, i.e., 18.#.#.#, refer to the main Section

number in the body of this Test Plan.

_8.8.3.1 Pretest Waste C_az-acterization Procedures

Pretest waste characterization procedures for both head-s_%ce gas analy-
ses for VOCs and non-intrusive radionuclide content quantification are in

place at various _raste q_ting facilities for use in required transporta-

tion analyses. Details on PS waste, sanple sizes and radiochemical and hazard-

ous waste component analyses remain to be finalized with and by the geaera-

tors_ Results of the transpoz_ation analyse_s are to be shared with the WIPP

project for purposes of bin-scale pretest characterizations and test data in-

terpretations. Further discussions between the WIPP project and the genera-

tor/shipper sites are required to formalize details of waste characterization

analyses and data sharing. Forthcoming details will be appended here as
available.

18.8.3.2 Waste Pre-Breaching Puncturing Paddle_

Puncturing paddles are needed to pre-breach waste bags t/]at are to be em-

placed into WIPP test bins and leached in place. These puncturing _ddles

will be desi_%ed and fabricated or procured by WID and will be provided to

waste preparers by the WIPP project. Fabrication details will be appended as
available.

18.8.4 Bin Brine Injection

Details on the brine _ljection hard, re installed on test bins and pro--

cedures for injecting the brine into the bins will be prepared and provided

by WID. Radiation-safety te_rary containment e_closur_s may be. used during
the brine injection procedures; this radiation safety equipment will be also

designed and/or procured by WID. _he brine-injection procedure(s) will be

approved by WID and $_j QA, the PI, and site radiation safety.

18.9.1 Test Bin Details

Further details on the following WIPP t_st bin design and associated cc_n-

ponents will be provided by the WID lead engineer/supervisor, and will

documented separately in _ID EWPs [Bali, 1989a; others TBD] _ e_ _

drawings.
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].8.9.2 Test BJ/_-Stand Hardware Details

Further details on the test bin-stands, er_jineering re_lirements, design,
drawings [Bali, 1989b], fabrication procedures, m_d installation will be

provided by WID.

18. i0.i.2 Getter Material Details
4

qhe composition of getter additives, and the proportion or quantities of

getters to be added to the backfill materials will be provided, presumably,

by current laboratory research. Further information .in this area will be

provided by Larry Brush, Sandia National laboratories, and by Barry Butcher,
Sandia National Iaboratories.

The exact composition of salt grout or other materials to be used as an

additive within test bins, and their proportions or .quantities to be added

will be provided, presumably, by current laboratory, research. _Airther in-

fomnation in this area will be provided by Jim Nowak, Sandia National labora-
tories.

18.10.1.4 Mixing and Bagging of Backfill Materials

Details on the procedures, eqqipment, and engineering requirements relat-

J.;_ to the _ixing and bagging of backfill, getter, and other related mater-

ials, aT_d transporting them to the waste generator sites will be provided by

the lead engineer in coordination with B. Stetson, Re/Spec, Ino., phone (505)
844-8422.

18.10.2 Metal Corrodant Details

Furt]ler details on the procur_nent, fabrication, and emplac_t of mild

steel, wire mesh screening, to be used as i_e metal co:_-odant material in the

bin-scale tests will be provided by the lead engineer.

18. i0.3 Artificial Brine Preparation

Further details on the required materials and preparation pr_ocedures for

making large quantities of both artificial Salado and Castile brines Will be

provided by both iarllf Brush and Martin Molecke, SNL Division 6345.

Further details on the brine injection prcw]edure to inject such brJ]les

into test bins will be provided by WID.

18. ii. I. 1 Bin Gas Flushing Details

Furt/]er technical details and procedures for flushi]x] test bJns with arg-

on gas in order to approach an anaerobic environment will be provided by Paul

cahill, SNL chemistry and mate!ials consultant.

18.11.1.2 Portable Oxygen-Gettering Reactant System, Design Details

The Q-5 Reactant has an exchange capacity of 2 cm 3 02 per' gram of
reactant at star,lard temperatt_re and pressure. According to the manufactur-

er, Q--5 can be repeatedly regenerated. For this reactant regeneration, 't/%e

_iterial mtkst be preheated to 200°C. This rege_leration could be accomplished

above ground or elsewhere, after a fresh, replaceable oxygen-gettering column

is attac/ned to tkle system, substituting for the near-depleted coltm_n. During



the heated regeneration cycle, a mixture of about 5% H2 gas in N2 gas
must be..passed through the column (this gas mixture can be purchased pre-mi×-
c_, as "formilzg"gas, or mixed at the WIPP). The resulting exothermic, regen-
eration mycle reaction causes the temperature to rise to about 300°C, as
water is produced and flushed out. 'lhecolumn ter_rature should be held at
300°C for about one hour. The maxlm_m reactant l_terial temperature 11_ustbe
kept below 400°C. To acrxmplish this regeneration cycle (formula 2), the fol-
lowing services are needed: electricity for the heating tape, ther_mcouples,

H2/N2 forming gas, an oxygen sensor at the exit er_d of the column, a
means of removing generated water, and the hardvrare to recirc_llate and/or ex_
haust the used forming gas.

_e cmgnizant 'te_linicalexpel_c for the operation and associated require-
ments of the portable oxygen-getterir_ reactant system is Paul Cahill, SNL,
phone (505) 844-5754, He will provide details on tkleprocedures, ecDlilmre_t,
and engineering requ.irements relating to the required oxygen-_gettering sys-
t_n(s) for use in this bin-_male test progr_m. Commercial oxygen-gettering
apparatus is currently being procured and provided by SNL. 1

18.11.1.3 Test Bin Pressurization
i

Details and procedures for providir_ the initial pressurization of £_ch
test Din with argon gas and for quantlfyirxjthe initial bin void volume will
be provided by M. MoleGke and p. Cahill, SNL.

18.Ii.I.4 Tcacer Gases

Further details on the injection procedure for tracer gases into fJ]ebins
will be provided by r_ul Cahill, SNL, phone (505) 844-5754.

18.ii.1.4 Radioactivity and Radioactive l>articulateMonitoring

Details will be provided by the WID.

18.].1.2 C_s Chromatogl-dph-MassSpectrometer Details and Procedures

Details on the operation, calibration, and maintenance procedures for the
overall GC-MS system will be provide by the principal technical analyst, W.
Greenlee, _[ID. A di'aft of the gas sampling procedures has been prepared
[Greenlee, 1989] and is currently being revised and updated.

18.11.3 Brire-leachate Sampling Details, Procedures

Radiation-safety temporary containment enclosures Ir_jybe used during the
brine injection proc_es; this radiation safety equipment will be also de-
signed and/or procured by WID. Further details on the brine-leachate samp-
ling procedure will be provided by M. A. Mo].ecke, SNL, the lead radiochemical
technical analyst on site [TBD], and by analytical laboratory contractor per-
sonnel.

18.11.4 Brine-Ieachate Samples Packaging and Analy._es Details

}hl_Therdetails will be provided by the ].eadradioche_mical technical an-
alyst on site [TBD], and by analytical laboratol_] contractor personnel. 'Fne
packaging and shippir_gprocedures will be approved by both QA and site radia-
tion safety.

-
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18.12.1 Instr_nentation Details

An instrumentation plan will be specified for each of the principal ins-
truments _m_d in this test pr.ogram. These specifications inc_lude dssi_,
sensitivity range, calibrdtion req_/ireme_ts, procurement, installation and
wiring, power requirements, and operation details.

A NC_S (network opel'ating system) file will be prepared and will list all
test remote instruments and test measurand ntnnbers, rl_%isNC_S file is a re-

quirement of the SNL DAS.

A QA-approved ins_tation calibration, installation, ho0k_/p, opera-
tion, and maintenance procedure will be provided by the SNL instrumentation
consultant for each separate remote instrumejnt(type).

18.12.1.2 Pressure Gages

Some int_restlng pressure calculations and measurement._:

i. If the mine ambient temperature, about 30°C, changed by 3°C (a large
ch_e), then the internal bin pressure would charrjeby about 0.15 psig.

2. Prelindnary barc_,etricpressure nDnitoring measurements were conducted at
the WIPP surface by site Environmental Engineering for the period of
January 1988- May 1988 (daily) and Marc_] 16- 20, 1988 (hourly). On the
basis of these measurements, the reference s_face pressure was calc.n_lat-
ed to be 12.94 psig (26.35 in. Hg). The maximum daily c/_a]_gemeasured
over this period was 0.16 psig (0.33 in. _kJ), the maximum hourly change
was 0.04 psig, and t.hemaximL_noverall rar_jewas 0.19 psig.

3. Preliminary, short-term presst[re monitoring (20 - 30 _ninutes) was also
co_!ucted L1nderground in Roam 6 Pane].1 [Cook, 1989]. Pressul-e fluctua-
tions of about 0.005 psig (0.01 in. Hg) were observed, _ were attr.hbut-
ed to variations in the mine ventilation system. A pressure _'splke"of
0.04 psig (0_08 in. Hg), over about 2 minutes, was also seen.

18.12.I.3 Gas Pressure-Rellef Valves and Control Systems

Pal_metric pressu_ release calculations as a function of relief-valve
size (exit orifice) and time of opening have been conducted [Beraun, 1989].
_Fne primary purpose of these.,calculations was to assist in purc2_ase of the
correct size of pressure relief-valves and of determining how long to open
them. Details of t]_esecalculatior_sare found in [Beraun, 1989].

18.12.I.4 Gas Flow/Volume Monitoring System

18.12.I.5 Oxygen-Specific Sensors

Paul Cahill, SNL, division 1811, phone (505) 844-5754, is the cognizant
person respons.lble for directing all oxygen-specific sensor-related activi-
ties.

Solid state oxygen sensors will L_ used to continuously n_nitor the room
atmosphere. Such devices are extremely stable and ]or_g-]:[vc<_(>5 years).
Such _easors are needed to be accurate and reliable over a rar_jeof about 0.1
to i000 ppm. Additional data on power requirements and calibration tech-
niques will soon be available.
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18.'12.2.3 _akup Power Supply Details

Further details have bee_ prc_ided in two separate SNL rsm_o_mr_la,
[McIln_yle and Johnson, 1989] and [McIhroyle, 1989].

18.14.0 Posttest Waste Disposal

_,z_her details on posttest waste characterization prt_tlr_ for vac_/t_n
distillation procedLtres to obtain VOC gases (and source term) and re_idual
brines in the bins will be developed as a joint effort between SNL and WID.
A separate_waste retrieval plan [WID, 1989] to describe many of th_se details
ar_ operational and engineering procedures is also being drafted by WID.

A large va_lum fuzT_acewill need to be modified or adapted for radiologi-
cal safety purposes. The design and procureQ_ent of the necessary equipment
for these procedures will be the responsibility of WID, with consultation
witJ_the test PI and SN'i,materials and chemistry consultant.
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